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1 Introduction
The term virtual acoustics as referred to within this thesis summarizes the group of
sound reproduction and synthesis approaches attempting to elicit the hearing sensations
occurring in the real or hypothetical scenario to be simulated. As such a superordinate
concept, virtual acoustics can be and has already proven useful for high-quality audio
reproduction purposes in a variety of applications, covering different domains of everyday
life, commercial products, and scientific work. Typical examples include teleconferencing
(Begault 1999, de Bruijn et al. 2000, Boone and de Bruijn 2003), navigating and alerting
for the blind (Loomis et al. 1998), as well as warning and guidance support in traffic
situations, for example in vehicles (Cohen et al. 2006, Poitschke et al. 2009) or aviation
(Begault 1998, Begault et al. 2006).
Virtual acoustics by definition exactly fits the requirements of playback methods for
various multimedia applications. Among them are audio systems for car entertainment
(Farina and Ugolotti 1999, Jones et al. 2007, Bai and Lee 2010), home cinema (Theile et al.
2002, Klehs and Sporer 2003), and venues like movie theaters (Sporer and Klehs 2004),
concert halls (de Vries 1996, Pellegrini and Kuhn 2005), and auditoria (Moldrzyk et al.
2007). The increasing popularity of mobile communication and audio playback devices
triggers the development of compatible virtual acoustics systems (Pörschmann 2002,
Huopaniemi 2007). Possibly the most obvious application scenario of virtual acoustics
is the employment in virtual and augmented reality setups like Cave Automatic Virtual
Environments (Hammershøi and Sandvad 1997, Melchior et al. 2006) or driving simulators
(Völk et al. 2007, Menzel et al. 2011b). Scientific fields of application cover all kinds of
hearing research such as Psychoacoustics (Blauert et al. 2000, Zahorik 2002, Sivonen 2007,
Völk 2009), Audiology and medical research (Kayser et al. 2009, Völk and Fastl 2010,
Völk et al. 2012a), as well as sound quality assessment (Völk 2012b). The latter includes
applications in room acoustics (Lokki 2005), vehicle sound design (Otto 1997, Farina and
Ugolotti 1998, Gallo et al. 2010), and the development of audio reproduction systems like
loudspeaker boxes (Hiekkanen et al. 2009) or car entertainment systems (Granier et al.
1996, Farina and Ugolotti 1997).
The goal of triggering hearing sensations in a perfectly controlled way is rather ambitious
especially since a hearing sensation typically depends on different physical parameters
(Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, p. 43). Therefore, it is usually impossible to synthetically
generate all relevant physical cues as they were in the target situation, particularly
since the relevance of different physical cues resembles an open question unlikely to
be solvable in general (Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2002, Seeber 2007, 2010). Thus,
it is inevitable for the majority of applications to reduce a virtual acoustics system’s
performance requirements to a feasible extent (Wightman et al. 1992). Similar to the
dichotomous movement of audio coding (Fastl 2010) towards low data rates on the one
hand (Herre et al. 1994, Herre 2004) and extraordinary high data rates on the other
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(Funasaka and Suzuki 1997, Suzuki 2004), a tendency is visible for virtual acoustics to
be implemented either with strictly limited performance requirements (Davis and Fellers
1997, Pellegrini and Horbach 2002, Faller 2004) or to reach the highest achievable quality
(Berkhout et al. 1993, Hawksford 1997b, Klehs and Sporer 2003). However, the ideal
approach would reduce the performance requirements in such a way that the resulting
transmission errors are not or at least unlikely detectable by human listeners. While this
aim is obvious, purposeful listening experiment procedures and results applicable to derive
meaningful performance requirements for virtual acoustics systems are largely missing, as
stated in the conclusions of Spors (2005).

1.1 Motivation and Objective
In 1967, Eberhard Zwicker and Richard Feldtkeller, two of the German prime fathers of
Psychoacoustics, recommended in the introduction to their book Das Ohr als Nachrichtenempfänger (The ear as a communication receiver, Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, pp. vi–vii;
English edition 1999, p. xvii) that
“in the design of reproduction systems for speech and music [ . . . ] it is [ . . . ] important to learn what degradations of the reproduced signal go unnoticed by the
ear and to use this knowledge in the specification of the system’s performance
requirements.”
This recommendation inherently assumes the motivation that a meaningful audio reproduction system must fulfill requirements specified by the characteristics of the final
receiver, the human hearing system. The reproduction system design process according
to Zwicker and Feldtkeller consequently starts not by figuring out what can be reached
technically with the least effort (without knowing or being aware of the perceptual consequences), but with the identification and definition of the system specifications that are
optimally matched to the final receiver, the human hearing system. This procedure seems
worthwhile from an engineering point of view, especially considering that the specific
receiver discussed here cannot be modified by the system designer (cf. also Zwicker and
Zwicker 1991). Based on the optimal specification, the performance of the system can
be degraded if necessary or desired, but in a controlled way; controlled insofar as the
perceptual consequences of the degradation are known and accepted deliberately.
The typical design procedure of audio reproduction and signal processing systems based
on Zwicker and Feldtkeller’s method is accordingly divided in two steps:
1. Determination of the just noticeable degradations of the reproduced signals by
perceptual comparison of degraded versions to the originals.
2. Specification of system performance requirements based on the just noticeable
degradations and a cost-benefit analysis of the attempted application.
Presumably the most prominent technology in the field of audio signal processing developed
based on Zwicker and Feldtkeller’s method is the perceptual audio coding, colloquially
referred to as MP3-coding (Blauert and Tritthart 1975, Theile et al. 1987, Brandenburg
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1987), encountered in various situations of current daily life. The development of perceptual
audio coding was possible only based on extensive studies of the signal degradations
just noticeable by the human hearing system (Zwicker 2000), resulting especially in the
concepts of the critical bands (Fletcher and Munson 1937, Zwicker et al. 1957, Zwicker
and Fastl 1972), masking patterns (Fletcher and Munson 1937, Zwicker 1965, 1975, Fastl
1975), and loudness (Fletcher and Steinberg 1924, Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1955, Zwicker
1958). Early motivations and procedures to adapt audio signal processing to the human
hearing system are reported by Stevens and Davis (1938) or Feldtkeller and Zwicker
(1956). Applied to virtual acoustics, a field of technology far from realization in its present
incarnations back in Zwicker and Feldtkeller’s days, their method still represents the
preferable approach to system design (e. g. Seeber 2002b, Seeber and Fastl 2003).
It is the objective of this thesis to deduce a unified framework permitting the application of Zwicker and Feldtkeller’s method for the design of audio reproduction and
signal processing systems to virtual acoustics. This includes a system-theoretically thorough baseline system, serving not only as the reference situation for determining just
noticeable degradations using psychoacoustic methods, but also providing a high quality
stimulus presentation system for hearing research in general. By reducing the idealized
system-theoretically optimal procedure taking into account just noticeable degradations, a
perceptually motivated engineering-approach to virtual acoustics is derived. The resulting
framework allows for the development of the technically least costly implementations
while keeping degradations unrecognizable or at least at a controlled amount. Regarding
the application of virtual acoustics to the audio playback in hearing research, the stimulus
definition and associated requirements are revised. Furthermore, auditory-adapted audio
signal processing and analysis methods as well as perceptual system analysis procedures
are proposed, providing the methodical basis for the discussion. Motivated by a theoretical
revision and classification of existing approaches to virtual acoustics, binaural synthesis
is selected as the exemplary procedure to be discussed in detail, regarding its systemtheoretic basis and specific implementation factors, using the proposed framework. As a
result, the just noticeable degradations are defined as generally applicable as possible, and
the suitability of binaural synthesis for the audio playback in hearing research is addressed.
The validity of the introduced engineering approach, its results, and the applicability in
hearing research is verified by exemplary binaural synthesis implementations, which are
in turn evaluated using psychoacoustic methods.
This work is intended to provide an integrated and comprehensive theoretical framework
for the auditory-adapted generation and for the instrumental and perceptual evaluation
of virtual acoustics by the example of binaural synthesis. The framework is developed as
a common and well-defined basis for the application of virtual acoustics in research and
development as well as for commercial projects. Setting up a virtual acoustics system
accordingly avoids on the one hand common implementation errors while shortening the
setup time, and helps on the other hand making the psychoacoustic data acquired with
virtual acoustics as the playback method more reliable, more reproducible, and more
generally applicable. Further, the framework allows for a global and structured view on
the results of the variety of studies addressing perceptual properties of virtual acoustics
systems by providing a common and thorough theoretical basis.
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1.2 Structure and Overview
The body of this thesis is organized in five chapters, complemented by the introduction, a
concluding summary, and a mathematical and system-theoretic appendix. The chapters
are intended to cover the respective topic and may therefore be studied as single units.
However, the presentation order is selected so that later chapters refer back to definitions,
methods, and results discussed earlier, pointing out relations between the chapters,
especially with regard to the overall statement of this thesis. At those points, it may be
helpful to go back and look up the respective data using the given cross-references. Where
necessary, clearly marked definitions of terms not treated consistently or not discussed in
the established literature state explicitly their application within this work.
In the remainder of this section, the five main chapters are summarized regarding
general scope and major results, clarifying the structure of the presentation, and giving
readers with limited time a condensed overview of the thesis. Those with a deeper interest
are referred to the concluding summaries and the detailed discussions within the chapters.
Chapter 2: Basic Considerations, Methods, and Terminology Initially, basic methods
and terms concerning the system-theoretic and psychoacoustic procedures applied in this
work are discussed and defined, especially resulting in the following achievements:
• Refined formulae for the frequency dependence of critical bandwidth and critical-band
rate, implementing the critical-band concept, a model of the auditory frequency
resolution: The proposed formulae fit the respective listening experiment results
more accurately than current formulae and are better suited for the direct application
in digital signal processing by implementing a bandwidth converging to zero at
f = 0 Hz and an invertible critical-band rate function.
• Psychoacoustically motivated tools for the instrumental and perceptual assessment
of audio signals and transmission systems:
– Auditory-adapted analysis (AAA) including an auditory-adapted spectrogram
representation combining relevant magnitude and phase information.
– Loudness transfer functions (LTFs).
– Quality assessment by just noticeable sound changes.
In combination, the tools and definitions introduced in chapter 2 provide the methodical
basis for a psychoacoustically motivated and instrumentally supported discussion of virtual
acoustics and audio signal processing in general in the following chapters.
Chapter 3: Conjunctions of Virtual Acoustics and Hearing Research In this chapter,
a categorization of approaches for the generation of virtual acoustical environments
regarding the respective functional principle is proposed. Approaches to virtual acoustics
are considered either physically or psychoacoustically motivated.
On that basis, a global overview of approaches to virtual acoustics covering established
systems and the current state of the art is given, resulting in the selection of the approach
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to be discussed primarily within this thesis: binaural synthesis. This physically motivated
approach is considered most promising and best suited for the audio playback in hearing
research, in contrast to psychoacoustically motivated approaches.
Regarding the application of virtual acoustics as the playback method in hearing research,
psychoacoustic methods and the stimulus definition are reviewed with a focus on the
playback procedure and on aspects of the statistical analysis applied here. A discussion of
issues in conventional headphone reproduction and related equalization procedures provides
a link between traditional playback methods and the framework introduced in this work.
Thereby, erroneous assumptions frequently associated with free-field equalized headphone
playback in hearing research are identified and clarified, resulting in a revision of the
application range for the free-field equalization. In the course of this discussion, a common
lack of a nonindividual stimulus definition in conventional headphone reproduction regardless of the equalization procedure is identified and traced back to the psychoacoustically
motivated fundamental concept.
A reflection on the application of psychoacoustic methods for the quality evaluation of
virtual acoustics systems concludes this chapter, motivating and introducing a modified
stimulus definition for this specific application of psychoacoustic methods.
Chapter 4: Theoretical Aspects of Idealized Binaural Synthesis Using the methods
and tools introduced in the previous chapters, the system-theoretic background of static
binaural synthesis with
• probe microphone recording, positioning the probe tube tips close to the eardrums,
• blocked auditory canal entrance miniature microphone recording, and
• artificial head recording
is revised in chapter 4 for human and artificial head playback. Particularly, the identification of theoretical shortcomings such as assumptions and approximations applied for
the derivation of static binaural synthesis is addressed, providing the basis for a detailed
discussion of implementation factors, dynamic binaural synthesis, and results in chapter 5.
The major outcome of chapter 4 is a theoretic framework for binaural synthesis, allowing
for the well-founded selection and exact specification of the implementation employed in
an application scenario, which is crucial to allow for the meaningful discussion of listening
experiment results acquired using binaural synthesis.
Further, a binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC) is introduced based on the
artificial head validation of binaural synthesis transfer functions, providing an authenticity measure for the ear signals generated by binaural synthesis with artificial head
playback. Combined with the introduced system-theoretic framework, the BSQC allows
for identifying and tracking down binaural synthesis errors to the causative partial system.
In summary, the possibilities and limitations of the different recording methods (probe
microphone, blocked auditory canal, and artificial head recording) are addressed in this
chapter on a system-theoretic basis for binaural synthesis with human head and artificial
head playback. In the final section, the results are discussed with regard to synthesizing
authentic ear signals.
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Chapter 5: Practical Aspects of Applied Binaural Synthesis This chapter primarily
contains a discussion of the perceptually motivated implementation and parameterization
of dynamic binaural synthesis. Special attention is paid to the perceptual consequences of
deviations between feasible systems and the requirements and assumptions derived and
identified by the system-theoretic discussion in chapter 4. Thereby, the implementation of
dynamic binaural synthesis using the methods of the linear dynamic system theory is discussed, especially including aspects of the signal processing and the discrete measurement
grid. For determining the grid resolution necessary for transparent binaural synthesis,
a listening experiment based method is proposed and evaluated. Further, interpolation
procedures to increase the grid resolution are reviewed.
The inter- and intra-individual variability of the headphone and recording situation
transfer functions are addressed in detail, for human and artificial head recording, including
aspects of the headphone production spread. Furthermore, possibilities and limitations of
probe microphone ear signal measurement are discussed along with the resulting variability.
As a tool supporting the implementation of binaural synthesis especially with regard to
inversion problems, auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS) is
proposed. The procedure is derived system theoretically as well as parameterized and
evaluated by listening experiments.
Combining the theoretical foundation given in chapter 4 with the headphone transfer
function properties discussed in this chapter, the necessity for selecting appropriate
headphones when implementing binaural synthesis based on blocked auditory canal
recording is shown. Addressing this issue, a blocked auditory canal headphone selection
criterion (HPSC) is proposed, evaluated, and related to the binaural synthesis quality
criterion introduced in chapter 4.
The chapter is concluded by a series of loudness comparison experiments between a real
loudspeaker and its binaurally synthesized counterpart, representing the overall evaluation
of the framework and of the binaural synthesis procedures introduced in this thesis. The
results show the applicability of the framework and indicate that the loudness can be
reproduced correctly by static and dynamic binaural synthesis with individual recording
and individual magnitude and phase equalization only if headphones are used which fulfill
the blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion formulated here. Nonindividual
measurement, nonindividual equalization, and inappropriate headphones are most likely
to result in loudness deviations.
In addition, an explanation of the case of the missing 6 dB is derived from the experimental results: Identical sound pressure time functions in the auditory canals ensure the same
loudness in loudspeaker and headphone reproduction if the ambient conditions are kept
constant. In contrast, equal loudness is not necessarily ensured by equal root-mean-square
sound pressure levels in the canals.
Finally, a schematic working model of auditory localization, loudness, and sound color
perception is derived to summarize the results of the loudness adjustment experiments.
The working model represents an extension of Theile’s association principle and is shown
to account for listening experiment results regarding loudness and localization.
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2 Basic Considerations, Methods, and Terminology
This fundamental chapter includes a clarification of terms, the definition of variables, and
the discussion of methods and procedures employed. Especially, refined formulae for the
dependence of critical bandwidth and critical-band rate on frequency, auditory-adapted
analysis, and loudness transfer functions are introduced. Supplemented by just noticeable
sound changes regarding auditory localization, these psychoacoustically motivated tools
allow for the instrumental and perceptual assessment of audio signals and systems.

2.1 Fundamental Variables and Conventions
In the context of this thesis, lower case variables denote time dependent signals or
impulse responses (IRs). Being t the independent variable representing time, the analog
voltage variable u (t) is abbreviated for example as u without explicit notation of the time
dependence. Upper case letters represent complex Fourier spectra or transfer functions
(TFs), for example U (f ) = F{u (t)} with the temporal frequency f , shortened to U . It
is necessary at some points to denote whether a signal is represented digital or analog.
While analog signals are signified with letters indicating the specific signal’s physical
nature, digital time domain sequences are, with the sample index n, always denoted by
s [n] and abbreviated as s. Different sequences are distinguished by additional indices.
With the frequency bin index k, the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence s is given
by S [k] = FD {s [n]}, shortened to S. Linear time-invariant (LTI) systems are represented
in the time domain by their IR h and in the frequency domain by the corresponding TF
H. Different systems are indicated by additional indices. The variables frequently used in
this work are summarized in appendix B.
While lower case subscripts differentiate signals and systems, additional upper case
indices denote the left (L) or right (R) channel of a symmetric two channel system or a
specific channel of an arbitrary multi-channel setup, if necessary. A major part of the
following treatment examines a transmission system’s left and right channels or the single
channels of multi-channel systems with more than two channels in a similar manner.
Therefore, variables representing the same components for all channels are summed up as
vectors and consequently set in bold fonts, for example
 
UL
U=
.
(2.1)
UR
If not denoted otherwise, the division or multiplication of two vectors of the same size
is used as shorthand for element-wise division or multiplication, meaning for example
the element representing the left side of the first vector is divided or multiplied by the
corresponding element of the second vector. A prerequisite for the division of two spectra
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or TFs is a dividend with non-zero magnitude, taken for granted for all calculations in
this thesis including the invertibility of IRs. Possible problems concerning these issues
in practical implementations have been discussed theoretically and can be reduced by
adequate preprocessing (Neely and Allen 1979, Kirkeby et al. 1998, Kirkeby and Nelson
1999, Norcross et al. 2004b). A theoretically thorough, auditory-adapted, and practically
proven preprocessing method referred to as auditory-adapted exponential transfer function
smoothing (AAS) is introduced in section 5.1.5 (cf. also section 5.2.3).
Object positions are represented within the work on hand by the corresponding position
vectors x in an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. The specific object is indicated by
subscripts, if necessary. A position vector is composed of x, y, and z, symbolically denoting
the object position, as well as rx , ry , and rz , indicating the object orientation (the rotations
around the axes). Here, the loudspeaker (LS) position vector xls = (x, y, z, rx , ry , rz )T is
given as an example. If multiple corresponding objects are to be addressed, their position
vectors are combined to a matrix. The position vector xh = (x, y, z, rx , ry , rz , δ)T denotes
head position and orientation, where the parameter δ takes into account symbolically the
rotations of the listener’s head and torso with respect to the other body.
For the discussion and categorization of approaches to virtual acoustics, a definition of
virtual acoustics itself is required. Definition 1 shows the formulation used in this thesis.
Definition 1 (Virtual Acoustics and the Reference Scene)
The term virtual acoustics describes the audio reproduction or synthesis methods
and procedures aiming at eliciting the hearing sensations occurring in the real or
hypothetical scenario to be simulated, the reference scene.
In the context of virtual acoustical scenarios and auditory localization in general, headrelated coordinates have proven helpful (Blauert 1997, figure 1.4). Here, a Cartesian
coordinate system centered at the midpoint of the interaural axis connecting the upper
edges of the auditory canal entrances is used (cf. figure 2.1 and definition 2).
z

Elevation
y

Horizontal
plane

Azimuth
x
Median plane

Figure 2.1: Head-related Cartesian coordinate system used in this thesis. The coordinate axes define the orthogonal horizontal,
median, and frontal planes intersecting at the
origin, as given by definition 2. Shown are
the horizontal and median planes with the
corresponding azimuth and elevation angles.

Definition 2 (Interaural Axis, Horizontal, Frontal, and Median Plane)
The horizontal plane is defined by the lower edges of the eye sockets and the upper
edges of the auditory canal entrances. The latter points also define the interaural axis.
Horizontal, frontal, and median plane are orthogonal and intersect at the interaural
axis’ center, while the frontal plane also includes the interaural axis.
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The coordinate system shown by figure 2.1 defines three orthogonal planes (Terhardt
1998, p. 223): the horizontal plane including the interaural axis and the lower edges
of the eye sockets, the frontal plane also including the interaural axis, and the median
plane defined by the origin and the orthogonality requirement. A spherical head-related
coordinate system with the origin at the center of the interaural axis is employed in
addition, defining the azimuth angle counterclockwise in the horizontal plane with respect
to the median plane and the elevation angle in the median plane with respect to the
horizontal plane (cf. figure 2.1). Positive angles indicate elevations above, negative angles
below the horizontal plane. The radius coordinate represents the distance to the origin.

2.2 Transfer Function Definitions
Throughout this work, homogeneous and inhomogeneous LTI systems are considered and
systems are defined between different physical magnitudes (cf. Terhardt 1998, pp. 61–63).
The typical homogeneous electric TF is given between two voltage spectra, while the
most common homogeneous TF in acoustics relates two sound pressure spectra. An
inhomogeneous TF can for example be defined between a sound pressure and a voltage
spectrum, describing a linear electroacoustic transducer (Terhardt 1998, p. 63). In order
to relate the spectra of physical signals to their digital representations, TFs are employed
here symbolically, too. Assuming 24 Bit word-length and the sampling theorem (Nyquist
1924, Shannon 1949) being fulfilled, digital to analog (D/A) and analog to digital (A/D)
conversion can be regarded linear and invertible within the audible frequency and dynamic
range (Kammeyer and Kroschel 2006, p. 10). This is given for signals in the audible
frequency range when using high quality audio interfaces (cf. e. g. RME – Intelligent
Audio Solutions 2011). Multiple-port systems are fully described only if the potential
magnitude P and the flow magnitude Q are known at each port (Terhardt 1998, pp. 75–78).
Consequently, four TFs can be given for the two-port system
  
 
P1
P2
A11 A12
=
(2.2)
A
A
Q1
Q2
21
22
with the input spectra P1 and Q1 and the output spectra P2 and Q2 . Assuming a typical
situation with the output port loaded by the complex, frequency dependent impedance ZL
and the input port connected to a potential source with the complex frequency dependent
inner impedance ZQ and inner potential Pi , the TF
HPP =

P2
ZL
=
Pi
ZQ (A21 ZL + A22 ) + A11 ZL + A12

(2.3)

relates the output potential at the two-port system to the inner potential of the driving
source (Terhardt 1998, p. 78). This relation depends on the source and load impedances.
HPP represents the potential transformation of the system as long as the source and load
impedances remain constant and the system is not modified, which holds true also for the
TF relating Q2 and Pi , while the TFs relating P2 to Q1 and Q2 to Q1 only depend on the
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load impedance ZL . The TF between the potential magnitudes describes an LTI system
as long as the system including source and load impedances is not modified. A single TF
is not a valid system description if impedances or system characteristics vary.
If not denoted otherwise, pressure sensitive microphones are used here (cf. Zollner and
Zwicker 1993, p. 182), for convenience referred to as microphones. Their dynamic ranges
are assumed to allow for measurements without audible noise, while the distortion factors
play a minor role for TF measurements if a procedure is employed ensuring nonlinear
distortions not to corrupt the results (Völk et al. 2009b). The microphone TFs
Hmic =

Umic
Pmic

(2.4)

are defined here between the sound pressure spectra at the microphones Pmic and the
microphone output voltage spectra Umic . If no explicit distinction is required, the
subscript mic is used. Further, probe microphone recordings at the eardrums (subscript
pm), miniature microphone measurements at the blocked auditory canal entrances (m),
and recordings with artificial head microphones (ahm) are of interest here. The TFs
Hi =

Smic
Uad Smic
= Ham · Had =
·
Umic
Umic Uad

(2.5)

describe the audio input systems transforming the microphone output voltages umic to the
digital sample sequences smic . The input systems are a combination of the microphone
pre-amplifiers (am) and the A/D-converters (ad). With equations 2.4 and 2.5, the sound
pressure spectra at the microphones are formulated by
Pmic =

Umic
Smic
Smic
=
=
.
Hmic
Hmic · Hi
Hmic · Ham · Had

(2.6)

In a typical LS playback scenario, the output voltage uda produced by an audio interface
from the sequence sls drives an LS amplifier (als) providing the voltage uls to the LS.
This is represented in the frequency domain by the TFs
Hda =

Uda
,
Sls

Hals =

Uls
Uls
, and Ho =
= Hda · Hals .
Uda
Sls

(2.7)

If headphones (HPs) are used for audio playback, HP amplifiers (ahp) driven by input
voltages uda produced by an audio interface from the sequences shp provide the HP input
voltages uhp . The corresponding TFs are given by
Hda =

Uda
,
Shp

Hahp =

Uhp
Uhp
, and Hohp =
= Hda · Hahp .
Uda
Shp

(2.8)

Measurements, recordings, and playback situations discussed in this thesis are implemented
digitally at 44.1 kHz sample rate with custom-made software (Völk et al. 2007, 2009b). IRs
are estimated using the exponential sine sweep (ESS) method according to Farina (2000)
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and Müller and Massarani (2001). The D/A- and A/D-converters employed1 provide
24 Bit word length encoded by the interface driver in 32 Bit fixed point representation,
while processing and storage are implemented at double precision (64 Bit floating point).

2.3 Critical Bandwidth and Critical-Band Rate
The concept of critical bands as introduced based on studies of Fletcher and Munson (1937)
by Zwicker et al. (1957) describes frequency bands of frequency dependent spectral width
with no fixed position on the frequency scale, as they appear in various psychoacoustic
experiments (cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 150–158). Among those experiments are
studies on loudness summation (Zwicker et al. 1957), absolute thresholds (Gässler 1954),
and masking patterns of narrow-band noises (Fastl and Schorer 1986). It is the common
characteristic of all these experiments to show considerably different results if the spectral
width of one of the stimuli involved is increased beyond the critical bandwidth (CBW)
∆fG (f ) centered at the respective frequency f .
Based on the critical bands, a critical-band rate (CBR) function z (f ) has been proposed
(Zwicker 1961b), relating frequency to CBR so that all critical bands are equally wide
on the CBR scale. Different formulae to calculate the CBR, its inverse f (z), and the
CBW have been proposed (Zwicker and Terhardt 1980, Traunmüller 1990), and the
critical-band concept is frequently applied, for example in auditory-adapted short-term
Fourier transform (Fourier-t transform, Terhardt 1985), speech coding (Mummert 1997),
signal analysis (Völk et al. 2009b, 2011c), and signal processing for auditory prostheses
such as hearing aids (Chalupper and Fastl 2002) and cochlear implants (Loizou 1998).
Previously introduced CBW functions specify the bandwidth spectrally symmetric
around a center frequency, while not converging to zero at f = 0 Hz. This fact confines the
applicability and universality of the concept, since a band-pass bandwidth ∆f (f ) > 2f
centered at f can hardly be justified by psychoacoustic experiments, even if ideal filtering is
assumed, since the human hearing system produces almost no sensations in the frequency
range below some 20 Hz (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 18). Consequently, there is no reliable
auditory incentive for a specific shape of the CBW function in this frequency range. The
current expressions appear to be selected in a way to keep the formulae simple and the
functions continuous, as supported by Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 158):
“Although the lowest critical bandwidth in the audible frequency region may
be very close to 80 Hz, it is attractive to add the inaudible range from 0 Hz to
20 Hz to that critical band, and to assume that the lowest critical band ranges
from 0 Hz to 100 Hz.”
However, it is impossible to implement bandwidths ∆f (f ) > 2f with simple signal
processing approaches or analysis systems specified in the positive frequency range. Using
more elaborate signal processing algorithms with CBW filtering, the given low-frequency
shape results in insufficient selectivity in the low-frequency range, producing artifacts
that can be reduced by decreasing the low-frequency filter bandwidth (cf. Mummert 1997,
1

RME Fireface 400, RME Fireface UC, and RME Multiface II, analog dynamic range ∆LD > 100 dB
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pp. 9–12). The analytic expression for the frequency dependence of the CBR proposed
by Zwicker and Terhardt (1980) is based on values tabulated in the frequency range
0 Hz < f < 15.5 kHz. At higher frequencies, this formula underestimates the CBR, as
shown below. In addition, the function is not invertible in closed form, not allowing for
computation of the frequency corresponding to a given CBR. However, this invertibility is
crucial for algorithms aiming at equally distributed processing on the CBR scale.
In this section, a refined analytic expression for the CBW is proposed in dependence of
0 Hz ≤ f ≤ 20 kHz, similar to the well-established expression, but by a continuous function
with ∆f (f ) ≤ 2f ∀f , while representing the values originally tabulated. Further, a refined
and invertible CBR function is derived for the same frequency range. The formulae are
defined based on an overview on earlier approaches and are especially intended to allow for
direct parameterization of auditory-adapted signal processing routines based on the critical
band concept, as for example the auditory-adapted analysis and the auditory-adapted
exponential transfer function smoothing introduced in sections 2.4 and 5.1.5.

Bandwidth / Hz

Critical Bandwidth: Concept and Earlier Formulae The CBW has been estimated as
a function of frequency level independently based on psychoacoustic measurements with
different methods on more than 50 subjects (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 185). Originally,
the CBWs ∆fG [n] were given by Zwicker (1961b) in table form as sample points fc [n]
with n = 1, . . . , 24, indicated by the black dots in figure 2.2.

3200
800
200
50
12.5
0.0125 0.05

0.2 0.5 1 2
Frequency / kHz

5 10 20

Figure 2.2: Critical bandwidth ∆fG (f ) as a
function of frequency f according to Zwicker
and Terhardt (1980, black contour) and
Traunmüller (1990, gray contour). The black
dots indicate the originally tabulated values
according to Zwicker (1961b), the unfilled diamond shows the updated value according to
Zwicker and Terhardt (1980).

The tabulated values were reprinted by Zwicker and Terhardt (1980) with a modification:
the lowest CBW ∆fG [1] = 80 Hz was changed to 100 Hz (diamond in figure 2.2, cf. Fastl
and Zwicker 2007, p. 160), to get approximately constant CBWs for n = 1, . . . , 5 that is at
frequencies below about 500 Hz (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 158). Based on the updated
values, Zwicker and Terhardt (1980) proposed the frequency dependent CBW function
"

2 #0.69
∆fGZ (f )
f
= 25 + 75 1 + 1.4
,
Hz
kHz

(2.9)

fitting the updated data with an accuracy of ±10% (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 164, black
contour in figure 2.2), while deviating by 25% from the original value for n = 1.
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Traunmüller (1990) derived a simplified set of analytic expressions for the application of
the critical-band concept to speech technology. The CBW was defined by Traunmüller in
the range 0.27 kHz < f < 5.8 kHz as a function of CBR (cf. below) by
∆fGT (zT (f ))
= 52548
Hz

"

zT (f )
Bark

2

52.56zT (f )
−
+ 690.39
Bark

#−1
.

(2.10)

Equation 2.10 is shown over the full audible frequency range by the gray contour in
figure 2.2 since a function valid for the whole audio spectrum is targeted here.
Critical Bandwidth: Extensions Both previous formulae for the frequency dependence
of the CBW do not exhibit the properties desired here. The most important requirement is
little deviation from the original CBW function ∆fGZ (f ), given by equation 2.9. Further,
∆fGV (0 Hz) = 0 Hz and ∆fGV (f ) ≤ 2f ∀f are desired. The function
!
1
, 0 Hz ≤ f ≤ 20 kHz
(2.11)
∆fGV (f ) = ∆fGZ (f ) 1 −
2
(38.73f / kHz) + 1

Bandwidth / Hz

fulfills both requirements while fitting the sample values ∆fG [n] tabulated by Zwicker
(1961b) with an accuracy of ±10% for n = 1, . . . , 24. The black contour in figure 2.3 shows
equation 2.11 along with the values tabulated by Zwicker (1961b, dots) and ∆fGZ (f )
proposed by Zwicker and Terhardt (1980, solid gray contour). The dashed gray lines
indicate f = 20 Hz, approximately the lowest audible frequency, and ∆f (f ) = 2f .
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Figure 2.3: Critical bandwidth ∆fG (f ) as a
function of frequency f according to Zwicker
and Terhardt (1980, solid gray contour) and
to the equation proposed here (black contour). The black dots indicate the tabulated
original values according to Zwicker (1961b).
The dashed gray lines mark ∆f (f ) = 2f and
an approximation of the lower limit of the
audible frequency range at f = 20 Hz.

Critical-Band Rate: Concept and Earlier Formulae According to Fastl and Zwicker
(2007, p. 158), the CBR is developed based on the fact that the human hearing system
analyzes broadband sounds in spectral sections corresponding to the critical bands.
Consequently, the frequency dependence of the CBR, assigned the unit Bark, is helpful
for understanding and modeling characteristics of the human hearing system. The CBR
function z (f ) is according to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 159) defined by an interpolation
of the integer valued sample points z [m] = m Bark, with m = 0, . . . , 24, corresponding to
the frequencies fl [m] (black dots in figure 2.4, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 160).
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Figure 2.4: Critical-band rate z (f ) as a
function of frequency f according to Zwicker
and Terhardt (1980, black contour), Traunmüller (1990, gray contour), and Greenwood
(1961, 1990, black dashed contour). The black
dots indicate the originally tabulated values
according to Zwicker (1961b).

Frequency / kHz

The frequencies fl [m] are given by the limits of 24 critical bands seamlessly arranged on
the frequency scale, beginning at fl [0] = 0 Hz, so that the upper limiting frequency of
each band with the center frequency fc [κ] equals the lower limiting frequency of the next
higher band according to
fl [κ + 1] = fl [κ] + ∆fGZ (fc [κ]) ,

κ = 0, . . . , 23,

(2.12)

where ∆fGZ (fc [κ]) grows with κ that is with frequency (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 160,
black dots in figure 2.2). Zwicker and Terhardt (1980) proposed, based on the sample
values given by Zwicker et al. (1957) and Zwicker (1961b), the analytic expression
zZ (f )
0.76f
= 13 arctan
+ 3.5 arctan
Bark
kHz



f
7.5 kHz

2
(2.13)

for the frequency dependence of the CBR (cf. also Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 164 and the
solid black contour in figure 2.4). Equation 2.13 fits the original sample points with an
accuracy of ±0.2 Bark.
However, the applicability of equation 2.13 for the parameterization of auditory-adapted
algorithms is limited, since it is not invertible in closed form. Furthermore, zZ (f ) has been
proposed based on values tabulated in the frequency range 0 Hz ≤ f ≤ 15.5 kHz, while
nowadays hardware and algorithms are often designed to process signals with bandwidths
exceeding the audible frequency range 20 Hz ≤ f ≤ 20 kHz.
Unfortunately, zZ (f ) tends to underestimate the CBR at frequencies f > 16 kHz. For
example, zZ (20 kHz) ≈ 24.58 Bark holds, while the CBW of the highest critical band
tabulated is given to ∆fGZ (fl [23]) = 3.5 kHz. If the CBW is assumed to continue
growing disproportionately with frequency for f > 15.5 kHz, a bandwidth in the range of
∆fGZ (fl [24]) = 4.5 kHz appears a reasonable estimate. Hence, according to equation 2.12,
fl [25] = fl [24] + ∆fGZ (fl [24]) = (15.5 + 4.5) kHz = 20 kHz

(2.14)

holds true and the hypothetic CBR sample value z [25] = 25 Bark would be reached at
fl [25] = 20 kHz. Consequently, zZ (20 kHz) ≈ 24.58 Bark computed using equation 2.13
represents an underestimate of the CBR at f = 20 kHz.
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The analytic expressions proposed by Traunmüller (1990) contain an invertible function
describing the dependence of the CBR on frequency by
zT (f )
f / Hz
= 26.81
− 0.53.
Bark
1960 + f / Hz

(2.15)

This function is defined in the frequency range 200 Hz < f < 6.7 kHz, where it fits the
original samples with an accuracy of ±0.05 Bark, while deviating at frequencies outside
this range by up to 0.73 Bark (gray contour in figure 2.4). Especially, zT (0 Hz) 6= 0 Bark
holds true, which is not in accordance with the definition of the CBR.
Assuming that the positions on the basilar membrane in the inner ear correspond to
the CBR, Greenwood (1961, 1990) derived relations between CBR and frequency from a
cochlear frequency-position function based on physiological data of different species. The
function relating frequency to CBR is given for human listeners (Greenwood 1990, dashed
black contour in figure 2.4) by


zG (f )
f
= 11.9 log10
+ 0.88 .
(2.16)
Bark
165.4 Hz
While invertible, equation 2.16 deviates up to 2.17 Bark from the sample points originally
tabulated by Zwicker (1961b).
Critical-Band Rate: Extensions None of the formulae introduced previously fulfills the
requirements requested here. Therefore, the invertible relation of CBR to frequency


"

1.18 #−0.4 

f / Hz
zV (f )
= 32.12 1 − 1 +
, 0 Hz ≤ f ≤ 20 kHz
(2.17)


Bark
873.47
is proposed, approximating the values tabulated by Zwicker (1961b) with an accuracy
of ±0.08 Bark, in contrast to ±0.2 Bark achieved by the noninvertible equation 2.13.
Furthermore, equation 2.17 is fitted to the tabulated values extended by the pair fl [25] =
20 kHz and z [25] = 25 Bark. For that reason, evaluating equation 2.17 at f = 20 kHz
results in the realistic value zV (20 kHz) ≈ 24.86 Bark.
The inverse of equation 2.17, required if frequencies corresponding to a pre-defined
distribution (e. g. equally spaced) on the CBR scale are to be computed, is given by
fV (z)
= 873.47
Hz

"

32.12
32.12 − z/ Bark

2.5

#1/1.18
−1

, 0 Bark ≤ z ≤ 24.86 Bark. (2.18)
1/1.18

In combination, the proposed formulae allow for the parameterization of auditory-adapted
signal processing routines directly, which is used in the following section to derive an
auditory-adapted system analysis procedure based on the critical-band concept.
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2.4 Auditory-Adapted Analysis
The IRs of LTI systems represent a simple but complete system description. For that
reason, IR based system analysis is attempted here, wherever possible even for timevariant systems. Mathematically, processing an audio signal by a specific digital or analog
LTI system is described in that the signal, without loss of generality assumed digitized
according to section 2.2, is convolved with the system IR, represented by a finite impulse
response (FIR) approximation here. This process represents filtering the audio signal with
the filter described by the FIR. That way, the temporal and spectral characteristics of
the filter are superimposed on the signal finally detected by the hearing system.
When dealing with LTI systems, analyzing one IR is sufficient to describe the system
(Oppenheim et al. 1998), while piecewise time-invariant systems can be approximated
by series of IRs (cf. section 5.1.1). For that reason, it is possible to predict the audible
impact of a system approximately by analyzing an FIR or a series of FIR approximations
in a way resembling the time-frequency analysis of the hearing system.
Auditory Adaption in General In the following, an auditory-adapted system analysis
method is derived, aiming at visually representing perceptually relevant spectro-temporal
system characteristics based on an FIR approximation of the system IR. Since the hearing
system represents a complex adaptive and nonlinear system (Fastl and Zwicker 2007,
p. 50), auditory adaption is aimed at regarding aspects considered primarily relevant in
the context of virtual acoustics. Following Terhardt (1998, p. 223) and taking into account
the findings of section 5.4, the sound pressure signals at the eardrums may be considered
the primary inputs to the human hearing system. According to Terhardt (1998, p. 230),
the subsequent stage of the hearing system, the level dependent and nonlinear middle ears,
may be approximated by TFs from the eardrum pressures to the oval window velocities,
the latter in turn considered the input signals to the inner ears.
The signal analysis of the human inner ear depends on the signal level, spectrum,
and temporal shape (Fastl 1982, Zwicker 1984, 1986, Fastl and Zwicker 2007). It is this
complex nature of the analysis (essentially influenced by the active and nonlinear cochlea,
Zwicker 1979, 1985) that allows normal-hearing listeners to communicate even under
adverse conditions (Hojan and Fastl 1996, Stemplinger et al. 1997, Rader et al. 2008). At
the same time, however, it aggravates auditory-adapted signal processing, especially for
signal analysis (e. g. loudness prediction or noise assessment, Zwicker 1977, Fastl 2000,
Fastl et al. 2009), rehabilitation of hearing disorders with reduced spectral or temporal
selectivity (Zwicker and Bubel 1977, Fastl et al. 1998, Chalupper and Fastl 2002, Qin
and Oxenham 2003), and audio playback in noisy environments (due to partial masking,
Gleiss and Zwicker 1964, Zwicker 1987, 1989).
For the purpose of system characterization, a level and signal independent analysis is
desirable. In contrast to the auditory-adapted signal analysis, as for example by Fourier-t
transform (Terhardt 1985) or filter-bank approaches (as frequently used in loudness
prediction, cf. Zwicker et al. 1984), system analysis is not intended specifically for one
signal; the results are to be representative for all signals possibly processed by the system
under consideration. For that reason, signal dependent aspects must be studied for the
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specific signal and cannot be included in a general system analysis. With respect to the
hearing system, this means simplification of the analysis procedure.
Modeling Aspects A spectrum analysis system resolves two spectral lines separated
in frequency more than the analysis bandwidth. According to Zollner and Zwicker
(1993, pp. 286–287), the spectrum analysis of the human inner ear can be modeled by
a number of overlapping band-pass filters with frequency dependent so-called critical
bandwidths (CBWs, cf. section 2.3). Based on this filter-bank model, the frequency
dependent minimum temporal resolution of the hearing system’s spectrum analysis is
inversely proportional to the CBW (T. Horn, personal communication, August 2011).
Following definition 3, this resolution is referred to as monaural temporal resolution.
Definition 3 (Monaural and Binaural Hearing, Attributes, and Resolution)
Hearing with two ears is referred to as binaural, in contrast to monaural hearing with
one ear. Binaural attributes and localization cues occur only in binaural hearing, all
other attributes and cues are monaural. The frequency dependent temporal resolution
of the hearing system’s monaural spectral analysis is referred to as monaural in
contrast to the binaural temporal resolution of interaural differences.
The CBW grows according to equation 2.11 with frequency, ranging from values around
∆fG (20 Hz) ≈ 80 Hz at low frequencies to ∆fG (20 kHz) ≈ 6 kHz in the highest audible
frequency range (section 2.3). Assuming for the hearing system, in accordance to technical
systems (cf. Kammeyer 1992, p. 50), a constant bandwidth-period product
∆fG (f ) TG (f ) = 1,

(2.19)

the CBWs correspond to frequency dependent periods between TG (20 Hz) ≈ 10 ms and
TG (20 kHz) ≈ 160 µs. The period TG (f ) corresponds well to psychoacoustic results on
the monaural temporal resolution, especially at frequencies below about 1 kHz (Wiegrebe
et al. 1996, Krumbholz et al. 2003). Masking experiments largely confirm the monaural
temporal resolution model applied here at f = 300 Hz and f = 900 Hz, while indicating
considerably less temporal selectivity than predicted by the monaural temporal resolution
at f = 2.7 kHz and f = 8.1 kHz (Plack and Moore 1990), probably influenced by the
subsequent processing by the hearing system not taken into account here. This being said,
auditory-adapted system analysis must consider temporal aspects of systems with IRs
containing auditory relevant energy extended beyond the monaural temporal resolution.
Such systems are after definition 4 referred to as auditory spectro-temporally effective
here, in contrast to purely spectrally effective systems.
Definition 4 (Spectro-Temporally and Spectrally Effective Systems)
The critical-band wide band-pass filtered impulse response of a spectro-temporally
effective system contains auditory relevant energy extended in time beyond the filter
slope corrected monaural temporal resolution. Other systems are purely spectrally
effective. Auditory relevant impulse response amplitudes lie less than the dynamic
range of the hearing system below the impulse response maximum.
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Since resolution and IRs may depend on frequency, the comparison must take place in
each channel of the critical-band wide band-pass filtered IR. Temporal aspects are to
be considered if auditory relevant energy extends in at least one channel beyond the
respective monaural temporal resolution corrected by the temporal band-pass filter slope.
Auditory relevant IR amplitudes are assumed to lie in the present context less than the
dynamic range of the hearing system below the maximum IR amplitude. In the frequency
domain, the TFs of spectro-temporally effective systems show suprathreshold spectral
variation within the critical bands containing temporally effective sections.
Typical room reverberation times exceed 100 ms (Schroeder et al. 1966, Kuttruff and
Jusofie 1967). For that reason, most reverberant rooms represent spectro-temporally
effective systems. Loudspeaker IRs show decay times between about 1 ms and 30 ms,
depending on the design concept (Fincham 1985, Adams 1989, Hawksford 1997a, Dyreby
and Choisel 2007), and may therefore be spectrally or spectro-temporally effective. Most
other audio processing systems, as for example headphones, amplifiers, or audio interfaces
exhibit decay times in the range of the monaural temporal resolution (Kuttruff and Jusofie
1969, Hirahara 2004). In general, it has to be proven by measurement whether a specific
system is effective spectro-temporally or purely spectrally.
In this thesis, the characteristics of purely spectrally effective systems are analyzed
visually by auditory-adapted frequency dependent TFs, whereas for spectro-temporally
effective systems, auditory-adapted time and frequency dependent spectrogram representations are shown. When analyzing separately two systems employed to process
corresponding signals designated for the left and right ears, disparities have to be addressed in addition to the single system characteristics, because the hearing system
analyzes interaural differences (Mills 1972, Middlebrooks and Green 1991, Blauert 1997).
The binaural temporal resolution according to definition 3 reaches values in the range
of 10 µs, exceeding the monaural temporal resolution (Hershkowitz and Durlach 1969,
Domnitz 1973, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 293). Two systems can be compared by time
and frequency dependent auditory-adapted interaural spectrograms, justified by the independence of the interaural level difference thresholds for broadband noise on interaural
correlation, suggesting independent processing of both ear signals prior to interaural
comparison processes (Hartmann and Constan 2002).
Implementation and Parameterization of the Auditory-Adapted Analysis In 1985,
Terhardt proposed a method for auditory-adapted audio signal analysis referred to as
Fourier-t transform (FTT), which is extended here to the application for auditory-adapted
system analysis. As the resulting procedure is capable of analyzing systems and signals, it
is generally referred to as auditory-adapted analysis (AAA). Based on equation 3.74 of
Terhardt (1998), the FTT spectrogram
n
1 X
sκ [n] =
s [i] wκ [n − i] e− j2πfAκ i/fs , κ = 0, . . . , Υ − 1
fs i=0

(2.20)

of the causal sequence s [n] sampled at fs with n = 0, . . . , N − 1 is computed at the
analysis frequencies fAκ using a series of causal window functions wκ [n] allowing adapting
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the transformation to the time-frequency resolution of the hearing system. According to
Terhardt (1985, p. 253 and Mummert 1997, p. 9), the ascending exponential functions

2aκ e−aκ n/fs , n ≥ 0,
wκ [n] =
(2.21)
0,
n<0
represent appropriate temporal window functions. Following Terhardt (1985, equation 38),
each wκ [n] represents a first-order low-pass filter with the 3 dB-bandwidth ∆fκ = aκ /π.
Schlang and Mummert (1990) extend the special case of equation 2.21 to the more general
class of exponential temporal windows of arbitrary integer order η = 1, 2, . . . with η-fold
pole at aκ . This series of causal window functions is given by

2aκ
η−1 −aκ n/fs


(aκ n/fs )
e
, n ≥ 0,
(η
−
1)!
wηκ [n] =
(2.22)

0,
n < 0,
with the corresponding 3 dB-bandwidths
∆fηκ = (aκ /π)

p

21/η − 1.

(2.23)

According to Mummert (1997, pp. 90–91) η = 4 represents a typical value for auditory
system modeling also optimal for re-synthesis (Patterson et al. 1992, Irino and Patterson
2001). Therefore, η = 4 is selected here. For η = 1, equation 2.22 equals equation 2.21.
In this case, all the window functions reach their maximum at nmax,1 = 0. For η > 1, the
window maxima occur delayed by nmax,ηκ > 0. The sample indices corresponding to the
maximum amplitudes of the window functions are derived in appendix D.2 to
nmax,ηκ = (η − 1) fs /aκ ,

∀ η > 1.

(2.24)

The delay of the maximum window amplitude decays with increasing frequency and
depends on the order η. For AAA, the delay is desired to reflect the frequency dependent
travel times to the positions of maximum excitation on the basilar membrane in the
human inner ear, given by table 2.1 according to von Békésy (1949).
fres / kHz
τres / ms

0.05
6

0.1
3

0.2
2

0.5
1

0.7
0.7

2
0.2

Table 2.1: Approximate travel times τres of a pulse wave along the basilar membrane
in the human cochlea to the positions of maximum excitation after von Békésy (1949),
expressed by the corresponding resonant frequency fres .

The travel times indicate that the spectral components of a Dirac impulse are not processed
simultaneously in the cochlea, but that the detection of low-frequency components is
delayed compared to higher frequencies. This fact may be reflected qualitatively in AAA
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with windows according to equation 2.22 by adjusting the delays of the window maxima
using equation 2.24 so that
nmax,ηκ ≈ τresκ fs

(2.25)

holds true. Since η = 4 is desired and fs is constant, the parameter aκ controls the degree
to which equation 2.25 is fulfilled. Based on equation 2.23, the frequency dependent
analysis bandwidth is adapted to given bandwidths ∆fηκ by selecting


p
(2.26)
aκ = π ∆fηκ / 21/η − 1 .
For AAA, it is desirable to select the analysis bandwidth proportional to the analysis
bandwidth of the hearing system given by the CBW (equation 2.11). Introducing the
constant multiplication factor c, the CBW proportional 3 dB-bandwidth is given by
∆fηκ = c ∆fGV (fAκ ) .

(2.27)

Selecting c = 0.5 according to Mummert (1997, pp. 91–93) fulfills equation 2.25 in good
approximation and is also supported by functional inner ear simulations of Peisl (1990).
Consequently, this value is chosen for AAA here. The CBW definition in section 2.3
is derived with the aim of suppressing undesired selection of spectral contributions at
negative frequencies, especially for low analysis frequencies. Depending on the sampling
frequency, alias artifacts may occur at the upper limit of the analysis frequency range
due to the finite steepness of the analysis filter slopes. Therefore, the sampling frequency
represents a critical parameter. In the course of this thesis, fs = 44.1 kHz has proven
useful. Following Terhardt (1985), the analysis is carried out at the Υ = 625 frequencies


zV (20 kHz) − zV (20 Hz)
κ , κ = 0, 1, . . . , Υ − 1,
(2.28)
fAκ = fV zV (20 Hz) +
Υ−1
equally spaced on the CBR scale between 20 Hz and 20 kHz (using equations 2.17 and 2.18).
This results in a resolution equal to the just noticeable change of frequency (Fastl and
Zwicker 2007, pp. 182–187), reflected in about 0.04 Bark analysis step size in the CBR
range between approximately 0.15 and 24.86 Bark. According to Mummert (1997, p. 93),
resolutions below 0.05 Bark are also sufficient to avoid visualization artifacts.
Analysis Procedure and Visualization The AAA process as proposed here starts for
a specific linear acoustic system by acquiring an FIR approximation of the system IR.
For time-invariant systems, one FIR is sufficient, while for time-variant systems a set of
FIRs covering all system states of interest is analyzed. The following steps are described
exemplary for an LTI system (audio interface2 in short-circuit state between in- and
output) and therefore for one IR approximated by the FIR hau,sc [n]. AAA is carried out
by setting s [n] = hau,sc [n] in equation 2.20, resulting in general in the auditory-adapted
2

RME Fireface UC, fs = 44.1 kHz, 256 samples buffer, balanced line short-circuit, 13 dBu output level
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spectrogram hAAAκ [n] and resulting here in the audio interface spectrogram hau,scκ [n].
With regard to the nomenclature of equation 2.20, this is formulated by
sκ [n] = hAAAκ [n] = hau,scκ [n] .

(2.29)

In conventional auditory-adapted signal analysis, sκ [n] is visualized by two separate
gray-scale bitmap images, the auditory magnitude and phase spectrograms, with the
abscissae representing the temporal and the ordinates the spectral dimension (Horn 1998,
Mummert 1997, p. 134). The results are usually displayed over the linear CBR scale, with
the axis labeled by the corresponding frequencies. In other words, the frequency scale is
warped in an auditory-adapted manner. According to Mummert (1997, equation 1.10),
each pixel corresponds to a complex-valued matrix element of the band-pass spectrogram
j2πfAκ n/fs
hbp
.
AAAκ [n] = hAAAκ [n] e

(2.30)

The level of gray represents in the auditory magnitude spectrogram the element’s logarithmic magnitude
Lκ [n] = 20 log10 hAAAκ [n] dB = 20 log10 hbp
AAAκ [n] dB
and in the auditory phase spectrogram the phase angle



arg hbp
if arg hbp
AAAκ [n]
AAAκ [n] ≥ 0,
Aκ [n] =

arg hbp
AAAκ [n] + π otherwise.

(2.31)

(2.32)

Frequency / kHz

Figure 2.5 shows the auditory magnitude and phase spectrograms of hau,sc [n]. The black
dots in the magnitude spectrogram (left diagram) indicate the frequency dependent travel
times τresκ along the basilar membrane according to von Békésy (1949, cf. table 2.1) with
respect to the maximum amplitude of the broadband IR.
20
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Figure 2.5: Auditory-adapted
logarithmic magnitude spectrogram with 60 dB visible dynamic
(left) and phase spectrogram (0
to 2π, right) of an audio interface
impulse response in short-circuit
state, approximated by a finite
impulse response. The black dots
in the left panel indicate travel
times on the basilar membrane.

A visualization method referred to as AAA spectrogram is introduced here, combining
the information of figure 2.5 in one image. The method is based on signal modification
approaches by Horn, proven by informal listening to allow for transparent re-synthesis
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(T. Horn, personal communication, August 2011). The incentive for the AAA spectrogram

n

o 
bp
LAAAκ [n] = 20 log10 hbp
[n]
1
+
cos
arg
h
[n]
dB
(2.33)
AAAκ
AAAκ
is in addition to condensed visualization by a single image the fact that the hearing system
produces one analysis output at a time (time-frequency dependent excitation pattern, cf.
Zwicker 1958, Fastl 1982), not a magnitude and a phase result. Figure 2.6 shows as an
example the AAA spectrogram of the FIR approximation of the audio-interface impulse
response hau,sc [n] also represented by figure 2.5.

Frequency / kHz
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Figure 2.6: Auditory-adapted analysis spectrogram with 60 dB visible dynamic of an
audio interface impulse response in shortcircuit state, approximated by a finite impulse
response. The black contour indicates the
monaural temporal resolution given by the
periods corresponding to the critical bandwidths, corrected by the filter slopes with
respect to the impulse response maximum.
Since the spectrogram decays by more than
60 dB within the monaural temporal resolution, the system is purely spectrally effective.

The basic idea of the AAA spectrogram is that the phase spectrogram can be effective
only where the magnitude spectrogram shows suprathreshold levels. It appears reasonable
to weigh the phase by the magnitude values, keeping magnitude information visible while
showing relevant phase information. Direct weighting with the phase computed according
to equation 2.32 causes discontinuities at the phase values 0 and 2π. For that reason, the
phase cosine is included in equation 2.33, requiring the offset by one before taking the
logarithm. Apart from this offset, the argument of the logarithm represents the real-part

< hbp
AAAκ [n]



bp
= hbp
AAAκ [n] cos arg hAAAκ [n]

(2.34)

of the band-pass spectrogram hbp
AAAκ [n] (Bronstein et al. 2001, equation 1.133a). The black
contour in figure 2.6 indicates the periods corresponding to the CBWs with respect to the IR
maximum, corrected by the 60 dB decay times of the analysis windows (cf. appendix D.2).
This contour may be regarded as an approximation of the monaural temporal resolution.
The audio interface AAA spectrogram decays at all audible frequencies by more than
60 dB within the monaural temporal resolution and is considered purely spectrally effective.
Following the reverberation time definition (Schroeder 1965, DIN EN ISO 3382 2000),
systems with AAA spectrograms decaying by at least 60 dB within the monaural temporal
resolution are classified purely spectrally effective. This criterion is evaluated strictly at
frequencies below 1 kHz here, where masking experiments confirm the procedure (Plack
and Moore 1990). While the AAA spectrogram is used for the visual analysis of spectro-
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temporally effective systems, it is not necessary to study temporal aspects of spectrally
effective systems, which are visualized based on the AAA spectrum
H̄AAAκ =

N
−1
X

hAAAκ [n] , 0 ≤ ns < N − 2

(2.35)

n=ns

by means of the logarithmic AAA magnitude spectrum
(2.36)

lκ = 20 log10 H̄AAAκ dB
and the AAA group delay
τgκ



arg H̄AAAκ +1 − arg H̄AAAκ

, κ = 0, 1, . . . , Υ − 2.
=−
2π fAκ +1 − fAκ

(2.37)

In order to prevent phase ambiguities, the summation starting index ns in equation 2.35
is selected so that no auditory relevant energy is present in hAAAκ [n] at sample indices
n ≥ ns +

fs
2 fAκ +1 − fAκ

(2.38)



−0.45
−0.5

−0.55
−0.6

−0.65

0.02
2

Group delay / ms

Magnitude / dB

for all analysis frequencies, that is for all κ (cf. equation 2.20). This is especially relevant for
systems showing IRs with initial pure delay, where equation 2.38 can be typically fulfilled
by selecting ns > 0 within the initial delay. The index computed by equation 2.38 depends
on the analysis frequency spacing fAκ +1 − fAκ and therefore, with the parameterization
employed here, on the number of analysis channels Υ (cf. equation 2.28). While Υ = 625
has proven useful, higher values may be necessary for specific systems.
The magnitude spectrum and group delay according to equations 2.36 and 2.37 are
referred to as AAA transfer characteristics. Figure 2.7 shows the AAA transfer characteristics of the audio interface FIR approximation depicted in figures 2.5 and 2.6.
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Figure 2.7: Auditory-adapted audio interface magnitude transfer function and group
delay in short-circuit state of the analog in- and outputs. Balanced line connection,
13 dBu output level, cable lengths 1.5 m (solid black) and 46.5 m (dashed gray).

Since the AAA transfer characteristics are computed at analysis frequencies equally
distributed on the CBR scale, they are shown over the linear CBR, the axes labeled
with the corresponding frequencies. The abscissa represents a frequency scale warped in
an auditory-adapted manner. The FIR hau,sc is measured in balanced line short-circuit
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state of the analog in- and output channels between the corresponding digital sequences.
The TF Hau,sc = Hda · Hc · Had contains the D/A-converter TF Hda (equation 2.7), the
A/D-converter TF Had (equation 2.5), and the cable TF Hc . Figure 2.7 shows results from
two measurements, one with 1.5 m cable length (Hc,1.5 m , solid black) and one with 46.5 m
cable length (Hc,46.5 m , dashed gray). Adding 45 m cable results in less than 0.04 dB AAA
magnitude and less than 4.6 µs group delay difference. Considering the just noticeable
differences in the ranges of 0.1 dB (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 180) and 50 µs (Fastl and
Zwicker 2007, p. 293) and assuming cable lengths of some 50 m to cover the scenarios
discussed in this thesis, the influence of line connections is omitted. It might be desirable
to consider connection TFs, which is covered by the framework introduced.
Variability in Auditory-Adapted Transfer Characteristics The variability in a set S
of transfer characteristics is addressed using the quartiles, the 25 %, 50 %, and 75 %
percentiles P25 (S), P50 (S), and P75 (S), computed according to equations 2.36 and 2.37
at each analysis frequency fAκ separately for lκ and τgκ . The auditory-adapted variability
is defined comparable to the analysis of listening experiment results by the inter-quartile
ranges of lκ and τgκ (cf. section 3.2.1), whereas other authors prefer arithmetic mean and
standard deviation of the magnitude spectrum (e. g. Møller et al. 1995a). In order to keep
possibly occurring asymmetries in the distribution visible, the partial variability values
V25 (S) = P25 (S) − P50 (S) and V75 (S) = P75 (S) − P50 (S) are shown. If more than one
set is discussed, the quartiles of the partial variability values of all data sets are given,
referred to as the auditory-adapted variability statistics, and denoted for example in the
case of V25 (S) by P25 (V25 (S)), P50 (V25 (S)), and P75 (V25 (S)).

2.5 Loudness Transfer Functions
A usual and feasible method to address the transmission characteristics of an electroacoustic
system perceptively is the loudness comparison to the reference scene. The frequency
dependent correction level necessary for narrow-band signals, presented by the system, to
elicit the reference scene loudness is referred to as loudness transfer function (LTF).
Definition 5 (Loudness Transfer Function)
The frequency dependent correction levels necessary for an electroacoustic transmission system to elicit the reference scene loudness of narrow-band signals are referred
to as loudness transfer function.
Prominent LTFs are the perceptually measured free-field or diffuse-field HP equalization
curves often employed for psychoacoustic experiments or HP reproduction in general
(section 3.2.4, Zwicker and Maiwald 1963, Theile 1981).
Conceptual Aspects The loudness of an isolated fixed-frequency sinusoid depends on
its level (Fletcher and Munson 1933, Robinson 1953, Robinson and Dadson 1956) and
temporal shape (Fletcher and Munson 1933, Zwicker 1956, 1965). The loudness of more
complex isolated steady stimuli depends in addition on the spectral content (Fletcher and
Steinberg 1924, Steinberg 1925, Zwicker et al. 1957). For that reason, an LTF must not
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be confused with or misinterpreted as a system-theoretically defined magnitude spectrum.
LTI systems are characterized fully by the signal independent IRs respectively TFs between
their input and output ports (Oppenheim et al. 1998). It is possible to acquire the TF
in a specific frequency range relating the spectrum of the system response to a known
signal providing sufficient intensity in the frequency range of interest to the spectrum
of that signal. A crucial prerequisite for the validity of this procedure is using an LTI
device with frequency independent TF for recording the system response. If in contrast a
frequency, level, or in general signal dependent measurement method as for example the
human loudness perception is employed, a general TF computation by relating system
output and input is not possible, because the system response recording may vary, due to
the measurement method, with the specific signal.
LTFs are acquired by adjusting the same loudness that is the same measurement system
reading in two situations: listening to the reference scene and listening to the device
under test. Consequently, measurement system readings are compared, influenced by the
nonlinear and signal dependent transfer characteristics of the measurement system, which
is in the present case the hearing system. In comparing the readings of a measurement
device with signal dependent transfer characteristics in response to the output signals of
two different LTI devices under test, it must be taken into account that both measurement
system readings are valid only for the specific signals at the measurement device input. It
is not clear whether the specific measurement system input is the only signal resulting in
the current reading, or if the reading would change for example with the signal duration.
The only procedure allowing for the signal independent comparison of two LTI systems
is comparing the system input signals leading to equal output signals or vice versa,
necessarily requiring an LTI measurement system with frequency independent TF.
That being said, measuring the TFs of electroacoustic systems by the loudness they
elicit is valid only if the measurement device inputs, the sound pressure time functions
at the eardrums, are identical in the situations to be compared (according to Fastl and
Zwicker 2007, p. 25, the ear is assumed pressure sensitive). Consequently, it is not possible
in a system-theoretic sense to measure “the frequency response of earphones [ . . . ] by
subjectively performed loudness comparisons of tones, presented via a loudspeaker or via
earphones” (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 8). This becomes even more evident considering
the possibility of different sound pressure time functions at the eardrums eliciting the
same loudness with loudspeaker and conventional headphone playback (cf. section 5.4
Fastl 1986, Völk et al. 2011d). In that case, the LTF of the HPs regarding a specific
reference scene is measured, not the frequency response in general.
Procedure and Parameterization The experimental method proposed for LTF measurements is a loudness adjustment procedure using Békésy-Tracking according to Fastl and
Zwicker (2007, cf. also von Békésy 1947, Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1955, Hesse 1986). In the
present case, the subjects listen alternately to the reference scene and the transmission
system under consideration. The subjects’ task is to continuously adjust the input level of
the transmission system so that it elicits the reference scene loudness. For that purpose,
pairs of narrow-band impulses are used as test signals, one impulse presented in the reference scene, the other by the system under test. Typically, the reference scene is presented
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first, while the presentation order did not change the results of the evaluation experiment
described below. After each pair, the center frequency is changed automatically. The
reference scene level remains constant while the input level of the system under test is
either increased or decreased with each frequency step. The subjects are asked to change
the direction of the level variation using a hand switch every time the loudness of the two
sounds in a pair differs. This procedure results in a frequency dependent zigzag-pattern,
alternating around the level at equal loudness.
Two signal impulses with 0.4 s duration, 5 ms Gaussian gating according to Zwicker and
Feldtkeller (1967, pp. 20–21), and 0.1 s spacing have proven useful as comparison pairs. To
indicate the comparison pairs by the temporal stimulus organization, two successive pairs
are separated by 0.4 s silence. A level variation with 1.5 dB step size, starting 10 dB above
the level eliciting approximately the reference scene loudness, turned out advantageous.
Each experimental run is divided in two consecutive parts, one with increasing center
frequency, starting from 10 Bark (about 1.3 kHz, cf. section 2.3) upwards to 24.8 Bark
(20 kHz), and one with decreasing frequency, starting from 12 Bark (1.7 kHz) downwards to
0.2 Bark (20 Hz), both with 0.05 Bark step size. On the CBR scale equidistant frequencies
were selected to achieve an equally spaced auditory-adapted frequency distribution. In
order to reduce methodical artifacts due to the beginning of the adjustment procedure, 20
steps of the results in the overlapping region between 10 and 11 Bark for the increasing
and 12 and 11 Bark for the decreasing branch are dropped. The individual results are
computed by interpolating the average levels of every two adjacent turning points.
Stimulus Selection and Verification of the Procedure Stimuli suitable for measuring
LTFs are narrow-band signals, as for example pure tones or narrow-band noises (NBNs).
To address the properties of both stimulus categories with regard to a reverberant reference
scene3 , LTFs as defined above have been measured for a virtual acoustics system4 with
pure tones and half critical-band wide noises. The experiment was conducted with four
experienced normal hearing5 subjects utilizing the procedure introduced above, resulting
in a duration of about 6 minutes for the noise and 11.5 minutes for the tone stimuli.
Figure 2.8 shows the inter-individual median of the noise data (black contour) and the
inter-individual 25% and 75% percentiles of the pure tone results (gray contours).
The results for both stimuli are qualitatively comparable, while the NBN data proceed
due to the noise’s broader spectral shape smoother, revealing less detail. The smoothing
may be desirable, for example to suppress the visibility of spectrally narrow resonance
effects. Further, the NBN stimuli allow reducing the measurement time by about 50%.
Since a detailed system analysis showing spectrally narrow effects was attempted, LTFs
were measured using pure tone stimuli in the course of this thesis. The procedure resulted
for three experienced subjects repeating the experiment described in this paragraph in an
inter- and intra-individually averaged deviation of ±2 dB between two runs on different
days. The maximum intra-individual deviations between two runs did not exceed ±4 dB.
3

Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98, setup according to section 5.4.2 in laboratory 1
nonindividual dynamic binaural synthesis with Stax λ pro NEW headphones, average magnitude
equalization, and Polhemus 3 Space FasTrack according to chapters 4 and 5
5 pure tone threshold in quiet for Békésy-Tracking less than 20 dB above the long-term lab median

4
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Figure 2.8: Loudness transfer function from
a binaurally synthesized loudspeaker to the
real counterpart. Median of individual tracking results measured with half critical-band
wide noise (black contour) and 25% and 75%
percentiles for pure tone test signals (gray
contours). Further shown are quartiles of
pure tone adjustment results at 650 Hz and
6 kHz with loudspeaker (open squares) and
binaural synthesis reference (filled squares).

Figure 2.8 shows additionally for verification purposes the quartiles of the results of an
adjustment experiment with pure tones at 600 Hz and 6.5 kHz in the same scenario. In
that experiment, nine subjects adjusted the level of the signals presented by the system
under test to the reference scene (open squares) and vice versa (filled squares). All subjects
repeated each adjustment four times in random order, twice starting at a level notably
above the target level, twice at a level clearly below. The adjustments were conducted in
two sessions of 8 minutes average duration, one per frequency, with an intermediate break.
The results confirm the applicability of the tracking procedure.

2.6 Just Noticeable Sound Changes
According to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 175), the just audible physical change of a sound
in general is referred to as just noticeable sound change (JNSC). In the course of this work,
JNSCs are used to address the quality of electroacoustic transmission systems. JNSCs
measured with an ideal transmission system must equal the JNSCs of the reference scene.
This requirement is not sufficient for an ideal transmission system, but necessary. If
spatial reference scene aspects are to be transmitted, the JNSCs related to spatial hearing
are of interest. In this section, the procedures applied for JNSC measurements in this
work are discussed along with the stimulus selection by the example of directional JNSCs.
Minimum Audible Angle
Mills (1958) defined the minimum audible angle (MAA) “as the smallest detectable
difference between the azimuths of two identical sources of sound”, the angle formed
“at the center of the head by lines projecting to two sources of sound whose
positions are just noticeably different, when they are sounded in succession.”
Mills’ definition is extended to cover not only the azimuth, but also elevation and other
source orientations, and to incorporate a distance requirement, resulting in definition 6.
Definition 6 (Minimum Audible Angle)
The angle between the lines from the center of the head to two stationary sound
sources at the same distance with just noticeably different positions when sounded in
succession is referred to as the minimum audible angle.
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Earlier Studies Mills (1958) measured in an anechoic chamber the horizontal plane MAA
for sources at 0.5 m distance with pairs of tone impulses of 1 s duration, 70 ms rise and fall
time, and 1 s pause using a two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) procedure. Every first
impulse was presented from a reference position, while the second pulse was played back at
different horizontal angular separations from the reference. The subjects had to indicate
whether the second pulse originated left or right from the first. The MAA was taken as
half the angular difference between the 25% and 75% points of the psychometric function
obtained by a line fit to the proportion of responses “right” over the linearly scaled angle.
The sources were positioned at angles symmetric around different reference sound incidence
directions. According to Hartmann and Rakerd (1989), this procedure is equivalent to
directly taking the angle where 75% of the responses are correct. Mills’ results indicate
dependencies of the MAA on the spectral stimulus content and on the sound incidence
direction, with minimum values for frontal stimuli. At all sound incidence directions, the
lowest MAAs arise for stimuli in the frequency ranges between 0.25 and 1 kHz as well as 3
and 6 kHz, large MAAs in the ranges around 1.5 and 8 kHz. The global minimum lies in
the range of about 1◦ . Hartmann and Rakerd (1989) showed the procedure of Mills (1958)
to be more likely an absolute than a relative localization task. They proposed a method
referred to as two sources two intervals (2S2I) for addressing location discrimination,
which compares two stimuli located symmetrically around the reference direction, without
a source at the reference direction. However, Hartmann and Rakerd assume the MAA
dependencies of frequency and direction found by Mills to be correct, since his procedure
allows for comparing situations. This assumption is confirmed using a 2S2I method with
critical-band wide NBN presented by wave field synthesis according to section 3.1.2 in a
reverberant listening environment by Völk and Fastl (2011b).
Perrott and Pacheco (1989) studied the dependence of the MAA on the inter-stimulus
interval for broadband pink noise impulses of 10 ms duration with temporal slopes shorter
than 0.1 ms. The used adaptive 2-AFC procedure addressing whether the second hearing
sensation occurred left or right from the first can be regarded as a variation of the
2S2I method of Hartmann and Rakerd (1989). The MAA was defined as the angular
separation of two sources resolved at a 70.7% correct response level. The results indicate
a decay of the frontal horizontal plane MAA from some 2.5◦ to about 1◦ when increasing
the temporal stimulus separation from 1 ms to 150 ms, and a constant MAA for larger
inter-stimulus intervals. Using a comparable procedure, Perrott and Saberi (1990) found,
with pairs of 400 Hz click trains of 50 ms duration and 500 ms silence between the stimuli,
frontal MAAs for sources in the horizontal plane of about 1◦ and for vertically spaced
sources in the median plane of some 3.7◦ . For frontal sources in planes tilted from the
horizontal, indicated by 0◦ tilting angle, in 10◦ steps to the median plane at 90◦ tilting
angle, significant changes compared to 0◦ occur not before 80◦ tilting angle. These results
were confirmed by Saberi et al. (1991) with broadband noise impulses of 250 ms duration
and 500 ms pause. Perrott (1993) found a frontal horizontal plane MAA of about 1.2◦
for high-pass noise impulses with 1 kHz limiting frequency, 200 ms duration and pause
with 10 ms slopes. For broadband noise impulses of 300 ms duration and pause with 10 ms
slopes, Grantham et al. (2003) showed the frontal MAA to increase from about 1.6◦ in
the horizontal plane to 2.8◦ in a diagonal plane, and to 6.5◦ in the median plane.
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Procedure, Stimuli, and Verification Following Perrott and Pacheco (1989), an adaptive
2-AFC 2-down 1-up method according to Levitt (1971) is proposed for MAA measurements
here. The stimuli to be compared are presented by sound sources at the same distance
under head-related angles symmetric around the reference direction, and the step size
is adapted by Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing (PEST, Gelfand 2004). It is
the subjects’ task to indicate by pressing one of two buttons where the second hearing
sensation occurred with regard to the first hearing sensation. This way, a criterion-free
procedure is implemented (cf. Hellbrück and Ellermeier 2004, p. 224). The presentation
sequence is chosen randomly and the procedure is repeated until both, the deviation
between the last two minimum and the deviation between the last two maximum values
are below a threshold value. The threshold is selected dependent on the stimulus, the
playback system, and the source positions. Since the 2-down 1-up method converges to the
70.7% point of the psychometric function (Levitt 1971), the MAA is defined as the angular
threshold where about 71% of all relative position judgments are correct. The adaptive
procedure is repeated three times per stimulus and subject, and the intra-individual
median per stimulus is taken as the individual result.
Based on the earlier studies, the minimum MAA is expected for frontal sound incidence
and broadband impulses of more than 200 ms duration with an inter-stimulus interval
exceeding 150 ms. According to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 170), uniform exciting noise
(UEN) provides constant intensity per critical band and is therefore assumed to be able
to elicit all spectral localization cues. This being said, broadband UEN impulse pairs of
700 ms duration with 20 ms Gaussian gating according to Zwicker and Feldtkeller (1967,
pp. 20–21) and 300 ms pause are selected to address system properties by MAAs.
In order to verify the adaptive procedure and the proposed method in general, the
MAA for frontally incident plane waves simulated by wave field synthesis according to
section 3.1.2 was measured for eight normal hearing subjects using the adaptive method
described here and with a static 2-AFC method implementing the same task (cf. Völk
and Fastl 2011b). In the static case, each angular separation was evaluated 20 times in
random order per subject, ten times presenting the right source first, ten times the left.
Figure 2.9 shows the inter-individual averages of the intra-individually averaged results.
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Figure 2.9: Average result of a static twoalternative forced choice minimum audible angle experiment (open circles) with broadband
uniform exciting noise impulses presented as
frontally incident plane waves approximated
by wave field synthesis. Downward pointing
triangles indicate the results for the stimulus
sequence right source first, upward pointing
triangles for the sequence left source first.
Additionally depicted are the quartiles of the
results from the corresponding adaptive procedure (filled circle with error-bars).
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Displayed in figure 2.9 are statistics of all data (open circles) and separately the results for
the presentation sequences right first (downward pointing triangles) and left first (upward
pointing triangles). The median and inter-quartile range of the intra-individual medians
representing the adaptive procedure are plotted horizontally (filled circle with error-bars).
The results indicate a good agreement of static and adaptive procedure, since the adaptive
procedure converges in good approximation to the 71% point of the average psychometric
function. Comparing the results of the two presentation sequences indicates a tendency
for the subjects to prefer the left button in the threshold region, where no or only little
differences are audible. However, the transformed up-down method is designed robust
towards response preferences (Levitt 1971), reflected in the good agreement of the average
results of the static and adaptive procedures.
Averaging all horizontal MAA measurements conducted for frontal sound incidence in
the course of this thesis results in approximately 0.7◦ for broadband UEN impulse pairs
of 700 ms duration with 20 ms Gaussian gating and 300 ms pause (cf. Völk et al. 2010b,
Schmidhuber et al. 2011, Völk and Fastl 2011b). This result agrees well with the earlier
studies, further confirming the validity of the adaptive procedure.
The results of this section are summed up in that all studies discussed here report MAAs
of about 1◦ for broadband stimuli presented in the frontal direction if the inter-stimulus
interval exceeds 150 ms. For shorter inter-stimulus intervals, reduced bandwidth, and
lateral sound incidence, the MAAs increase.
Minimum Audible Movement Angle
The MAA is measured with short sound impulses presented by two sources at fixed
positions. If one source is moved during the measurement, the resulting angle increases
dependent on the source velocity (Perrott and Musicant 1977, Grantham 1986). Following
definition 7, this angle is referred to as the minimum audible movement angle (MAMA).
Definition 7 (Minimum Audible Movement Angle)
The angle between the lines from the center of the head to a moving and a stationary
sound source at the same distance with just noticeably different positions when
sounded in succession is referred to as the minimum audible movement angle.
Perrott and Tucker (1988) as well as Chandler and Grantham (1992) report qualitatively
comparable frequency dependencies of MAMAs and MAAs, with maximum values around
3 kHz. Chandler and Grantham found for an increase of the source velocity from 10◦ / s to
180◦ / s an increase of the frontal horizontal plane MAMA by the factor two, independent
of the moving direction. According to Chandler and Grantham (1992), MAMAs and
MAAs decrease monotonically with increasing stimulus bandwidth for all sound incidence
directions and stimulus velocities. Changing the stimulus from a 3 kHz tone to broadband
noise, the MAMA is reduced by approximately the factor ten. Regarding the source
positions, Grantham et al. (2003) measured MAMAs in the horizontal, the median, and
in diagonal planes, confirming the dependencies found earlier for MAAs and showing the
MAMA to grow with increasing elevation.
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Minimum Audible Distance
If two sources to be compared are positioned at different distances under the same headrelated angle the JNSC with regard to distance perception is addressed. The result is
according to definition 8 referred to as the minimum audible distance (MAD).
Definition 8 (Minimum Audible Distance)
The distance between two stationary sound sources on a line through the center of the
head with just noticeably different positions when sounded in succession is referred
to as the minimum audible distance.

Relative frequency
of correct answers

Edwards (1955) reports the accuracy of distance judgments to decrease with the source
distance, also supported by data of Völk (2010b). Laws (1972a,b) found the MAD to
increase with the source distance, later confirmed by Völk et al. (2012c), who report
average MADs between 0.05 m and 1 m, for source distances between 0.5 m and 10 m.
The method proposed here for MAD measurements is adapted from the MAA measurement procedure described above. Differences are that the stimuli to be compared are
presented by sound sources positioned symmetrically around a reference distance and the
subjects’ task: The participants are asked to indicate by pressing one of two buttons if
the second hearing sensation occurred farther or closer than the first hearing sensation.
The stimuli proposed for the system evaluation by MADs are the UEN impulses also used
for the system evaluation by MAAs.
Figure 2.10 shows the inter-individual averages of the intra-individually averaged results
of eight normal hearing subjects for an exemplary MAD measurement with broadband
UEN impulse pairs of 700 ms duration with 20 ms Gaussian gating and 300 ms pause.
The stimuli were presented by frontal wave field synthesis point sources according to
section 3.1.2 at distances to the center of the head distributed symmetrically around 10 m.
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Figure 2.10: Average results of a static twoalternative forced choice minimum audible
distance experiment (open circles) with broadband uniform exciting noise impulses played
back by frontal wave field synthesis point
sources at distances around 10 m. Downward
pointing triangles indicate the stimulus sequence closer first, upward pointing triangles
indicate the sequence farther first. The filled
circle indicates the result of the corresponding
adaptive procedure.

The experiment was conducted using the adaptive procedure proposed here and with a
static two-alternative forced choice method implementing the same task in a reverberant
laboratory (6.8 m × 3.9 m × 3.3 m, 50 ms average reverberation time, cf. Völk et al. 2012c).
In the static case (open symbols), each source configuration was evaluated by all subjects 40
times in random order (open circles), 20 times presenting the closer sound first (downward
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pointing triangles) and 20 times the farther sound first (upward pointing triangles). The
filled circle with horizontal error-bars indicates median and inter-quartile range of the
intra-individual median of three repetitions of the adaptive procedure per subject.
The results shown by figure 2.10 indicate that the adaptive procedure employed tends
to overestimate the MAD defined by the 70.7% point of the psychometric function. The
results of the static procedure indicate a dependence of the MAD on the presentation
sequence. It may be concluded that a change of the source distance away from the listener,
indicated by the downward pointing triangles, is more likely detected. This effect is
possibly accompanied by a tendency of the listeners to prefer the farther button, also
indicated by the rather shallow psychometric function within the distance differences
covered, not reaching 100%. However, both effects cannot be separated based on the
data. The adaptive procedure converges on average to the static situation with the farther
sound presented first that is the larger MAD. The fact that the transformed up-down
procedure is designed robust towards response preferences (Levitt 1971) may provide
further support to the assumption of two MADs at a given distance, depending on the
presentation sequence. Evaluating the performance of an audio transmission system is
possible using the adaptive method introduced, if the procedure converges to the same
point of the psychometric function in the reference scene and the playback situation.

2.7 Summary
This chapter is initiated by the clarification of terms and definition of variables. Further,
refined analytic formulae for the frequency dependence of critical bandwidth and criticalband rate are proposed. The critical bandwidth function converges to zero at 0 Hz,
in contrast to current formulae, while fitting the original listening experiment results
better than the established formulae. These properties allow for implementing signal
processing routines based on the critical-band concept with reduced low-frequency artifacts.
The critical-band rate function is in contrast to the established formula invertible and
approximates the original listening experiment results more accurately, especially in the
frequency range above 16 kHz. The refined definitions are employed to derive a procedure
referred to as auditory-adapted analysis (AAA), primarily intended for system analysis, but
covering signal analysis as well. With regard to the visualization of the results, the AAA
spectrogram is introduced, combining auditory relevant magnitude and phase information
in a single spectrogram. Further, a classification of acoustic signal processing systems as
spectrally or spectro-temporally effective systems is proposed. Spectrally effective systems
are fully represented by auditory-adapted magnitude transfer functions and group delays,
in combination referred to as auditory-adapted transfer characteristics. Spectro-temporally
effective systems are represented by AAA spectrograms. For perceptual system analysis,
loudness transfer functions (LTFs) are defined, and directionally just noticeable sound
changes revised with regard to the quality evaluation of audio signal processing systems.
The procedures, tools, and definitions introduced in this chapter provide the methodical
and conceptual basis for a psychoacoustically motivated discussion of virtual acoustics
systems, as shown by the example of binaural synthesis in chapters 4 and 5.
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Initially in this chapter, a classification scheme for approaches to virtual acoustics based
on the respectively underlying concept is proposed. Using this classification scheme,
an overview of current methods for the generation of virtual acoustical environments is
given, motivating the selection of binaural synthesis as the exemplary method discussed
in detail in the subsequent chapters. Furthermore, a reflection on psychoacoustic methods
in general and the stimulus definition in detail serves as basis for the discussion of
interrelations between virtual acoustics and hearing research. Especially the application
of psychoacoustic methods to the quality evaluation of virtual acoustics systems and the
employment of virtual acoustics as playback method for hearing research illustrate the
necessity of a thorough theoretical framework as the basis of virtual acoustics. In that
context, issues in conventional headphone reproduction and related equalization procedures
are identified and discussed with respect to virtual acoustics, especially including a revision
of the application range of free-field equalization. Aspects regarding the quality evaluation
of virtual acoustics systems conclude the chapter.

3.1 Categorization of Approaches to Virtual Acoustics
According to definition 1, eliciting specific hearing sensations is the final goal of virtual
acoustics (VA). Two fundamentally different approaches to the generation of predefined
sensations are discussed:
1. Application of stimuli known to trigger under defined conditions approximately
the hearing sensations intended, making use of knowledge about the connections
between stimuli and sensations (psychoacoustic relationships, cf. section 3.2.1 and
Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 11). The degree of authenticity achievable with these
so-called psychoacoustically motivated approaches depends on the situation to be
simulated, the psychoacoustic relationships employed, the actual implementation,
the listening environment and conditions, and the listener.
2. Recreation of the acoustical reference scene stimuli (the physical signals acoustically
contributing to eliciting the hearing sensations to be generated, cf. section 3.2.2 and
Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 11). If successful, these physically motivated approaches
theoretically trigger under the non-acoustically not modified reference scene conditions for the same subject the sensations intended. However, inter-modal, cognitive,
and memory effects may influence hearing sensations (cf. section 3.2).
Based on the fundamental principle, VA systems are assigned to the classes of physically
and psychoacoustically motivated approaches in the following. Initially, the classes are
discussed in detail, along with the definitions required. For affecting all playback situations,
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inter-modal, cognitive, and memory effects are neglected in the classification. However,
the amount of non-acoustic influences on hearing sensations may depend on the VA system
used (Völk et al. 2010b).
3.1.1 Psychoacoustically Motivated Approaches to Virtual Acoustics
The class of psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA is identified in that the
acoustic stimuli of the reference scene are not of direct interest in the reproduction
system design. The reproduction system is rather developed based on previously acquired
psychoacoustical knowledge about the perceptions expected to be elicited by the stimuli
employed in the reproduction situation. Consequently, recreating the original sound field
is not the goal of psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA (definition 9).
Definition 9 (Psychoacoustically Motivated Approaches)
Psychoacoustically motivated approaches to virtual acoustics are based on knowledge
about the connections between stimuli and hearing sensations to select stimuli eliciting
the hearing sensations to be generated as accurately as possible.
Typically, psychoacoustically motivated VA systems work best within a certain spatial
region (e. g. Warncke 1941, Aoki et al. 1990). This region is usually referred to as the
spatial sweet spot (definition 10, Rose et al. 2002, Dickreiter 2003, Eargle 2005).
Definition 10 (Sweet Spot)
A specific audio reproduction system works best for listeners situated within a system
dependent spatial region referred to as the system’s (spatial) sweet spot.
By definition, recording for psychoacoustically motivated approaches cannot follow physically thorough, mathematically exactly defined rules, but in fact resembles an artistic
process, requiring the knowledge and creativity of the recording and production engineers
(e. g. Snow 1955, Olson 1977, Kahana et al. 1999, Dickreiter 2003). This circumstance
often results in a shift of the design target from reproducing the original hearing sensations authentically to creating a convincing, desired, or impressive playback scenario
(cf. Klipsch 1960, Bernfeld 1975, Furuya et al. 2004, Eargle 2005, Webers 2007). A fact
to be considered for the definition of design targets for audio reproduction systems in
general is the possible difference between the authentic situation and the most plausible or
most convincing playback scenario (Theile 1991, 2001, Larsson et al. 2008). Furthermore,
psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA usually involve a post-production step
(Dickreiter 2003, Eargle 2005, Webers 2007), further modifying the recorded signals with
the aim of eliciting more convincing or pleasant, not necessarily more authentic hearing
sensations (e. g. Aoki et al. 1990, Bech 1998, Zarouchas and Mourjopoulos 2009).
Stereophonic Audio Reproduction The currently best established psychoacoustically
motivated approaches to VA belong to the class of stereophonic audio-reproduction systems
(Warncke 1941, Fletcher 1941, Snow 1954, 1955, Theile 1981, Dickreiter 2003). The first
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stereophonic sound transmission took place in 1881 between the Théâtre Français, the
Paris Opera, and the Palais de l’Exposition, the exhibition hall of the first Electric
Exhibition in Paris, France (for a historic overview cf. Hertz 1981). Based on extensive
research by the group around Harvey Fletcher at Bell Labs, New York, USA, stereophonic
recordings became available in the 1920s. In 1933, the first long range stereophonic live
transmission took place between Philadelphia and Washington, D. C., documented in a
series of papers in the Bell System Technical Journal (Fletcher 1934, Steinberg and Snow
1934, Wente and Thuras 1934, Scriven 1934, Affel et al. 1934, Bedell and Kerney 1934).
The most simple standardized stereophonic reproduction setup consists of two loudspeakers (LSs) positioned at the corners of an equilateral triangle with the listener at the
third corner (Snow 1955, Roys 1977, ITU-R BS.775-2 2006). This setup can be found in
slightly modified incarnations in traditional living room HiFi installations (Theile and
Plenge 1977, Theile 1978, 1980), television sets (Sippl 1988), or budget class car audio
systems (Ashley 1976, Azzali et al. 2004). Stereophonic reproduction is based on the
principle of summing localization, occurring for example if two sound sources radiate
coherent signals in specific geometric arrangements of sources and listener, for example
at the corners of an equilateral triangle. For level differences and time offsets between
the source signals, typically one hearing sensation referred to as phantom (sound) source
arises at a position between the sources (definition 11, Warncke 1941, Snow 1954, Platte
and Genuit 1980, Zollner and Zwicker 1993, Blauert 1997, p. 204).
Definition 11 (Stereophonic Audio Reproduction)
Two-channel audio reproduction systems based on the summing localization of two
loudspeakers are referred to as stereophonic audio reproduction systems.
It is possible to vary the phantom source position within certain limits by the level
difference and temporal offset between the source signals (in horizontal direction, Leakey
1959, Klipsch 1960, Blauert 1997, p. 206), the overall level (distance, Zahorik et al. 2005),
and spectral weighting, making use of a psychoacoustical phenomenon called directional
bands (distance and vertical direction, Blauert 1997, pp. 108–116). In general, summing
localization is more likely to occur for frontal rather than lateral sound sources (Theile
and Plenge 1977), and summing localization is more stable for sources in the horizontal
plane rather than for other sources (Pulkki 2001, Barbour 2003). The position of the
phantom source depends on the geometric situation (Blauert 1997, p. 218), the listening
room conditions (Aoki et al. 1990, Benjamin 2006, Kim et al. 2008), and the LS radiation
characteristics (Bauer 1960, Keele 1983, Davis 1987, Aarts 1993, Toole 2000). Current
efforts aim at continuous adaptation of the stereophonic sweet spot for fixed LS positions
to variable listener positions (Merchel and Groth 2009a,b, Groth and Merchel 2009) and
head rotations (Merchel and Groth 2010a,b) by preprocessing the LS input signals based
on head tracking data.
Since stereophonic reproduction systems have been in use for more than a century,
recording and production engineers, technicians, and managers are accustomed to the
associated well-established production processes and the resulting auditory impressions,
typically designed to sound most convincing or most impressive (Theile 1991). That
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being said, the auditory impressions elicited by an authentic reproduction system and
the associated production processes are likely considered unusual or, compared to the
established approaches, unnatural. This human factor must be taken into account when
expert judgments, especially on physically based approaches to VA (cf. section 3.1.2), are
discussed or when new approaches are to be introduced or standardized.
Surround Sound Reproduction Audio playback systems usually referred to as surround
sound reproduction systems (ITU-R BS.775-2 2006, Meares and Theile 1998, Couling
1999) belong to the class of psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA. Such systems
are typically based on stereophonic principles, employ five, seven, or more channels with
independent signals and at least as much LSs, and are in use commonly in home theater
setups or venues like cinemas or theaters (definition 12, Silzle and Theile 1990, Theile 1990,
O’Dwyer et al. 2004, Faller 2006). Current activities lean towards including additional
LSs above the horizontal plane with the aim of eliciting hearing sensations at elevated
positions (Furuya et al. 2004, Hamasaki et al. 2005, Sundaram and Kyriakakis 2005, Ehret
et al. 2007, Lee et al. 2010, Lee 2011).
Definition 12 (Surround Sound Reproduction)
Multi-channel audio reproduction systems with more than two channels based on
summing localization are referred to as surround sound reproduction systems.
Surround sound systems can be regarded as a combination of multiple stereophonic
systems at different directions with regard to the listener. For that reason, the principles
of stereophonic systems also apply to surround sound systems (Zieglmeier and Theile
1996), while the psychoacoustical laws of summing localization are different for more than
two sources (Blauert 1997, p. 275). In general, stable phantom sources are possible in front
of the listener, whereas the lateral and elevated application of stereophonic techniques
increases the diffuseness of the hearing sensations while not resulting in stable phantom
sources (Theile and Wittek 2011).
Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP, Pulkki 1997, Pulkki and Karjalainen 2001,
Pulkki 2001) also belongs to the class of surround sound systems. VBAP playback adjusts
the source signal levels for arbitrary source configurations using vector based rules (Pulkki
1997). While the approach at first glance seems to extend the possibilities of stereophonic
reproduction, it is necessarily limited to the psychoacoustical dependencies of summing
localization for time aligned signals (Pulkki and Karjalainen 2001, Pulkki 2001, Batke
and Keiler 2010). Mathematic formulae for the prediction of hearing sensation positions
also exist for stereophonic systems (e. g. Bernfeld 1975).
Conventional Headphone Reproduction Conventional headphone (HP) reproduction
may also be regarded as a psychoacoustically motivated approach to VA. The resulting
hearing sensations are usually located within the head (in the head localization, Fastl
and Zwicker 2007, p. 308). If the same signal is fed to both HPs, typically a hearing
sensation occurs in the middle of the head (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, figure 15.12). By
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introducing a level difference ∆L < 30 dB or a temporal offset ∆τ < 0.6 ms between the
signals fed to the HPs, the hearing sensation position can be shifted laterally within the
head towards the HP driven by the higher level or earlier signal (lateralization, cf. Jeffress
and Taylor 1961, Toole and Sayers 1965, Wallerus 1976). Even larger level differences
result in a single hearing sensation position close to the ear receiving the higher level;
for larger temporal offsets, two hearing sensation positions occur (Blauert 1997, p. 224).
It is possible to combine level difference and temporal offset, if correctly parameterized
resulting in more stable hearing sensation positions (Plenge 1974). In HP playback, it is
possible to employ only one capsule for reproduction (monotic playback), to drive both
capsules with the same signal (diotic playback), or to drive each capsule with a different
signal (dichotic playback, nomenclature according to Stumpf 1905, cf. definition 13).
Definition 13 (Monotic, Diotic, and Dichotic Headphone Playback)
Monotic headphone playback denotes stimulation of one ear only. When using two
headphone capsules to stimulate both ears, it is possible to feed both capsules with
the same signal (diotic playback) or with different signals (dichotic playback).
The similarity between HP playback and stereophonic reproduction as described above
leads to lateralized instead of localized spatial distributions of hearing sensations when
playing back stereophonic signals by HPs. For most audio content, hearing sensation
positions within the head are not authentic. Based on an informal survey conducted in
the course of this thesis, this fact is widely tolerated and often goes unnoticed, especially
by audio consumers who never thought consciously about hearing sensation positions.
The popularity of listening with HP presently grows based on the increasing use of mobile
communication and audio playback devices.
By definition, also the playback methods free-field and diffuse-field equalized headphone
reproduction belong to the class of psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA (cf.
Pritchett 1954, Zwicker and Maiwald 1963). The procedure later referred to as free-field
equalization was proposed by Fletcher and Munson (1933) and described explicitly by
Beranek (1949, p. 730, equal loudness method) as well as Zwicker and Gässler (1952).
Narrow-band stimuli presented by free-field equalized HPs elicit the same loudness as a
free sound field (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 8). According to Bocker and Mrass (1959),
the preferable procedure for acquiring the target curve for the free-field equalization of
specific HPs is to acquire their inter-individually averaged loudness transfer function
with respect to a frontally incident narrow-band plane wave reference of known sound
pressure level (cf. definition 5). Since it is important to listen binaurally to the plane
wave and diotically to the HPs, the subjects have to take off the HPs to listen to the
reference field (Bocker and Mrass 1959). Diffuse-field equalization denotes the analogous
procedure with a diffuse-field reference (Theile 1981). Diffuse-field equalized HPs are often
considered more euphonious and better suited for the playback of stereophonic recordings
than free-field equalized models (Theile 1986, 1991). This preference is presumably due to
the boost of the so-called presence band in the range of 3 kHz in the diffuse-field compared
to the free field (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, figure 8.2). A presence-band accentuation is
known to increase speech intelligibility and voice quality (Allen et al. 1969, Blauert 1970).
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Stimuli can be presented by equalized HPs at a free-field or diffuse-field equivalent level
equal to the reference field level. The equivalent level must not be regarded as the actual
sound intensity or sound pressure level in the HP listening situation, as occasionally done
(e. g. Schorer 1986, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 308). Reference scene and equalized HP
presentation are related only in that the reference sounds presented by free-field or diffusefield equalized and calibrated HPs elicit, for a typical subject, the reference scene loudness
(cf. section 2.5). Due to this perceptual relation of playback situation and reference scene,
free-field and diffuse-field equalization belong to the class of psychoacoustically motivated
approaches to VA. The classification of conventional HP playback can be generalized to
conventional playback with two sound sources close to the ears, including the playback of
stereophonic signals by per se physically motivated approaches as for example crosstalk
cancellation, which is discussed amongst others in the following section.
Other Psychoacoustically Motivated Approaches Most other psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA can be attributed to one or a combination of the procedures
discussed above (e. g. König 1994, 1995, Shimada and Hayashi 1995, Kahana et al. 1999,
Baumgarte and Faller 2003, Martignon et al. 2005, Kim et al. 2008). For that reason, no
other approaches are described in detail in this section.
3.1.2 Physically Motivated Approaches to Virtual Acoustics
It is the aim of physically motivated approaches to VA to create exactly the stimuli of the
reference scene. In other words, the generated sound field is meant to match the reference
field at least in a specified spatial region (definition 14). Whether this goal is reached
completely or partially is irrelevant for the classification of an approach.
Definition 14 (Physically Motivated Approaches)
Physically motivated approaches to virtual acoustics aim at recreating the physical
sound stimuli eliciting hearing sensations in the reference scene.
Typically, correct reproduction is intended in a limited spatial region referred to as
listening volume. If the target region for correct reproduction is limited to a plane, it is
denominated as listening area (definition 15).
Definition 15 (Listening Area and Listening Volume)
A physically motivated approach to virtual acoustics attempts synthesis in a spatial
region, which is referred to as listening area if the reproduction is targeted in a plane
or as listening volume if the reproduction is optimized for a volume.
Binaural synthesis (BS), a physically motivated approach to virtual acoustics aiming at
correctly reproducing the sound pressures at the eardrums, is a major concern of this
thesis and is therefore revised theoretically in chapters 4 and 5. An overview of other
physically motivated approaches and the motivation for selecting BS as the exemplary
procedure studied here are given in the following.
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Wave Field Synthesis Wave field synthesis (WFS) was developed in the 1980’s by the
group around A. J. Berkhout at Delft University of Technology (Berkhout 1988, Berkhout
and de Vries 1989). WFS is an audio playback procedure aiming at synthesizing the
reference sound field in a listening area (Berkhout et al. 1993). Theoretically, the synthesis
is possible in a three-dimensional listening volume based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
integral equation, using an infinite number of secondary monopole and dipole point sources
distributed continuously over the listening volume boundary area (Vogel 1993).
Definition 16 (Virtual, Primary, and Secondary Sound Sources and Fields)
The virtual sources to be simulated by means of virtual acoustics are referred to as
virtual or primary (sound) sources, generating respective virtual or primary (sound)
fields. Secondary (sound) sources generating secondary (sound) fields are used by a
virtual acoustics system for playback in the reproduction situation.
For practical implementations, LSs are employed as secondary sources (cf. definition 16)
and the correct reproduction is usually attempted in a two-dimensional listening area
(Verheijen 1997). Therefore, the primary fields are limited to two-dimensional fields
independent of the coordinate direction orthogonal to the listening area, and errors occur
in the synthesized field (Völk et al. 2011b). The errors result from the reduction to a
listening area (Spors et al. 2008) and the deviation of the LS radiation characteristics from
point source, monopole, and dipole characteristics (Zollner and Zwicker 1993, Start 1997).
In addition, the synthesis procedure is typically reduced to monopole secondary sources,
resulting in an erroneous wave field outside the listening area that possibly propagates
directly or reflects back into the listening area, where it distorts the intended sound field.
It is not possible to continuously distribute infinitely small LSs on a surface. For that
reason, spatial sampling is necessary, resulting in artifacts since the sampling theorem
is not fulfilled in practical situations (Wittek and Augustin 2005, Wittek 2007, Wittek
et al. 2007a,b). Revisions of the WFS theory are given by Völk et al. (2011b) and Völk
and Fastl (2012), perceptual aspects are addressed for example by Völk (2010b), Lindner
et al. (2011), Schmidhuber et al. (2011), Völk et al. (2010c), and Völk et al. (2012c). The
simulation of WFS by binaural synthesis, referred to as Virtual Wave Field Synthesis
(VWFS), is discussed by Völk et al. (2008b, 2010a).
Ambisonics In 1973, Gerzon introduced a recording and playback method for audio
reproduction in three dimensions termed Periphony (now Ambisonics), employing four
or more LSs distributed at different angles in azimuth and elevation around a listener.
Each LS driving signal is recorded in the reference scene with a directional microphone
facing the respective LS position. Perfect reproduction would theoretically be possible
with ideally unidirectional microphones and an infinite number of idealized secondary
sources distributed on a sphere around the listener (Gerzon 1973). Systems with a finite
number of channels provide reduced directional resolution. The Ambisonics principle is
elegantly described using spherical harmonics of different orders, mathematically proving
the obtainable directional resolution to be proportional to the number of LSs (Leitner
et al. 2000, Ahrens and Spors 2008a).
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In its most simple implementation, Ambisonics is designed as a first-order system with
three or four LSs (Nicol and Emerit 1998), while current research leans towards more
channels, referred to as higher-order Ambisonics (HOA, Ahrens and Spors 2008b, Trevino
et al. 2010, Clapp et al. 2010). Ambisonics has been extended beyond recording and
playback to the synthesis of sound fields including directional (Ahrens and Spors 2007)
and focused sound sources (sources within the LS setup, Ahrens and Spors 2008c), as well
as plane waves (Ahrens and Spors 2008d). In the idealized case of a continuous spatial
source distribution, Ambisonics can be regarded as a specific WFS configuration, while
the approaches show, due to the different theoretical derivations, diverging advantages
and disadvantages in real implementations (Nicol and Emerit 1998, Daniel et al. 2003).
Detailed comparisons of Ambisonics and WFS reveal the spatial structure of the artifacts
resulting from the discretization of the secondary source distribution as a major difference
(Spors and Ahrens 2007), with WFS showing advantages regarding the audibility of the
spatial aliasing for the synthesis of plane waves (Spors and Ahrens 2008). Sound field
simulations indicate HOA to be more robust regarding the area of correct reproduction and
computationally more efficient for sound field synthesis than WFS, while the approaches
show similar limitations regarding the recording processes (Daniel et al. 2003).
Simulated Open Field Environment Seeber et al. (2010) proposed a multi-LS audio
synthesis procedure referred to as Simulated Open Field Environment (SOFE), capable
of approximating the spatio-temporal reflection pattern arising at a specific position of
the reference scene at the optimization position in an anechoic chamber based on the
Ambisonics principle. Single reflections are computed by a finite order mirror-source
model and played back by the respectively nearest LS or a combination of two neighboring
LSs, using a stereophonic approach (cf. section 3.1.1) discussed in detail by Seeber and
Hafter (2007). This procedure allows for controlling the reflection pattern by means of
single reflections, which can be helpful in hearing research. A prerequisite for the SOFE
to produce valid results is the system operation under anechoic conditions so that no
reproduction room reflections occur. Since the SOFE aims at reconstructing the field at
an optimization position, it belongs to the class of physically motivated approaches to VA.
Crosstalk Cancellation Crosstalk cancellation (CTC) denotes a procedure aiming at
generating predefined sound pressure signals at two or more spatial optimization points.
Therefore, it is intended to drive two or more sound sources in such a way that the
signal at each optimization point can be controlled independently from the signals at
all other optimization points (Atal et al. 1966, Cooper and Bauck 1989). Static CTC
systems are designed for fixed source and optimization positions, whereas dynamic systems
adapt themselves at the runtime to variable geometrical configurations. Exemplary, the
generation of two independent sound pressure signals by static CTC at artificial head
microphones located at the eardrum positions is regarded, since this procedure is frequently
applied to real heads for presenting binaurally synthesized signals without HPs (cf. Møller
1989, Köring and Schmitz 1993). In this configuration, CTC combined with BS represents
a physically motivated approach to VA. While HP based BS is the main focus of this
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thesis, CTC is discussed since it allows, combined with the BS framework derived in
chapters 4 and 5, for the system-theoretically correct LS based ear signal reproduction for
static listeners in anechoic environments. If the sound pressure signals are represented by
the microphone output voltages uL and uR , the aim of positioning the signals represented
by ue,L and ue,R at the eardrums is described in the frequency domain by
!

Ue,L = UL

and

!

(3.1)

Ue,R = UR .

The most simple static CTC approach employs two LSs with the voltage spectra Uls,L
and Uls,R at their input terminals. In this case, the transfer functions (TFs)
ls,L
HLL = Ue,L
/Uls,L ,

and

ls,R
HRL = Ue,L
/Uls,R ,

ls,R
HRR = Ue,R
/Uls,R ,

and

ls,L
HLR = Ue,R
/Uls,L ,

(3.2)

ls,L
describe the playback situation, with Ue,L
denoting the contribution of the left LS to the
left ear signal spectrum and so on. Due to their fundamental role in the CTC process,
the TFs given by equation 3.2 are commonly referred to as CTC filters. The spectra at
the eardrums resulting from the LS input signals uls,L and uls,R can be written as
ls,L
ls,R
Ue,L = Ue,L
+ Ue,L
= Uls,L HLL + Uls,R HRL

Ue,R =

ls,R
Ue,R

+

ls,L
Ue,R

and
(3.3)

= Uls,R HRR + Uls,L HLR .

Consequently, the spectra of LS input signals fulfilling the requirements imposed by
equation 3.1 are given by
Uls,L =

UL HRR − UR HRL
HRR HLL − HRL HLR

and Uls,R =

UR HLL − UL HLR
.
HRR HLL − HRL HLR

(3.4)

If the geometric arrangement of the recording situation, especially LS position, head
position, and room properties, is constant, driving LSs with the signals uls,L and uls,R
results in microphone output signals at an evaluation artificial head equal to uL and uR .
The generic CTC procedure can be extended to more than two CTC sources (Hokari
et al. 2001, Huang et al. 2007) and more than two receivers (Bauck and Cooper 1996,
Kahana et al. 1997). Since closed mathematical solutions are not possible in these cases,
different approximations have been proposed (Bauck and Cooper 1996, Kirkeby and
Nelson 1999, Norcross et al. 2004a). In general, due to the TF inversions in equation 3.4,
high linear amplification is required, resulting in a reduced overall dynamic range and
high sensitivity to changes in the room reflection patterns. Frequently used approaches
of reducing implementation problems resulting from the TF inversions for a fixed source
configuration are regularization (Kirkeby et al. 1998, Mouchtaris et al. 2000), joint
least squares optimization (Ward 2000, Rao et al. 2007), Wiener filtering in the time
domain (Kim and Wang 2003), or p-norm optimization (Jungmann et al. 2011). An
approach modifying the geometrical source distribution reproducing higher frequencies in
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front of the subject and lower frequencies more laterally, referred to as Optimal Source
Distribution (OSD), was proposed by Takeuchi and Nelson (2002). Since this procedure
theoretically requires continuous source and frequency range distributions, in practical
implementations discretization procedures are necessary (Bai et al. 2005, Takeuchi and
Nelson 2007, Akeroyd et al. 2007). In section 5.1.5 of this work, an approach referred
to as auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS) is introduced,
aiming at imperceptible spectral smoothing (cf. Völk et al. 2011a). AAS applied to the
denominators of equation 3.4 is capable of reducing implementation problems resulting
from the TF inversion in a perceptually motivated manner.
In general, small geometric displacements may under anechoic or slightly reverberant
circumstances be tolerated (Takeuchi et al. 2001), but freely moving receivers deteriorate
the CTC (Ward and Elko 1999). Dynamic systems adapt the CTC based on receiver
position data detected by a tracking device. Gardner (1997) presented a dynamic CTC
system with two LSs, optimized for positioning two sound pressure signals at the eardrums,
and working as intended for viewing directions within the angle spanned by the head and
the LSs. Outside this area, artifacts like sound coloration or ringing occur due to filter
inversion problems (Gardner 1997). Lentz (2006) proposed an approach using four LSs
mounted above ear height (cf. Lentz and Schmitz 2002, Lentz and Behler 2004), which
adaptively selects the combination of two LSs with the best possible CTC at that moment,
predicted according to Köring and Schmitz (1993). If in a specific situation multiple
configurations allow for the best case result, a cross-fade between two neighboring CTC
systems takes place. Menzel et al. (2005, 2006) introduced a system using focused WFS
sources as CTC sources, which are located at fixed positions with regard to the listener’s
head. The major shortcomings of this approach are the high amount of hardware required
and the spatial aliasing of the WFS, producing audible artifacts (Boone et al. 1995). A
concept that could overcome the aliasing issues and hardware effort by employing phantom
sources as the CTC sources is introduced and discussed by Völk et al. (2009a).

Aspects of the Scene Representation Regarding Storage and Transmission Considering storage and transmission of VA scenes, a difference between psychoacoustically and
physically motivated approaches arises. Typically, virtual scenes are described by physical
parameters as for example listening room characteristics, sound source radiation patterns,
and geometrical scene and listener configurations. In the context of virtual environments
or software development, this physical description is referred to as an object based scene
representation (Isdale 1993). Physically motivated approaches to VA straightforwardly
allow implementing object based scenes since they attempt to control the physical sound
field and therefore provide the respective parameters. Consequently, physical objects
are advantageous in the scene coding for physically motivated approaches to VA. This
is reflected in that frequently applied strategies for coding and transmitting scenes for
physically motivated approaches to VA are based on physical parameters (Horbach and
Boone 1999, Faller 2003, Engdegård et al. 2008). Psychoacoustically motivated approaches
to virtual acoustics on the contrary provide no direct relation of physical sound field
parameters and the synthesis procedure. As a consequence, no direct way of implementing
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physical objects in psychoacoustically motivated approaches to virtual acoustics exists.
The strict mathematical implementation of sound sources in psychoacoustically motivated
approaches based on physical object descriptions may result in undesired side effects, as
for example the coloration artifacts often associated with excessively boosting directional
bands (Blauert 1997, pp. 108–116). For that reason, scenes to be reproduced by psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA are frequently encoded channel based, with
discrete channels assigned to the electroacoustic transducers of a specifically arranged
playback setup. The scene is encoded in the transducer input signals, typically produced
by a so-called mixing process, which means expert listeners adjust the signals by auditory
control using the specified playback setup (Benjamin 1998, ITU-R BS.775-2 2006).
A rule based alternative to the discrete channel based encoding is the definition of
perceptual objects, as for example hearing sensations, characterized by a set of hearing
sensation properties. This way, an object based scene representation is possible also for
psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA, especially advantageous for storage and
transmission. However, the actual physical rendering by psychoacoustically motivated
approaches in the playback situation still suffers from the side effects discussed above. Perceptual objects used for storing and transmitting scenes for psychoacoustically motivated
approaches to VA could be extended to cover scenes for physically motivated approaches.
However, this procedure would require an additional possibly lossy preprocessing step,
transcoding the virtual scene descriptors from physical to perceptual objects.
Motivation of Selecting Binaural Synthesis as the Exemplary Approach Interrelations
between VA and hearing research are discussed using BS as the exemplary approach
studied in detail. A physically motivated approach to VA is selected since this class
of approaches is suited for the audio playback in hearing research (cf. section 3.2.3).
Further, an approach not requiring a free-field environment to work as intended is desired.
Since all LS based physically motivated approaches discussed in this section require in
practical implementations free-field conditions to work correctly, the choice of BS, the
only well-established HP based physically motivated approach, becomes obvious.

3.2 Procedural Aspects and the Audio Playback in Hearing Research
The fundamental concern of Psychoacoustics is establishing relations between physical
stimulus properties and the corresponding hearing sensations (Fechner 1860, Stevens and
Davis 1938, Feldtkeller and Zwicker 1956, for an overview cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007,
pp. 11–15). This is typically done by conducting so-called listening experiments under
defined and reproducible conditions with several human listeners, the subjects. In the
course of these experiments, stimulus properties are varied systematically and resulting
hearing sensations are observed (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 11). Psychoacoustics can be
considered a field of research belonging to the more general class of hearing research, as
for example also Audiology and medical acoustics. Hearing research aims at studying the
hearing system, often requiring controllable stimulus presentation methods, especially
including reproducible and physically well-defined audio playback procedures.
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3.2.1 Sensations, Methodical Aspects, and Statistical Analysis
Hearing sensation1 properties are quantified in Psychoacoustics observing or interviewing
human subjects, not by physical measurements (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 11–15). For
that reason, it is fundamental to distinguish between the actual hearing sensations and the
subjects’ judgments of the hearing sensation properties (Schneider and Parker 1990). In
case a strict differentiation is not possible, the results have to be interpreted with regard
to the possible deviation between hearing sensation properties and the ratings thereof.
A hearing sensation typically evolves as the result of multiple stimuli, in most cases
perceived by different sensory modalities (Nathanail et al. 1996, Blauert and Jekosch 1997,
Beerends and de Caluwe 1999, Fastl 2004, Menzel et al. 2008). Especially visual stimuli
are known to influence and even dominate hearing sensations (Winkler 1992, Seeber 2002b,
Völk et al. 2010b, Schmidhuber et al. 2011, Menzel 2011). The visual stimulation may
be controlled during the course of a listening experiment by conducting the experiment
in complete darkness. If not denoted otherwise, the listening experiments described in
this thesis are carried out in complete darkness, assuming darkness as the visual reference
stimulus, and the hearing sensations evolving in darkness as the reference sensations,
which could possibly be altered by other visual stimulation. The influences of multiple
stimuli or stimulus properties on a hearing sensation are typically addressed by varying
only one stimulus property at a time.
An additional issue to be considered in Psychoacoustics is the cognitive influence on
hearing sensations. Cognitive influence means that factors as for example the stimulus
context (Schneider and Parker 1990), knowledge about the actual or a possible sound
source (Fastl 2001), and selective attention that is focusing on a stimulus property (Lavie
et al. 2004) are potentially taken into account in forming hearing sensations. For example,
prior listening exposure to reverberant environments is shown by Zahorik et al. (2009)
to increase the speech intelligibility at the cost of the ability to discriminate changes in
the spatial properties of a sound field. Cognitive as well as learning effects due to prior
listening exposure can be reduced by employing synthetic stimuli as for example pure
tones or noises of different spectral shape, assumed not directly associated with a context
or sound source and unlikely affected by selective attention. With the aim of reducing the
meaning of natural or technical sounds, a procedure introduced by Fastl (2001) referred to
as neutralizing can be applied, modifying a sound signal by spreading its spectral energy
distribution while approximately preserving its loudness-time function. However, it is
impossible to fully exclude cognitive effects from the hearing process, since they typically
occur unconsciously and individually, affected by each subject’s prior listening experience.
It is commonly attempted to reduce cognitive and individual influences on the results of
listening experiments in general by including multiple subjects, a sample of subjects, and
by using their results as the basis of an inter-individual statistical analysis. For small and
medium sample sizes NS ≈ 10 as frequently employed in Psychoacoustics, non-parametric
methods are usually applied (Bortz 2005, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 11–15). Using this
evaluation method, the inter-individual median of the individual results is regarded as the
1

Blauert (1997, pp. 2–5) refers to acoustic stimuli as sound events and to hearing sensations as auditory
events. Here, the evident and modality independent terms stimuli and sensations are used.
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result of a typical subject, influenced only by cognitive effects and prior listening experience
common to the sample as a whole. The associated inter-individual inter-quartile range of
the individual results indicates the conformity of the sample and therefore the variability
of the typical subject’s result. In order to justify this procedure, the stimuli must be defined
independently of the individual listener (cf. section 3.2.2). However, in conventional HP
reproduction, inter-individually different stimuli occur, increasing the variability of the
typical subject’s result. This procedural aspect has to be considered when discussing the
results of psychoacoustic experiments with conventional HP playback (cf. section 3.2.2).
A quantitative assessment of the inter- and intra-individual variability of the transfer
characteristics of three HP models frequently used in Psychoacoustics and hearing research
in general is given in section 5.2 (cf. Völk 2011a).
Experimental results are frequently averaged not only inter- but also intra-individually,
over some repetitions of the experiment, commonly employing non-parametric methods,
due to the typically small number of repetitions NR ≈ 3. This procedure increases the
representativeness of the individual results, indicated by the intra-individual medians, and
allows assessing the accuracy of the individual results by the intra-individual inter-quartile
ranges. The inter-individual median of the intra-individual inter-quartile ranges represents
the accuracy of the typical subject. The corresponding inter-individual inter-quartile range
indicates the conformity of the sample regarding accuracy, the variability of the accuracy.
One- or multi-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with complete repetition of
measurement of the intra-individually averaged results indicates according to Bortz (2005)
the statistical significance of the results. Throughout this work, effects are considered
significant respectively highly significant, if the level of significance lies at or below 5%
(indicated by ∗) respectively 1% (∗∗). The resulting F- and p-values are given alongside
the data. In multi-factorial configurations, interactions between factors are indicated by
×. Post-hoc multiple comparisons using Scheffé’s method (Bortz 2005) are employed to
identify significant and highly significant differences between factor levels.
3.2.2 Stimuli and Presentation Methods
In basic psychoacoustic studies, a frontally incident plane wave propagating in the free
sound field is frequently desirable, for providing a simple while exactly defined stimulus
(Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, p. 27). Assuming the ear is sensitive to sound pressure (Fastl
and Zwicker 2007, p. 25), the undistorted pressure field in absence of the listener is often
defined as the stimulus (Feldtkeller and Zwicker 1956, p. 6). Feldtkeller and Zwicker (1956,
p. 1) even state that the “plane sound field is the ideal sound field for all acoustic studies.”
However, especially when examining spatial hearing, more complex scenarios, for example
consisting of one or more point sources, must be considered in addition (Blauert 1997,
pp. 27–30). In this case, the stimulus that is, according to Feldtkeller and Zwicker (1956,
pp. 5–6), the spatio-temporal acoustic wave field becomes more complicated. In every
case, the physical stimulus properties, in spatial hearing especially source position and
dimensions, should be mathematically clearly describable, thus allowing for the definition
of psychoacoustic relationships (cf. definition 17, Völk 2012b).
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Definition 17 (Stimuli for Traditional Psychoacoustic Experiments)
The spatio-temporal acoustic pressure field eliciting hearing sensations during a
listening experiment is, in absence of the listener, regarded as the stimulus for
traditional psychoacoustic experiments not employing virtual acoustics or headphones.
There are two fundamentally different ways for presenting sounds in listening experiments:
LS and HP playback (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 5). Stimuli presented by LSs are fully
covered by definition 17, while no spatially distributed sound field arises in absence of the
listener in conventional HP reproduction. In that case, definition 17 does not apply, and
an alternative stimulus definition is necessary. Two stimulus definitions are frequently
employed in HP reproduction (definition 18): either the sound pressure in the auditory
canal is defined as the stimulus, which is possible for monotic, diotic, and dichotic playback
(Spikofski et al. 1986), or the reference field of free-field or diffuse-field equalization at a
fixed sound pressure level is considered the stimulus, necessarily requiring diotic playback
(Zwicker and Gässler 1952). The reference field level is typically measured at the head
position of the equalization measurement, with the listener absent (cf. section 3.1.1).
Definition 18 (Stimuli in Conventional Headphone Reproduction)
The stimulus in conventional headphone reproduction is either the sound pressure
in the auditory canal or the sound pressure level at the listening position with the
listener absent in the reference sound field of free-field or diffuse-field equalization.
Defining the sound pressure in the auditory canal as the stimulus may be incorrect if
the HP based listening experiment is designed to study effects of listening without HPs,
since the sound pressure in the auditory canal is influenced by the individual listener’s
head and body, even in a free sound field, and is therefore different for each subject
(Blauert 1997, pp. 78–93). If the results of a typical subject are to be found and a reference
scene or natural listening situations in general are addressed, defining the auditory canal
sound pressure as the stimulus is an improper choice since the corresponding reference
scene signals are different for each subject. In such cases, an HP reproduction system is
necessary, capable of reproducing the reference scene eardrum pressure signals individually.
Such a system is provided by individual dynamic BS (Møller 1992, Völk 2011b), which can
be regarded in the context of hearing research as an audio-playback procedure combining
the advantages of HP and LS reproduction. The discussion of BS in the following chapters
as the exemplary VA system evaluated with the methodical and procedural framework
introduced covers this application of BS.
3.2.3 Virtual Acoustics Playback in Hearing Research
Regarding the audio playback in hearing research, the classes of approaches to VA
defined in section 3.1 show different properties. Psychoacoustically motivated approaches
are not appropriate for basic Psychoacoustics and hearing research since they are not
aiming at generating a defined stimulus (definition 9). Physically motivated approaches
on the contrary are by definition aiming at generating predefined physical conditions
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(cf. definition 14) and are therefore theoretically suited perfectly for the audio playback in
Psychoacoustics and hearing research. However, regarding the correctness of the intended
stimulus, it is crucial how well the goal of the physically motivated approach is fulfilled. It
must be ensured that a playback method generates the intended stimulus before it is used
to study psychoacoustic relationships and auditory perception in general. An exemplary
validation of the physically motivated playback method BS for the audio playback in
hearing research is given in the following chapters, including advantages and limitations.
3.2.4 Conventional Headphone Reproduction in Hearing Research
Traditionally, HPs were often preferred versus LSs for the audio playback in hearing
research since their TFs are typically not altered remarkably by rooms with different
acoustical conditions and HPs frequently employed for basic psychoacoustic research2
produce significantly less nonlinear distortion than LSs (Zwicker and Gässler 1952, Fastl
and Zwicker 2007, pp. 5–8). Furthermore, generating a plane wave using LSs requires high
effort (Port 1964), while the free-field equalization frequently applied in HP reproduction
(Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 8), allowing for playback at a defined free-field equivalent level
(cf. section 3.1.1), can be implemented less expensively. However, free-field equalized HP
reproduction belongs to the class of psychoacoustically motivated approaches to VA and
is therefore not suited perfectly as a playback method for psychoacoustic experiments,
especially if a physically well-defined stimulus is required. It is in general not “possible to
elicit the same hearing sensation as a plane sound-field by [free-field equalized] electrodynamical headphones”, as erroneously stated by Feldtkeller and Zwicker (1956, p. 5). This
becomes apparent looking at the hearing sensation positions corresponding to broad-band
noise presented as a frontally incident plane wave and by free-field equalized HPs: the
plane wave stimulus is perceived externalized as if stemming from a distant sound source
(Völk 2010b), while free-field equalized HPs elicit a hearing sensation located in the head
(Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 308).
However, the free-field equalized HP playback setup described by Fastl and Zwicker
(2007, pp. 5–8) thoroughly defines a reproducible playback procedure for psychoacoustic
experiments, offering the advantages of HP playback discussed above, namely less nonlinear
distortion than LSs and independence of a specific listening environment. Further, the
setup has proven valid and helpful in numerous basic scientific (Zwicker 1976b, Fastl 1976,
Fastl and Bechly 1981, Zwicker 1984) and applied problems (Zwicker 1977, Zwicker and
Dallmayr 1984, Zwicker 2000, Fastl 2000, Fastl et al. 2006, Fastl 2007, Fastl et al. 2009,
DIN 45 631, DIN 45 631/A1, DIN ISO 226). Consequently, deviations of the results of
listening experiments caused by erroneously assuming free-field hearing sensations to be
present when using free-field equalized HP playback turned out to be of minor importance
for many studies. In addition, the setup provides a well-defined and reproducible playback
situation including an inter-individually averaged stimulus definition. Therefore, the
setup can be regarded as a valid tool for basic psychoacoustic studies, as long as the
circumstances discussed above are considered in evaluating the results. In this context,
2

e. g. Beyer DT 48, Beyerdynamic DT 48 A, Sennheiser HD 650, Stax λ pro NEW
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it is especially important to take into account that free-field equalized HPs as defined
here allow for the playback at a free-field equivalent level only if the loudness comparison
is carried out with diotic presentation and binaural listening. Conducting the loudness
comparison monaurally results at frequencies below 4 kHz in more than 5 dB difference to
the binaural situation (section 5.4.5 and Bocker and Mrass 1959). The difference between
monaural and binaural loudness comparisons shows that the setup discussed here is not
capable of providing free-field equivalent levels for monotic presentation, as erroneously
assumed for example by Schorer (1986, 1988, 1989). Free-field equivalent levels are given
for the free-field equalized HP playback setup proposed by Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 7)
only for binaural listening to the diotic presentation.
Regardless of which presentation or calibration method is used for HP playback, the
variability of the HP transfer characteristics defines how accurately stimuli can be applied.
Since, in a typical psychoacoustic experiment, different subjects are included, interindividual differences in the HP transfer characteristics have to be considered, especially
if the calibration is done indirectly by means of the HP input voltage, using the HP
sensitivity to compute the reference scene pressure or the corresponding level. In that case,
inter-individual differences in the HP transfer characteristics result in different stimuli.
Further, the intra-individual variability due to HP repositioning has to be taken into
account, especially if listening experiments with repeated tracks are regarded. Variability
results for three exemplary HP specimens are given in section 5.2 (cf. Völk 2011a).
3.2.5 Psychoacoustic Methods in Virtual Acoustics
It is of fundamental interest for most VA applications whether the signal processing of the
VA system is audible in comparison to the reference scene for the majority of listeners,
that is to say for the typical subject. Inaudible signal processing and the corresponding
algorithms and systems are referred to as transparent procedures (cf. definition 19).
Definition 19 (Transparent Signal Processing, Algorithms, and Systems)
Audio signals are processed transparently if the processed signal is indistinguishable
from the original for the majority of listeners. In that case, transparent audio signal
processing algorithms and systems are employed.
For VA rendering, physically existing secondary sound sources are used with the aim of
creating a sound field that would be generated by one or more physically non-existing
virtual or primary sound sources (cf. definition 16), or of creating the corresponding
perceptions. The signals fed to the secondary sound sources are referred to as driving
signals, with corresponding driving functions in the frequency domain (definition 20, cf.
Berkhout et al. 1993).
Definition 20 (Driving Signals and Driving Functions)
The secondary sources in virtual acoustics are fed by driving signals, which are in
their frequency domain representation referred to as driving functions.
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A psychoacoustic experiment addressing properties of VA systems is usually conducted
by varying the virtual physical properties of the physically non-existing primary sources,
controlled indirectly by the rendering algorithm, and by inspecting related changes of
the hearing sensations. In other words, the primary source properties are regarded as
the stimulus properties (Seeber 2002b, Menzel et al. 2006, Wittek et al. 2007b). This
procedure is summarized by definition 21.
Definition 21 (Stimuli for Psychoacoustic Studies in Virtual Acoustics)
The primary spatio-temporal acoustic wave field that would elicit hearing sensations
in the scenario to be simulated is regarded in absence of the listener as the stimulus
for psychoacoustic experiments in virtual acoustics.
This procedure is in line with traditional psychoacoustic experiments insofar as relations
between variations in physical parameters and corresponding changes in hearing sensations
are assessed. However, a major difference to traditional experiments is that the stimulus
changes are caused indirectly by changing the rendering equations. This procedure results
in loss of generality if the perfect synthesis is not achieved, since the specific VA setup characteristics, especially signal processing and hardware properties, are inevitably included
in the results. Consequently, in addition to the traditional description of the experimental
setup and procedure, details about the synthesis algorithm, its implementation, and
the electroacoustic signal processing chain must be specified along with the results of
psychoacoustic experiments in VA to allow for a meaningful discussion of the results.

3.3 Summary
Initially in this chapter, a classification scheme for approaches to virtual acoustics is
proposed. Approaches are assigned, based on their methodical concept, to the classes of
physically and psychoacoustically motivated procedures. Using the classification scheme,
an overview of methods for the generation of virtual acoustical environments is given,
motivating the selection of binaural synthesis as the exemplary method to be discussed in
detail in the following chapters. Binaural synthesis as a physically motivated approach
to virtual acoustics is considered suited best for the application in hearing research,
while psychoacoustically motivated approaches are identified as principally not suited
for that purpose. Furthermore, stimulus definitions for virtual acoustics, loudspeaker
playback, and conventional headphone reproduction are given, allowing to correctly
apply psychoacoustic methods to the quality evaluation of virtual acoustics systems, and
to correctly employ conventional audio reproduction and virtual acoustics playback in
hearing research. Thereby, a common lack of a thorough stimulus definition in conventional
headphone reproduction independent of the applied equalization procedure is identified
and traced back to the underlying psychoacoustically motivated concept. A reflection on
aspects of employing psychoacoustic methods in virtual acoustics concludes the chapter.
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impulse response, transfer function, sound pressure, sound pressure spectrum, digital sample sequence,
DFT spectrum, digital sample sequence, DFT spectrum, window function, corresponding spectral kernel,
frequency, bandwidth, critical bandwidth, position vector, critical-band rate, impedance, absolute value,
analog to digital, artificial head, artificial head microphone, loudspeaker amplifier, microphone amplifier,
average, blocked auditory canal, binaural synthesis, binaural synthesis quality criterion, digital to analog,
ear signal, equalization filter, superscript: under the headphone, subscript: head, headphone, headphone
transfer function, headphone selection criterion, input, individual, loudspeaker, miniature microphone,
microphone, nonindividual, output, playback situation, probe microphone, recording situation, reference
scene, temporary non-equalized binaural synthesis, artificial head verification of binaural synthesis

4 Theoretical Aspects of Idealized Binaural Synthesis
This chapter deals with the system-theoretic background of binaural synthesis, not
with implementation details, and is therefore based on an idealized best case situation.
Prerequisites and assumptions necessary to derive the binaural synthesis theory are
identified and marked, but not validated in the present chapter. The validation is given in
chapter 5, along with the consequences arising when prerequisites or assumptions are not
fulfilled. However, in allowing for the derivation of the theoretical and methodical basis
of binaural synthesis, the best case scenario studied here represents the baseline situation
for further considerations and is therefore discussed separately.

4.1 Main Principle
In a fundamental paper on binaural technology, Møller defined the basic idea of binaural
recording in 1992 as follows:
“The input to the hearing consists of two signals: sound pressures at the
eardrums. If these are recorded in the ears of a listener and reproduced exactly
as they were, then the complete auditive experience is assumed to be reproduced,
including timbre and spatial aspects.”
This binaural recording of the sound pressure signals at the eardrums, the so-called ear
signals (cf. definition 22), is a time consuming process, especially if more than one listener,
different head rotations, and varying listening positions are taken into account.
Definition 22 (Ear Signals)
The sound pressure signals detected by the eardrums are referred to as the ear signals.
Further, ear signal recording is possible only approximately (cf. section 5.1.4) and cognitive,
memory, and inter-modal effects may influence the hearing sensations or the judgments
thereof (cf. section 3.2.1). However, binaural recording has been in use for about half
a century and still is applied frequently (early work e. g. by Bixler 1953, Wilkens 1972,
Blauert et al. 1978, for overviews cf. Hammershøi and Møller 2002 or Daniel et al. 2007).
A less time consuming method of generating ear signals also attributed to the binaural
technologies is binaural synthesis (BS), described for example by Wightman and Kistler
(1989a,b) or Møller (1992). In contrast to binaural recording, in binaural synthesis the
ear signals are generated by convolving the input signal of each single sound source with
the impulse responses (IRs) of the paths between the source and the eardrums in the
corresponding real life situation (e. g. Haferkorn and Schmid 1996). In general, these paths
depend on the positions and orientations of the sound sources and the body as well as on
the listening environment, and are therefore time variant. However, by an IR, a system
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is modeled linear and time invariant (Oppenheim et al. 1998). According to Terhardt
(1998, p. 61), linearity is usually given for acoustic systems. Time-variant systems can be
approximated by series of Mir IRs, assuming the system time invariant within temporal
intervals τi , with i = 0, . . . , Mir − 1 (cf. section 5.1.1). To update the simulation, the IR
representing the present system state is selected by an adaptive signal processing routine.
The accuracy of the procedure depends on Mir , the duration of the temporal intervals τi ,
the implementation of the signal processing, and the nature of the time-invariant system.
Consequently, it is possible to approximately describe each of the systems involved in a
real acoustical scenario by its IR h(t) or by an array of IRs hτi (t). The IRs for BS are
according to definition 23 referred to as binaural impulse response pairs (BIRPs), with
corresponding binaural transfer function pairs (BTFPs).
Definition 23 (Binaural Impulse Response and Transfer Function Pairs)
The impulse responses of the transfer paths from a sound source input signal to the
ear signals are referred to as binaural impulse response pairs with corresponding
binaural transfer function pairs.
BIRP updates are triggered in this so-called dynamic BS in contrast to static procedures
based on listening environment data as well as body and sound source positions and
orientations. Updates occur if the listener moves, if the source is repositioned, or if other
parts of the situation change (Foster 1992, Mackensen et al. 1999). Complex acoustic
situations with more than one source are generated by linear superposition of the ear
signals evolving from the single sources. If the BIRPs are acquired by measurement, the
BS is referred to as data based, in contrast to model based approaches (definition 24). In
the model based case, the BIRPs are synthesized by Auralization (Vorländer 2008).
Definition 24 (Data or Model Based Static or Dynamic Binaural Synthesis)
Binaural synthesis is an audio reproduction procedure aiming at generating the ear
signals of a real or hypothetical reference scene by convolving the binaural impulse
response pairs of the reference scene with the source signals. If the impulse responses
are acquired by measurement, the synthesis is referred to as data based, otherwise as
model based. In the case of dynamic binaural synthesis, in contrast to static binaural
synthesis, the impulse responses are adapted while the system is in operation.
By now, a variety of BS systems is available and in use, for example in virtual and
augmented reality (Begault 1999, Gröhn et al. 2007, Völk et al. 2007) or psychoacoustic
research (Blauert et al. 2000, Djelani et al. 2000, Zahorik 2002, Völk 2009). If certain
prerequisites are met and corrections are applied, presenting the convolution products of
a BS system via headphones (HPs) can generate the reference scene ear signals with a
degree of authenticity depending on the accuracy of the BS procedure. In the following,
the necessary restrictions and corrections are identified and discussed step by step by
a system-theoretic analysis of all components involved. Based on the requirements,
different equalization procedures are presented with respect to the achievable overall
system transfer functions (TFs). The system-theoretic framework derived allows for
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mathematically predicting the accuracy of the ear signals generated by a specific BS
approach. On this basis, identifying the procedure suited best for a specific application is
possible, including requirements and restrictions (cf. Völk 2011b).
While derived based on a static situation, this chapter applies to static and dynamic
BS. Specific aspects of dynamic systems are discussed in section 5.1. Further, the theory
discussed by the example of data based synthesis also applies to model based approaches.
In the model based case, the results of the different measurements described in the
following must be regarded as the auralization targets. Furthermore, the system-theoretic
framework inherently covers binaural recording, which is not discussed separately, since it
represents a special case of the more general concept of static BS.
Table 4.1 gives an overview of the structure of this chapter. It is intended to derive
a system-theoretic description of the BS of a reference scene by discussing three major
scenarios (rows of table 4.1). Each scenario consists of a sound source, driven in all
scenarios by the same input signal (left column), causing via different transfer paths
(center column) different ear signals (right column). The symbols used in the table are
introduced in the respective sections and tabulated in appendix B.

Ear signals

Reference scene

pind
e

ind
(section 4.2)
href

Non-equalized binaural synthesis
ind,h
hne
(section 4.5)

Source signal
sequence sls

Recording
(section 4.3)

Playback
(section 4.4)

Ear signals
pind,h
ene

Equalized binaural synthesis

ind,h
hbs
(section 4.7)
Recording
Equalization
Playback
(section 4.3) (section 4.6) (section 4.4)

Ear signals
pind,h
ebs

Table 4.1: Schematic overview of the paths between the source and ear signals used for
the system-theoretic derivation of binaural synthesis. Depicted are signals and impulse
responses including the nomenclature and references to the corresponding sections.

In section 4.2 (first row of table 4.1), the reference scene to be simulated is defined and
described system theoretically, including two approaches of approximately measuring the
reference scene ear signals: probe microphone and artificial head (AH) recording. On this
basis, three ways of implementing the BIRP recording situation are introduced in section 4.3
(second row): probe microphone recording with the probe tube tips in the auditory canals
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close to the eardrums, miniature microphone recording at the entrances to the blocked
auditory canals, and conventional AH recording with the microphones at the eardrum
positions. In section 4.4, the HP playback situation is defined, including the playback
paths of the actual synthesis situation and their approximation by the three measurement
methods of the recording section. The approximations are typically used for equalizing
a BS system. All combinations of recording, equalization, and playback situations are
formulated in section 4.6 (third row), based on the non-equalized combinations of the
recording and playback situations given in section 4.5. Summarizing, the results of all
equalized BS procedures are presented and discussed in section 4.7.

4.2 Reference Scene
The eventual aim of BS, as a virtual acoustics procedure, is according to definition 1 to
reconstruct the hearing sensations occurring in a reference scene, for example a loudspeaker
(LS) in a reverberant room. This situation is regarded as the reference scene for the
derivation of the BS theory in this chapter.
Definition 25 (Reference Scene for Binaural Synthesis)
A subject listening to a loudspeaker in a reverberant room represents the reference
scene for deriving the binaural synthesis theory. This situation is assumed static.
Signals occurring in the reference scene according to definition 25 are the time varying ear
signals peL and peR , the LS input voltage uls , and the digital sample sequence sls encoding
the signal to be played back by the LS. Regarding the synthesis of single sound sources,
the restriction to an LS does not result in a loss of generality, since the LS can be assumed
an ideal electroacoustic transducer (e. g. a monopole point source, Zollner and Zwicker
1993, pp. 75–77). The synthesis of multiple independent sources is possible by linearly
superposing the respective ear signals. In general, linear interactions between sources, as
for example mutual reflections, are simulated correctly if the IRs are measured in the
system state to be simulated (Völk et al. 2010a). Mutual interactions modifying system
characteristics during simultaneous operation, as for example mutual radiation impedance
effects of closely spaced LSs, are not covered by the linear time-invariant system theory
applied. However, these effects are negligible in most situations (Völk et al. 2010a).
The BS theory described is limited to sources whose TFs can be measured or simulated.
In other cases, it may be helpful to apply binaural recording or to approximate the source
characteristics combining feasible basis functions (e. g. Wefers et al. 2011).
The ear signals in the reference scene according to definition 25 (subscript ref ) include
influences of systems grouped by their affiliation to the generation or propagation parts
of the sound transfer paths from the source input to the eardrums. The generation part
of both paths is the audio output system defined by equation 2.7, while the propagation
parts are defined between uls and the ear signals pind
e (xhref , xlsref ) by the BTFPs
Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref ) =
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Pind
e (xhref , xlsref )
.
Uls

(4.1)

4.2 Reference Scene
The BTFPs contain the transfer characteristics of the LS and the sound propagation
paths including all reflection and diffraction effects as for example room reflections and
transformation characteristics of the outer ears and other body parts. Consequently, the
BTFPs depend on the position and orientation of the listener and are therefore modeled
by an array of TF pairs, with the subject and LS position vectors as the array parameters.
The BTFPs defined by equation 4.1 are by some authors referred to as head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs), if a free-field reference scene is discussed (e. g. Wightman and
Kistler 2005). However, HRTFs are commonly defined as the relations of the eardrum
sound pressure spectra Pind
e (xh , xls ), measured under free-field conditions, to the sound
pressure spectrum at the midpoint of the recording head, measured in the same situation
but in the absence of the head (Blauert 1997, p. 78, free-field transfer function). The
corresponding TFs under reverberant conditions are according to Møller (1992) referred
to as binaural room transfer functions (BRTFs). The labels and concepts of HRTFs and
BRTFs are avoided here due to practical difficulties in recording the sound pressure at
a single point without errors introduced by the measurement system, especially under
reverberant conditions (Zollner 1982, 1995, Zollner and Zwicker 1993, p. 182). In this
work, TFs are defined and referred to mathematically. Where general denominators are
necessary, the neutral labels BTFPs respectively BIRPs are used (cf. definition 23).
Combining equation 4.1 and the audio output system description given by equation 2.7,
the reference scene ear signal spectra
ind
Pind
e (xhref , xlsref ) = Sls · Horef · Huls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

(4.2)

are formulated dependent on the spectrum of the LS driving sequence. Using equation 4.2,
the reference scene TFs connecting the spectrum of the LS driving sequence to the reference
scene ear signal spectra are defined by
Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref ) =

Pind
e (xhref , xlsref )
= Horef · Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref ).
Sls

(4.3)

To reflect the actual hearing process, ear signal measurements must capture the pressure
distribution across the eardrum, which is possible only approximately (cf. section 5.1.4). In
the following, two methods of approximating the reference scene TFs given by equation 4.3
are discussed: probe microphone measurement with the probe tube tips in the auditory
canals of an individual or artificial head, close to the eardrums, and conventional AH
measurement with the microphones at the eardrum positions. The sound pressure signals
detected by both methods deviate from the actual reference scene ear signals. Probe
microphone measurements are valid only for the probe tube tip positions and suffer
from methodical difficulties (cf. section 5.1.4). Further, individual or artificial head
measurements deviate from the reference scene due to inter-individual differences and
modeling errors, as for example missing hair or torso (Katz 2000, Minnaar et al. 2001).
The miniature microphone measurement at the blocked auditory canal entrance is not a
procedure of approximating ear signals, and is therefore not included in the present section.
However, blocked auditory canal entrance measurements are discussed in section 4.3.2 as
a method of implementing the BS recording situation.
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Probe Microphone Reference Scene Approximation Probe microphone (subscript pm)
approximations are valid for the probe microphone tube tip positions xpm , which are
aiming at ear signal measurements typically selected close to the eardrums. The reference
scene propagation paths from the LS input voltage to the sound pressures at the probe
tube tips are described by the TFs
Hind
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref ) =

Pind
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref )
.
Uls

(4.4)

The reference scene propagation path TFs, connecting the LS input voltages with the
probe microphone output voltages, are defined in a similar way by
Hind
uls ,upm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref ) =

Uind
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref )
.
Uls

(4.5)

Relating the sound pressure spectra at the probe microphones to the spectrum of the LS
driving sequence results in the TFs
Hind
refpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref ) =

Pind
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref )
.
Sls

(4.6)

Consequently, the reference scene TFs defined by equation 4.3 are approximated using
probe microphones with associated input systems (Hpm and Hipm , equation 2.6) by
ind
Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref ) ≈ Hrefpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref )

= Horef · Hind
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref ) =

Sind
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref )
.
Sls · Hpm · Hipm

(4.7)

Artificial Head Reference Scene Approximation Ear signal approximations are also
possible using AHs with microphones at the eardrum positions (superscript ah). The
propagation paths between the LS input voltage and the sound pressures at the AH
microphones (subscript ahm) are defined by the TFs
Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref ) =

Pah
ahm (xhref , xlsref )
.
Uls

(4.8)

The relation of the LS input voltage spectrum to the microphone output voltage spectra
in the same situation is given by
Hah
uls ,uahm (xhref , xlsref ) =

Uah
ahm (xhref , xlsref )
.
Uls

(4.9)

Further, relating the AH microphone pressure spectra and the LS driving spectrum by
Hah
refahm (xhref , xlsref ) =
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Pah
ahm (xhref , xlsref )
= Horef · Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
Sls

(4.10)

4.3 Recording Situation
allows in combination with equation 2.6 for approximating the reference scene TFs,
mathematically described by
ah
Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref ) ≈ Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref ) =

Sah
ahm (xhref , xlsref )
.
Sls · Hiah · Hahm

(4.11)

The TFs defined in the present section describe the reference scene to be simulated,
allowing for evaluating BS by comparing the reference and synthesis scene TFs.

4.3 Recording Situation
For the BIRP recording, a measurement signal is played back by the reference scene LS
and recorded with an AH (Mackensen et al. 1999, Spikofski and Fruhmann 2001, Pellegrini
et al. 2007) or probe microphones with the tube tips in the auditory canals (Wightman
and Kistler 1989a,b, 2005). It is also common practice to use miniature microphones at
the entrances to the blocked auditory canals (Møller et al. 1995b, Hammershøi and Møller
2002). According to Hammershøi and Møller (1996a,b), when recording at the blocked
auditory canal entrances, all directional information is captured, but little individual
characteristics. This can reduce errors if the recordings from one subject are used to
synthesize ear signals for other subjects (nonindividual in contrast to individual recording,
cf. section 5.2.4). Additional advantages are reduced complexity and increased signal to
noise ratio compared to probe microphone recording (section 5.1.4). Frequency independent
microphone TFs are of minor importance for BS as described here, since the microphone
TFs are equalized in the BS process (section 4.6).
Regardless of the recording procedure, the resulting signals contain the transfer characteristics of the input and output systems and of the sound propagation paths between
the LS input and microphone output voltages. The recording situation (subscript rec) is
consequently described in general by the TFs
ind
Hind
recmic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec ) = Horec · Huls ,umic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec ) · Hirec

=

Sind
mic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec )
.
Sls

(4.12)

Since the synthesis of the reference scene is intended, identical equipment and geometric
relations are assumed in the recording situation and the reference scene (assumption 1).
Assumption 1 (Output Equipment, Loudspeaker, Scenario)
The reference scene output equipment and loudspeaker are used for the recording,
with the head and loudspeaker positions identical to the reference scene.
In the following paragraphs, all three recording procedures are described by means of the
respective recording situation TFs. Alongside, the recording situation TFs are related to
the reference scene TFs for each method, pointing out possibly occurring deviations.
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4.3.1 Probe Microphone Recording
Probe microphone recording with the probe tube tips close to human or artificial head
eardrums is employed in BS for example by Wightman and Kistler (1989a). This procedure
is described with equations 2.6 and 4.12 by the TFs
ind
Hind
recpm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec ) = Horec · Huls ,upm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec ) · Hipm

= Horec · Hind
uls ,ppm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec ) · Hpm · Hipm .

(4.13)

These recording situation TFs are related to the reference scene TFs of equation 4.7 by
ind
Hind
recpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec ) ≈ Href (xhref , xlsref ) · Hpm · Hipm .

(4.14)

4.3.2 Blocked Auditory Canal Recording
Miniature microphone (subscript m) recording at the entrances to the blocked auditory
canals (superscript b) is formulated using equations 2.6 and 4.12 by the TFs
ind,b
Hind,b
recm (xhrec , xlsrec , xmrec ) = Horec · Huls ,um (xhrec , xlsrec , xmrec ) · Him

= Horec · Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhrec , xlsrec , xmrec ) · Hm · Him .

(4.15)

These TFs are used in BS for example by Møller (1992), Hammershøi and Møller (2002),
and Völk and Fastl (2011a). Equation 4.15 differs from the reference scene TF description
in equation 4.3 even if the same equipment and geometric setup is used, formulated by
Hind,b
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) =
= Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref ) ·

Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
· Hm · Him .
Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

(4.16)

TFs are valid system descriptions if the system is constant (section 2.2). The system
described by equation 4.16 may change, for example if HPs are put on. In this case, the
radiation impedance changes compared to the situation without the HPs (Møller et al.
1995a, Vorländer 2000, Völk 2010a).
Blocked auditory canal measurements are possible with human subjects and AHs
(cf. section 5.3). The AH situation is covered by the framework in that the individual
is replaced by an artificial head. If the microphones are positioned reproducibly at the
entrances to the blocked AH auditory canals, the situation becomes independent of the
microphone positions, which is typically not possible for human heads (cf. section 5.2.2).
Figure 4.1 shows the auditory-adapted analysis (AAA) spectrogram defined in section 2.4 of
a blocked auditory canal AH recording situation TF according to equation 4.16. Depicted
is a typical BS reference scene1 in a reverberant environment with the LS distance
rls = 2 m. In this case, the AH may be regarded as a specific individual head.
1

Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98, custom-made artificial head AHc
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Figure 4.1: Auditory-adapted
analysis spectrogram with 60 dB
visible dynamic of the transfer
path between a loudspeaker at
2 m distance in a reverberant environment and a microphone at
the entrance to the blocked auditory canal of an artificial head.
The path is defined between the
digital sequences corresponding
to the loudspeaker input and microphone output voltages.

The measurement depicted by figure 4.1 is independent of the microphone position since
the AH used allows for reproducibly positioning the microphone at the blocked auditory
canal entrance. Therefore, typical reference scene and recording situation parameters
can be discussed and compared based on the data. From an auditory perspective, the
transfer path from the LS input to the microphone output ports is with 60 dB decay times
of up to more than 300 ms spectro-temporally effective (cf. definition 4). The frequency
independent initial delay reflects the sound travel time rls /c ≈ 5.8 ms from the LS to the
microphone. Magnitude and phase show a rather frequency independent region between
the lower limit of the LS transmission bandwidth at approximately 100 Hz and about
3 kHz, while the spectral interference pattern at higher frequencies is characteristic for
the AH and its orientation with respect to the LS (Blauert 1997, pp. 88–92).
4.3.3 Artificial Head Recording
Using equations 4.12 and 2.6, the conventional artificial head recording situation with the
microphones at the eardrum positions is described by the TFs
ah
Hah
recahm (xhrec , xlsrec ) = Horec · Huls ,pahm (xhrec , xlsrec ) · Hahm · Hiah .

(4.17)

These TFs are independent of the microphone positions since the AH microphones are
fixed. A comparison to the AH reference scene TFs according to equation 4.11 reveals
ah
Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref ) · Hahm · Hiah .

(4.18)

The AH recording TFs described by equation 4.17 differ from the individual reference
scene TFs given by equation 4.3 assuming identical equipment and the same situation if
the AH differs from the individual head, formulated by
ind
Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref ) = Href (xhref , xlsref ) ·

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
· Hahm · Hiah .
Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

(4.19)
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Figure 4.2 shows the AAA spectrogram of an example for the TFs defined by equation 4.19.
The recording was carried out in the situation and with the AH of figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Auditory-adapted
analysis spectrogram with 60 dB
visible dynamic of the transfer
path between a loudspeaker at
2 m distance in a reverberant environment and an artificial head
microphone at the eardrum position. The path is defined between
the digital sequences corresponding to the loudspeaker input and
the microphone output voltages.
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The AAA spectrograms of the AH recordings at the eardrum and at the entrance to the
blocked auditory canal show similar global structures (figures 4.1 and 4.2). As expected,
the first auditory canal resonance in the frequency range between 3 and 5 kHz is prominent
in the eardrum recording (figure 4.2), but reduced in the blocked auditory canal situation
(figure 4.1). Both systems are according to definition 4 spectro-temporally effective.

4.4 Headphone Playback Situation
The signals represented by the sequences shp are in a typical BS playback situation
(subscript play) presented using HPs (subscript hp). Thereby, the playback path transfer
characteristics are superimposed on the signals played back. Instead of HPs, two or more
LSs can be used for the playback if the synthesized ear signals are ensured not to reach
the respective contra-lateral ear (Møller 1988, 1989). This so-called crosstalk cancellation
procedure is discussed in section 3.1.2, while the HP presentation is addressed here.
The HP playback paths include, in addition to the output equipment according to
equation 2.8, the paths from the HP input voltages to the ear signals under the HPs
(superscript h), represented by the TFs
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ) =

Pind,h
(xhpplay )
e
Uhp

.

(4.20)

Comparable to the reference scene description, given by equation 4.3 based on the TFs
relating the spectrum of the LS input sequence to the ear signal spectra, the playback
situation is described, relating the spectra of the HP input sequences to the ear signal
spectra under the HPs, by the playback situation TFs
Hind,h
play (xhpplay ) =
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Pind,h
(xhpplay )
e
Shp

= Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ).

(4.21)

4.4 Headphone Playback Situation
Using one of the recording setups described in section 4.3, approximating the playback
situation TFs is possible. Relating the spectra of the corresponding microphone input and
HP output sequences allows, by including the microphone and input system characteristics
in equation 4.21, for formulating the TFs
Hind,h
hptf (xhp , xmic ) =

Sind,h
mic (xhp , xmic )
.
Shp

(4.22)

The TFs defined by equation 4.22 are, following definition 26, referred to as headphone
transfer functions (HPTFs) with corresponding headphone impulse responses (HPIRs).
Definition 26 (Headphone Impulse Responses and Transfer Functions)
The transfer paths from headphone driving sequences to sequences stemming from
microphones in or attached to the auditory canals under the headphones are modeled
by headphone impulse responses with corresponding headphone transfer functions.
In the following paragraphs, approximating the playback situation TFs is discussed for
probe microphone measurement with the probe tube tips in the auditory canals close
to the eardrums, miniature microphone measurement at the entrances to the blocked
auditory canals, and conventional AH measurement with the microphones at the eardrum
positions. Each approximation method is described by the corresponding HPTFs and by
relating the approximation results to the actual playback situation TFs.
Implementation problems of the different playback situation approximations may be
hardware specific, as for example probe tubes may influence the TFs of different HP
models to different degrees, or blocked auditory canal entrance measurements may not be
suitable for in-ear HPs worn in the canal. However, since this section aims at a hardware
independent theoretical discussion, all situations are formulated independent of the HPs.
Probe Microphone Playback Situation Approximation The probe microphone playback
situation approximation is described using the microphone TFs defined by equation 2.6 by
ind,h
ind,h
Hind,h
play (xhpplay ) ≈ Hplaypm (xhpplay , xpmplay ) = Hohp · Huhp ,ppm (xhpplay , xpmplay )

=

Pind,h
pm (xhpplay , xpmplay )
Shp

=

Sind,h
pm (xhpplay , xpmplay )
Shp · Hpm · Hipm

(4.23)
.

The probe microphone HPTFs are given combining equations 4.22 and 4.23 by
ind,h
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf ) = Hohp · Huhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf ) · Hpm · Hipm .

(4.24)

Blocked Auditory Canal Playback Situation Approximation Blocked auditory canal
HP measurements are virtually impossible with consumer in-ear HPs. Therefore, this
paragraph primarily applies to extra-aural HPs. If the playback situation is described
by miniature microphone measurements at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals,
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the sound pressure signals at the microphones deviate from the ear signals. Furthermore,
the ear signals are not present when the auditory canals are blocked. Therefore, it is
impossible to directly measure the so-called blocking factors for HP reproduction
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhp , xhpb , xmb ) =
b

(xhp )
Pind,h
e

Pind,b,h
(xhpb , xmb )
m

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhp )

=

Hind,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhpb , xmb )

,

(4.25)

which relate the ear signal spectra to the sound pressure spectra detected by the miniature
microphones at the blocked auditory canal entrances. However, combining the microphone
TFs described by equation 2.6 with the playback situation TFs given by equation 4.21
and the blocking factors defined by equation 4.25 allows for the formulation of the TFs
Hind,h
play (xhpplay ) =
=

Sind,b,h
(xhpplay,b , xmplay,b )
m

· Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhpplay,b , xmplay,b ),

Shp · Hm · Him

(4.26)

b

describing the playback situation approximation by blocked auditory canal entrance
miniature microphone measurement. The corresponding blocked auditory canal HPTFs
are formulated using equations 4.21, 4.22, and 4.26 by
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) = Hohp ·

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

· Hm · Him . (4.27)

b

Figure 4.3 shows the AAA spectrogram of a blocked auditory canal AH HPTF2 according
to equation 4.27. In this case, the AH may be regarded as a specific human head.
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Figure 4.3: Auditory-adapted
analysis spectrogram with 60 dB
visible dynamic of the transfer
path between a headphone and
a microphone at the entrance
to the blocked auditory canal of
an artificial head. The transfer
path is defined between the digital sample sequences corresponding to the headphone input and
to the microphone output voltages. The black contour indicates
the monaural temporal resolution
(cf. section 2.4).

Similar to the AAA spectrogram of the blocked auditory canal AH recording situation TF
with LS reproduction depicted by figure 4.1, the AAA spectrogram of the blocked auditory
2

Sennheiser HD 800 headphone, custom-made artificial head AHc
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canal AH HPTF shows a rather frequency independent spectral region ranging from the
lower limit of the transmission bandwidth to about 3 kHz. Below that frequency, the
HP shows a less frequency dependent phase than the LS. At higher frequencies, spurious
maxima occur, according to Pralong and Carlile (1996) due to resonances of the HP-ear
system. The blocked auditory canal HPTF shown by figure 4.3 decays by 60 dB within
the monaural temporal resolution, indicated by the black contour, at frequencies below
about 5 kHz, and is therefore considered purely spectrally effective. For that reason, the
HPTF is fully described by the transfer characteristics depicted by figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Transfer characteristics of the transfer path between a headphone and a
microphone at the entrance to the blocked auditory canal of an artificial head. The transfer
path is defined between the digital sample sequences corresponding to the headphone
input and to the microphone output voltages.

The measurement results depicted by figure 4.4 confirm the conclusions derived based
on the AAA spectrogram shown by figure 4.3. In the present case, the temporal system
characteristics additionally revealed by the AAA spectrogram are according to section 2.4
inaudible and therefore disrupt an auditory-adapted presentation. The transfer characteristics, on the contrary, aim at representing only the audible impact of the spectrally
effective system, and therefore visualize the relevant details more clearly and similarly to
the frequently used magnitude and group delay display of standard system TFs.
Artificial Head Playback Situation Approximation The AH playback situation approximation is formulated using the microphone TFs given by equation 2.6 and the playback
situation TFs defined by equation 4.21 by the TFs
ah,h
Hind,h
play (xhpplay ) ≈ Hplay (xhpplay ) =

Sah,h
ahm (xhpplay )
Shp · Hahm · Hiah

(4.28)
= Hohp Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

The corresponding HPTFs are computed combining equations 4.22 and 4.28 to
ah,h
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf ) = Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) · Hahm · Hiah .

(4.29)

Figure 4.5 shows the transfer characteristics representing an AH HPTF with microphones
at the eardrum positions measured in the situation also shown by figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Transfer characteristics of the path between a headphone and an artificial
head microphone in the situation and using the hardware of figure 4.4, but with the
microphone located at the eardrum position.

The results of the eardrum and blocked auditory canal measurements (figures 4.4 and 4.5)
differ primarily in the more pronounced first auditory canal resonance of the eardrum
measurement visible in figure 4.5 in the frequency range around 5 kHz. This frequency is
somewhat higher than expected for human subjects (cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 21),
due to the compared to average human dimensions smaller AH auditory canal. Figure 4.6
shows the AAA spectrogram corresponding to figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: Auditory-adapted
analysis spectrogram with 60 dB
visible dynamic of the transfer
path between a headphone and
an artificial head microphone
in the situation and using the
hardware of figure 4.3, but with
the microphone located at the
eardrum position. The black contour indicates the monaural temporal resolution.
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Discussing the HPTF based on the transfer characteristics is justified by the AAA
spectrogram depicted by figure 4.6. A comparison to the monaural temporal resolution
indicates primarily spectral effectiveness, especially at frequencies below about 7 kHz.

4.5 Non-Equalized Binaural Synthesis
Convolving an audio signal with the BIRPs recorded according to section 4.3 and presenting
the convolution products using HPs as described in section 4.4 is referred to as the
(temporary) non-equalized BS situation (subscript ne). Combining the recording situation
TFs given by equation 4.12, recorded according to assumption 1 in the reference scene, with
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the playback situation TFs given by equation 4.21 allows formulating the non-equalized
BS situation ear signals spectra
Pind,h
ene (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay ) =
ind,h
= Sls · Hind
recmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec ) · Hplay (xhpplay ).

(4.30)

Comparing equation 4.30 to the reference scene ear signal spectra given by equation 4.2
reveals different ear signals in the non-equalized BS situation and the reference scene.
However, all combinations of the recording and playback situations are discussed, serving
as the basis for the derivation of the associated equalization requirements in section 4.6.
For every combination of the recording and playback situations, the TFs
Hind,h
ne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay ) =
=

Pind,h
ene (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay )
Sls
ind
Hrecmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec )

(4.31)
·

Hind,h
play (xhpplay )

are formulated, connecting the source sequence and ear signal spectra. Probe microphone,
blocked auditory canal miniature microphone, and artificial head recording are discussed
in the following for human and artificial head playback.
4.5.1 Non-Equalized Human Head Playback
Since the goal of BS is the acoustic simulation of a reference scene, the synthesized ear
signals are typically presented to a human listener. Therefore, equation 4.31 is adapted
to human head playback for each recording method in this section.
Human Head Playback and Probe Microphone Recording According to assumption 1,
the reference scene equipment is used for the recording. Consequently, by inserting the
probe microphone recording situation TFs of equation 4.13 and the human head playback
situation TFs given by equation 4.21, equation 4.31 can be specified to the TFs
Hind,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhpplay ) =
ind,h
= Horef · Hind
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pe (xhpplay ),

(4.32)

connecting the source signal and ear signal spectra for probe microphone recording. These
TFs are formulated by the following equation with respect to the reference scene, pointing
out deviations from the intended reference scene reproduction. Assuming the sound
pressure signals at the probe microphones represent the ear signals, the combination
of equation 4.32 with the relation of recording situation and reference scene given by
equation 4.14 results in
Hind,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhpplay ) ≈
ind,h
≈ Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pe (xhpplay ).

(4.33)
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Human Head Playback and Blocked Auditory Canal Recording The TFs connecting
source and ear signal spectra for blocked auditory canal recording and human head
playback are derived comparably. Combining equations 4.16, 4.21, and 4.31 results in
ind
Hind,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay ) = Href (xhref , xlsref )·

·

Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
· Hm · Him · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ).
Hind
(x
,
x
)
href
lsref
uls ,pe

(4.34)

Human Head Playback and Artificial Head Recording The derivation given for probe
microphone recording and human head playback holds also true for artificial head recording
and human head playback. The result is given with equations 4.19, 4.21, and 4.31 by
ind
Hind,h
neah (xhref , xlsref , xhpplay ) = Href (xhref , xlsref )·

·

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
· Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ).
Hind
(x
,
x
)
h
ls
uls ,pe
ref
ref

(4.35)

Before the equalization requirements for BS are derived in section 4.6 based on the TFs
of the non-equalized scenarios given in the present section, the AH playback situations
are formulated. In order to allow for a comparison of the recording procedures, each of
the three recording methods defined in section 4.3 is taken into account.
4.5.2 Non-Equalized Artificial Head Playback
AH playback is, due to its simplicity and reproducibility, a helpful and frequently used
step in the design and implementation process of BS. For that reason, AH playback
is discussed in this section, assuming the AH reference scene approximation given by
equation 4.11 as the reference scene.
Artificial Head Playback and Probe Microphone Recording For probe microphone
recording, the TFs relating the source and ear signal spectra can be formulated based on
the non-equalized BS situation given by equation 4.31. Using the recording situation TFs
defined by 4.13 and the AH playback situation TFs described by equation 4.28 reveals
Hah,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhpplay ) =
ah,h
= Horef · Hind
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(4.36)

Equation 4.36 can be given in relation to the AH reference scene by comparison to the
reference scene descriptions in equations 4.10 and 4.11. This procedure results in
ah
Hah,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhpplay ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref )·

·
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Hind
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec )
Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

· Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(4.37)

4.6 Equalization Requirements
Artificial Head Playback and Blocked Auditory Canal Recording The combination of
blocked auditory canal recording and AH playback is described comparable to the probe
microphone situation. Using equations 4.15, 4.28, and 4.31 allows formulating
Hah,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay ) =
ah,h
= Horef · Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) · Hm · Him · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(4.38)

The relation of equation 4.38 to the AH reference scene is given by comparison to the
reference scene descriptions in equations 4.10 and 4.11. This procedure results in
ah
Hah,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhpplay ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref )·

·

Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
· Hm · Him · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).
Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

(4.39)

Artificial Head Playback and Artificial Head Recording The most simple BS evaluation
procedure employs an AH for recording and playback. Inserting equations 4.18 and 4.28
in equation 4.31, the AH presentation of AH recordings is described by
Hah,h
neah (xhref , xlsref , xhpplay ) =
ah,h
= Hah
refahm (xhref , xlsref ) · Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(4.40)

Based on the formalism introduced in this section, equalization requirements for systemtheoretically correct BS are formulated in the next section. The way of presentation is
selected with the aim of reflecting the sources and amounts of errors in the resulting
mathematical description. Equalization requirements are formulated for all combinations
of recording and playback methods discussed, to provide a systematic and theoretically
well-defined comparison of the synthesis results achievable with the different procedures.

4.6 Equalization Requirements for Binaural Synthesis
Reproducing the reference scene ear signals, which are by definition 22 the sound pressure signals detected by the eardrums, is frequently assumed sufficient for recreating
the reference scene hearing sensations (Møller 1992). Neglecting non-acoustic effects
(cf. section 3.2.1), this requirement seems satisfactory since the human ear acts according
to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 25) in good approximation as a pressure receiver. However,
some authors report different auditory canal levels at equal loudness for HP versus LS
reproduction (e. g. Beranek 1949, Fastl et al. 1985). Stimulating only the auditory modality
synthetically while keeping the overall listening situation constant, the validity of Møller’s
BS design goal is addressed by loudness comparisons in section 5.4. Based on the results,
the recreation of the reference scene ear signals is assumed as a sufficient goal for BS
(assumption 2, cf. Völk et al. 2011d, Völk and Fastl 2011a).
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Assumption 2 (Ear Signals as the Binaural Synthesis Design Goal)
Keeping the overall situation apart from the sound sources constant, the recreation
of the reference scene ear signals is sufficient to recreate the corresponding auditory
impressions and is therefore the design goal for binaural synthesis.
Mathematically, the BS design goal of recreating the reference scene ear signals is imposed
on the binaurally synthesized ear signal spectra by
!

ind
Pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay ) = Pe (xhref , xlsref ).

(4.41)

In order to reach this goal, according to section 4.5 and taking into account equations 4.2,
4.3, and 4.30, equalization filters must be applied so that
ind
ind
Hind,h
ne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay ) · Heq (xhpplay , xmicrec ) = Href (xhref , xlsref )

(4.42)

holds true. Assuming the invertibility of the non-equalized BS TFs (assumption 3), the
equalization filters are in general computed by
Hind
eq (xhpplay , xmicrec ) =

Hind
ref (xhref , xlsref )
.
ind,h
Hne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay )

(4.43)

Assumption 3 (Invertibility of Non-Equalized Transfer Functions)
The transfer functions describing the non-equalized binaural synthesis are invertible.
In the following, the equalization filters for system-theoretically correct BS are specified to
the situations defined in section 4.5. The results are related to the HPTFs introduced in
section 4.4 since BS equalization filters are commonly designed based on inverted HPTFs.
4.6.1 Equalization Requirements for Human Head Playback
According to definition 1, formulating the aim of virtual acoustics procedures in general,
the purpose of BS as a virtual acoustics procedure is to elicit the reference scene hearing
sensations. Therefore, the playback to individual subjects is discussed in this section, taking
into account all situations introduced in section 4.5. After specifying the equalization
requirements for each combination of playback and recording situation, the equalization
results achievable using the HPTFs introduced in section 4.4 are formulated.
Human Head Playback and Probe Microphone Recording
If the equalization of probe microphone recordings with the probe tube tips close to the
eardrums is attempted, it is necessary to consider the sound pressure signals at the probe
tube tips only approximate the ear signals (section 5.1.4). However, the theory is derived
at first assuming the probe tube tip pressures represent the ear signals (assumption 4).
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Assumption 4 (Probe Microphone Sound Pressure and Ear Signals)
The sound pressure signals detected by probe microphones with the probe tube tips
close to the eardrums represent the ear signals.
The equalization requirements given by equation 4.43 can be specified for the human head
playback of probe microphone recordings using equation 4.33. This procedure results in
Hind
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

.

(4.44)

In the following, the requirements defined by equation 4.44 are given in relation to the
HPTF measurement procedures defined in section 4.4.
Human Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording and Headphone Transfer Functions Combined with equation 4.24 and assumption 4, equation 4.44 results in a description of the equalization requirements for probe microphone measurement and human head
playback dependent on probe microphone HPTFs. This description is given by
Hind
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

.

(4.45)

Equation 4.45 reveals the equalization requirements for system-theoretically correct BS if
probe microphones with the tube tips close to the eardrums are used for all measurements.
Consequently, equalizing a BS system with inverted HPTFs is possible under certain
conditions. It must be ensured that the probe tube tips are positioned identically during
HPTF measurement and recording (assumption 5).
Assumption 5 (Microphone Positions)
The microphone positions are identical in the recording and headphone transfer
function measurement situations.
Furthermore, identical HP positions during playback and HPTF measurement would be
necessary. This requirement is formulated by assumption 6.
Assumption 6 (Headphone Positions)
The headphone positions are identical in the playback and headphone transfer function
measurement situations.
Summarizing, if assumptions 4, 5, and 6 are fulfilled, the ear signals generated by BS
based on probe microphone measurement equal the reference scene ear signals. While
probe microphone measurements provide the most direct way to BS, their results can
never be proven by measurement since ear signal measurements in a strict sense are
impossible (cf. section 5.1.4). However, equation 4.45 confirms that correctly equalized
probe microphone based BS is independent from the microphones and input systems.
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Human Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording, and Blocked Auditory Canal
Headphone Transfer Functions In order to describe the relation of the equalization
requirements for probe microphone recording and human head playback to blocked
auditory canal HPTFs, equation 4.27 and equation 4.44 are combined to
Hind
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
·

·

Hm · Him
·
Hpm · Hipm

1
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

(4.46)
.

b

Equation 4.46 reveals that the equalization of BS with probe microphone recording for
human head playback is impossible with HPTFs measured at the blocked auditory canal
entrances, even if differences in HP and microphone positions are neglected. Errors result
from different sound pressures under the HPs at the eardrums and at the miniature
microphones at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals. Further, differences of the
HP and microphone positions during recording, HPTF measurement, and playback as
well as different input systems and microphones can contribute to inaccuracies.
Human Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording, and Artificial Head Headphone
Transfer Functions Comparing equations 4.29 and 4.44, the relation of the equalization
requirements for probe microphone recording to AH HPTFs is given to
Hind
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec )

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) Hahm · Hiah
.
≈ ah,h
·
·
Hpm · Hipm
Hhptfahm (xhphptf ) Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )
1

(4.47)

Equation 4.47 shows that it is not possible to equalize BS with probe microphone recording
for human head playback using AH HPTFs. Errors are caused by deviations between the
transfer paths from the HPs to the eardrums in the human and artificial head situations.
Additionally, distortion is possible due to different microphones and input equipment and
due to diverging HP positions in the HPTF measurement and playback situations.
However, if assumption 6 holds true in that identical HP positions are ensured for
playback and HPTF measurement, and if high quality microphones and input equipment
are used, the error is determined by differences of the transfer paths between the HPs
and the eardrums in the artificial and human head cases. Since ear signal measurements
on human heads are possible only approximately (cf. section 5.1.4), it may be desirable
to support the evaluation by the audible impact of the remaining error determined by
listening experiments, for example by loudness adjustments (cf. section 5.4).
Human Head Playback and Blocked Auditory Canal Recording
In this section, the equalization requirements for human head playback are formulated for
BS with blocked auditory canal recording. Furthermore, the results are related to the
different HPTFs introduced in section 4.4. Using equations 4.34 and 4.43, the equalization
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requirements for BS with blocked auditory canal recording are given for human head
playback, initially HPTF independently, by
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) =
=

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
ind,b
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

·

1
Hm · Him · Hohp ·

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(4.48)

.

Human Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording, and Probe Microphone
Headphone Transfer Functions Combining equation 4.48 with equation 4.24, the equalization requirements for BS with blocked auditory canal recording for human head playback
can be written dependent on probe microphone HPTFs. In this case, the requirements
are formulated by
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

·

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

(4.49)

Hpm · Hipm
.
· ind,b
·
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) Hm · Him
If assumptions 4 and 6 hold true, that is if the sound pressures detected by the probe
microphone tube tips represent the ear signals, and if the HP positions during HPTF
measurement and playback are identical, equation 4.49 simplifies to
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) ≈
Hind
Hpm · Hipm
1
u ,p (xhref , xlsref )
≈ ind,h
· ind,b ls e
·
.
Hhptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf ) Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) Hm · Him

(4.50)

Equation 4.50 reveals that equalizing a BS system implemented with blocked auditory
canal entrance recording is impossible using probe microphone HPTFs only. Errors may
be caused by differences of the TFs describing the paths from the LS input signal to the
blocked auditory canal entrance sound pressure signals and to the eardrum sound pressure
signals. Further inaccuracies may result from different microphones and input systems.
Human Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording and Headphone Transfer
Functions Comparing equations 4.27 and 4.48, it is possible to compute the relation of
the equalization requirements for the human head playback in BS with blocked auditory
canal recording to blocked auditory canal HPTFs. These requirements are formulated by
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
·

·

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
·
ind,b
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

1
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

(4.51)

.

b
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The relations of the sound pressure spectra at the blocked auditory canal entrance
microphones to those at the eardrums play an important role for the BS with blocked
auditory canal recording. These relations, defined for HP reproduction by equation 4.25,
are referred to as blocking factors. While with HP reproduction the blocking factors are
necessarily defined for subjects wearing active HPs, with an LS as the sound source, the
blocking factors can be measured with or without inactive HPs. The blocking factors for
LS reproduction without HPs are defined by
Hind
pm

b

,pe ,ls (xmrec ) =

Pind
e (xhref , xlsref )

(xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
Pind,b
m

=

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

.

(4.52)

Using the blocking factors given by equation 4.52, equation 4.51 can be simplified to
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) =
=

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )

·

Hind
pm

,pe ,ls (xmrec )
b
.
ind,h
Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

(4.53)

The equalization requirements given by equation 4.53 represent a common BS procedure
(cf. Møller 1992, Hammershøi and Møller 2002, Völk and Fastl 2011a). The synthesized
ear signals equal those of the reference scene if the assumptions 5, 6, and 7 are fulfilled.
Assumption 7 (Blocked Auditory Canal Recording)
The transfer functions connecting the sound pressure spectra at miniature microphones
in the blocked auditory canals and at the eardrums in the open auditory canals are
identical for headphone and loudspeaker playback without headphones.
In other words, the synthesis results are correct if the probe tube tips are positioned
identically during HPTF measurement and recording, if identical HP positions during
playback and HPTF measurement are ensured, and if equal blocking factors arise for HP
and LS reproduction without HPs. Since the blocking factors for HP reproduction depend
on the HP model, also the authenticity of the ear signals generated by BS with blocked
auditory canal recording equalized with blocked auditory canal HPTFs is influenced by
the specific HP model used (cf. sections 5.3 and 5.4).
Human Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording, and Artificial Head Headphone Transfer Functions Equations 4.29 and 4.48 allow for the formulation of the
equalization requirements for BS with blocked auditory canal recording for human head
playback with respect to AH HPTFs. The resulting requirements are given by
Hind,b
eqm (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

·

Hahm · Hiah
· ind,b
.
·
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) Hm · Him
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(4.54)

4.6 Equalization Requirements
Equation 4.54 shows that the equalization of BS with blocked auditory canal recording for
human head playback is not possible using AH HPTFs. Errors may result from deviations
between the human and artificial heads, from the differences of the sound pressures at the
entrances to the blocked auditory canals and at the eardrums, and from differences of
microphones and input equipment.
Human Head Playback and Artificial Head Recording
The equalization requirements for human head playback are formulated for BS with AH
recording in the following. In addition, the results are related to the HPTFs introduced
in section 4.4. Combining equations 4.35 and 4.43, the equalization requirements for the
human head playback of AH recordings are given in general by
Hind
eqah (xhpplay ) =

Hind
1
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
·
.
Hah
(x
,
x
)
href
lsref
Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Hind,h
uls ,pahm
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(4.55)

Human Head Playback, Artificial Head Recording, and Probe Microphone Headphone
Transfer Functions Relating equation 4.24 to equation 4.55 shows the human head
equalization necessities for BS with AH recording dependent on probe microphone HPTFs.
The results are formulated by
Hind
eqah (xhpplay ) =

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
·
ind,h
ah
H
Hhptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
1

·

·

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(4.56)

Hpm · Hipm
·
.
Hahm · Hiah

According to equation 4.56, it is impossible to equalize BS with AH recording for human
head playback using probe microphone HPTFs only. Errors may result from differences
between the artificial and human head transfer characteristics and from different microphones and input equipment. Further, the probe microphone ear signal approximation
and deviating HP positions during the HPTF measurement and playback situations can
disrupt the equalization results.
Human Head Playback, Artificial Head Recording, and Blocked Auditory Canal Headphone Transfer Functions With equations 4.27 and 4.55, the equalization requirements
for AH recording can be formulated in relation to blocked auditory canal HPTFs. For
human head playback, this results in
Hind
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
1
· ind,h
·
Hind,h,b
(x
,
x
)
H
(x
hphptf
mhptf
hptfm
pm ,pe ,hp hpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

Hind
Hm · Him
u ,p (xhref , xlsref )
· ah ls e
·
.
Huls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref ) Hahm · Hiah

(4.57)
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Equation 4.57 shows that BS with AH recording cannot be equalized for human head
playback using blocked auditory canal HPTFs. Errors may result from different sound
pressures at the blocked auditory canal entrances and at the eardrums and from deviations
between the human and artificial heads. Further deviations are possible due to varying
HP positions during HPTF measurement and playback and due to different hardware.
Human Head Playback, Artificial Head Recording and Headphone Transfer Functions
To derive a relationship between the equalization requirements for AH recording and AH
HPTFs for human head playback, equations 4.29 and 4.55 are combined. This results in
Hind
eqah (xhpplay )

=

1
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
. (4.58)
Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

Equation 4.58 represents the typical situation when using AH recording in BS. If assumptions 6 and 8 are fulfilled, the synthesis equals the reference scene.
Assumption 8 (Artificial Head Properties)
The artificial head used for implementing a binaural synthesis system represents the
individual listener’s head regarding headphone and loudspeaker playback.
Speaking descriptively, how well the binaurally synthesized ear signal match the reference
scene ear signals depends on possibly occurring deviations of the HP positions during
HPTF measurement and playback and on the similarity of the human and artificial heads.
Only if the AH represents the human head regarding HP and LS playback, the synthesis
results can be correct.
4.6.2 Equalization Requirements for Artificial Head Playback
AH playback represents an important tool in the design process of BS systems. For that
reason, BS implemented for AH playback is included in addition to the human head
situation. In this section, the equalization requirements are specified for each combination
of the playback and recording situations. For all combinations, the equalization results
achievable using the HPTFs introduced in section 4.4 are formulated.
Artificial Head Playback and Probe Microphone Recording
It is possible to implement BS based on probe microphone recording with the probe tube
tips close to the eardrums. The equalization requirements for the AH playback of probe
microphone recording based BS are given combining equations 4.37 and 4.43 by
Hah
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =
=
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.
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1
Hpm · Hipm · Hohp

·

(4.59)

4.6 Equalization Requirements
Artificial Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording, and Headphone Transfer
Functions With equations 4.24 and 4.59, the equalization requirements for the AH
playback of BS with probe microphone recording can be given dependent on probe
microphone HPTFs. The results are formulated by
Hah
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =
·

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·

(xhref , xlsref )
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· ind ls ahm
.
Huls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec )

(4.60)

Equation 4.60 discloses that BS with probe microphone recording can be equalized for
AH playback using probe microphone HPTFs if assumptions 4, 5, 6, and 8 hold true. In
other words, the sound pressures at the probe microphone tube tips must represent the
ear signals, the AH must equal the recording head and the HPTF measurement head for
HP and LS reproduction, and the HP and probe microphone positions must be constant.
Artificial Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording, and Blocked Auditory Canal
Headphone Transfer Functions The equalization requirements for the AH playback of
BS with probe microphone recording can be given dependent on blocked auditory canal
HPTFs using equations 4.27 and 4.59. Hence, the requirements are formulated by
Hah
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
·
ind,h,b
ind
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Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ) Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

(4.61)

1

b

Equation 4.61 reveals that blocked auditory canal HPTFs are not suited for the equalization
of BS with probe microphone recording for AH playback. Errors result from different sound
pressures in the blocked auditory canals and at the eardrums and differences between
the artificial and human heads. Further errors may stem from different microphones and
input systems, varying HP positions, and the probe microphone ear signal approximation.
Artificial Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording, and Artificial Head Headphone Transfer Functions With equations 4.29 and 4.59, the equalization requirements
for the AH playback of BS with probe microphone recording can be given in relation to
AH HPTFs. The requirements are formulated by
Hah
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =
·

1
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhpplay )

·

Hah,h
Hah
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) Hahm · Hiah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
·
·
.
ah,h
ind
Huls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec ) Huhp ,pahm (xhp ) Hpm · Hipm
play

(4.62)
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Equation 4.62 shows that BS with probe microphone recording can be equalized for AH
playback using AH HPTFs if the same HP positions during the HPTF measurement and
playback are ensured, if the probe microphone measurements represent the ear signals,
and if no differences in the microphone and input system characteristics occur in the AH
and probe microphone configurations. Summarizing, assumptions 4 and 6 must hold true,
and the microphone and input system influences must be negligible.
This result is interesting insofar as the procedure can be used, combined with a setup
allowing for HPTF measurement and playback with exact HP repositioning, to quantify
the errors introduced by the probe microphone ear signal approximation. This procedure
is exact for AH probe microphone recording and disturbed by differences between the
human and artificial heads regarding LS reproduction when evaluating human head probe
microphone recording.
Artificial Head Playback and Blocked Auditory Canal Recording
Using equations 4.39 and 4.43, the equalization requirements are specified to BS with
blocked auditory canal recording and AH playback. This situation is formulated by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =
=

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

1

·

ah,h
Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) Hm · Him · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

(4.63)
.

Artificial Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording, and Probe Microphone
Headphone Transfer Functions With equations 4.24 and 4.63, the equalization required
for BS with blocked auditory canal recording and AH playback is formulated dependent
on probe microphone HPTFs. The result is given by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

·

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·
(4.64)

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

Hpm · Hipm
· ind,b
·
.
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec ) Hm · Him
Equation 4.64 reveals that the equalization of BS with blocked auditory canal entrance
recording for AH playback is impossible with probe microphone HPTFs. The major error
is introduced by the different sound pressures in the blocked auditory canals and at the
eardrums. Further errors may result from deviations between the sound pressures at the
probe microphone tube tips and the ear signals, deviations in the HP positions during
HPTF measurement and playback, and differences between the AH and the recording
head regarding HP reproduction as well as the AH and HPTF measurement head with
regard to LS playback. In addition, deviations in the transfer characteristics of the probe
and miniature microphones as well as of the input systems may disturb the results.
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4.6 Equalization Requirements
Artificial Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording and Headphone Transfer
Functions Comparing equations 4.27 and 4.63, it is possible to express the equalization
requirements for BS with blocked auditory canal recording and AH playback in relation
to blocked auditory canal HPTFs. The requirements are given by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

·

ind,b
Hind,h,b
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· ah,h
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pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )
b

Equation 4.65 shows that BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording can be
equalized for AH playback with blocked auditory canal HPTFs if assumptions 5, 6, 7
and 8 are fulfilled. These assumptions require identical miniature microphone positions in
the recording situation and for the blocked auditory canal HPTF measurement. Further
required are identical HP positions in the playback situation and during the HPTF measurement and identical blocking factors for HP presentation and LS presentation without
HPs. Additionally, differences between the human and artificial head characteristics may
cause erroneous results.
If the blocked auditory canal entrance recording and HPTF measurement are carried
out using an AH, from a theoretical point of view representing a specific individual head,
the following equalities hold, transferring the human to an artificial head situation:
ah,h,b
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) = Hhptfahm (xhphptf )
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(4.67)
(4.68)
(4.69)
(4.70)

On this basis, the equalization requirements for BS with blocked auditory canal AH
recording and HPTF measurement are given in addition to the same situation based on
human head blocked auditory canal measurements. In the AH situation, equation 4.65
can be simplified using equation 4.52 to
Hah
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
Hah,h,b
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah
pm

,pahme ,ls (xmrec )
b
.
ah,h
Hpm ,pahm ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
e
b

(4.71)

The equalization requirements formulated by equation 4.71 show that BS with blocked
auditory canal AH recording and AH playback can be equalized with blocked auditory
canal AH HPTFs under two conditions. These conditions are equal HP positions during
playback and HPTF measurement (assumption 6) and identical blocking factors for HP
reproduction and LS playback without HPs (assumption 7).
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Artificial Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording, and Artificial Head Headphone Transfer Functions With equations 4.29 and 4.63, the equalization requirements
for BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording can be given for AH playback with
respect to AH HPTFs. The resulting requirements are formulated by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1

·
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(4.72)

play

Equation 4.72 shows that the equalization of a BS system implemented with blocked
auditory canal entrance recording for AH playback is not possible using AH HPTFs
only. The major error results from the different sound pressure signals at the blocked
auditory canal entrances and at the eardrums. Further, differences in the HP positions
during HPTF measurement and playback and different microphone and input system
characteristics may introduce errors.
Artificial Head Playback and Recording
Using equations 4.40 and 4.43, it is possible to determine the equalization requirements
for BS with AH recording for AH playback. The results are formulated by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

.

(4.73)

Artificial Head Playback and Recording, Probe Microphone Headphone Transfer Functions With equations 4.24 and 4.73, the equalization requirements for the AH playback
of BS with AH recording can be given dependent on probe microphone HPTFs. These
requirements are formulated in the frequency domain by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay ) =
=
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(4.74)

Equation 4.74 reveals that BS implemented with AH recording and equalized for AH
playback using probe microphone HPTFs shows no transmission errors if assumptions 4,
6, and 8 hold true. In other words, the human and artificial head characteristics must be
identical with respect to LS reproduction, and the probe microphones and AH microphones
including their input systems must show equal characteristics. It is further required that
the sound pressure signals at the probe microphones represent the ear signals and that
the HP positions during HPTF measurement and playback are identical.
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4.7 Equalized Binaural Synthesis
Artificial Head Playback and Recording, Blocked Auditory Canal Headphone Transfer
Functions For AH playback, the equalization requirements for BS based on AH recording
are given in relation to blocked auditory canal HPTFs using equations 4.27 and 4.73. The
requirements are in this case formulated by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay ) =
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· ind,h
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Equation 4.75 shows that the equalization of BS with AH recording and playback is not
possible using blocked auditory canal HPTFs. Errors may result from different sound
pressure signals at the blocked auditory canal entrances and at the eardrums in the
playback situation, varying HP positions during HPTF measurement and playback, and
from deviations of microphones and input systems.
Artificial Head Playback, Recording, and Headphone Transfer Functions Combining
equations 4.29 and 4.73, it is possible to formulate the equalization requirements for BS
with AH recording for AH playback dependent on AH HPTFs. The requirements for this
situation, using an AH for every implementation step, are given by
Hah
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )

ah,h
Hah,h
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(4.76)

Equation 4.76 proves that BS with AH recording and playback can be equalized using
AH HPTFs if the HP positions during HPTF measurement and playback are identical
(assumption 6). This is the only situation that can be equalized using HPTFs solely.

4.7 Equalized Binaural Synthesis
In an actual BS playback situation, the audio signal to be presented is convolved with
the BIRPs recorded according to section 4.3 and with equalization filters, as defined in
section 4.6. The convolution products are in the situations discussed here presented to
the subject by HPs, which is described mathematically in section 4.4. During the system
development and evaluation processes, AH playback may be desirable since it is more
reproducible and less time consuming than the human head evaluation (cf. section 5.2.1).
Using equations 4.12, 4.21, and 4.43, the ear signal spectra of the equalized BS situation
can be given in their general form based on the introduced framework. Accordingly, the
equalized BS produces the ear signal spectra
ind,h
Pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) = Hplay (xhpplay )·
ind
· Hind
eq (xhpplay , xmicrec , xhphptf , xmichptf ) · Hrecmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec ) · Sls .

(4.77)
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Based on equation 4.77, the equalized BS TFs are formulated independently of the
recording procedure and HPTF measurement method in general by
Hind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
bs
=

Pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )

= Hind,h
play (xhpplay )·
Sls
ind
· Hind
eq (xhpplay , xmicrec , xhphptf , xmichptf ) · Hrecmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec ).

(4.78)

Comparable to the reference scene evaluation in section 4.2, there are two ways of
measuring the equalized BS ear signals: probe microphone measurement with the probe
tube tips close to the eardrums, and AH measurement. Since only the AH measurement
is possible without approximations imposed by the procedure (cf. section 5.1.4), it is
selected for the BS evaluation discussed here. While not exactly representing human head
playback, the AH evaluation allows assessing all system-theoretic aspects of BS without
loss of generality (Völk 2010a). When transferring the results to human listeners, it is
necessary to consider physical differences as for example the soft human tissue in contrast
to the typically harder AH surface, varying eardrum impedances (Zwicker 1961a, Schmidt
and Hudde 2009), or the frequently missing AH hair (Katz 2000, Treeby et al. 2007a,b).
Relating the spectra of the sequences representing the AH microphone outputs and the
LS driving sequence in the evaluation situation results in the TFs
Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
=

Sah,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )
Sls

(4.79)
,

describing the equalized AH BS situation. Figure 4.7 shows the AAA spectrogram of
the AH approximation of a BS TF according to equation 4.79 for the synthesis3 of the
reverberant listening environment also represented by its reference scene in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Auditory-adapted
analysis spectrogram with 60 dB
visible dynamic of the binaural synthesis of a loudspeaker in
reverberant environment represented by means of its reference
scene in figure 4.2. The synthesis
was implemented employing artificial head recording and headphone transfer function measurement. The validation was carried
out with the recording head.

Sennheiser HD 800 headphones, Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98
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4.8 Binaural Synthesis Quality Criterion
The BS represented by figure 4.7 is implemented based on AH recording and HPTFs
according to equation 4.76, with constant HP positions for HPTF measurement and validation. Figure 4.7 shows the BS of the reference scene depicted by figure 4.2, implemented
and evaluated using AHc , with the microphone at the eardrum position. Therefore, a
qualitative valuation of the BS result is possible by visually comparing figures 4.2 and 4.7,
revealing good accordance of both ear signals. However, to address and compare the
performance of BS systems, a quantitative quality criterion is necessary.

4.8 Binaural Synthesis Quality Criterion
The exemplary BS shown by figure 4.7 resembles the reference scene given by figure 4.2
qualitatively. In order to achieve a quantitative accuracy measure for binaurally synthesized
ear signals, an analytic criterion referred to as binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC)
is derived based on AH validation measurements in this section.
A BS system generates the reference scene ear signals if the BS TFs according to
equation 4.78 equal the reference scene TFs defined by equation 4.3. For a BS system
implemented using AH recording combined with AH HPTFs and validated by AH measurement, this is formulated mathematically. Combining the AH reference scene description
formulated by equation 4.11 and the recording situation TFs given by equation 4.12 with
the BS TFs represented by equation 4.79, the requirements for correct BS are given by
!

Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
!

ah
= Hah
refahm (xhref , xlsref ) · Hiah · Hahm = Hrecahm (xhref , xlsref ).

(4.80)

Equation 4.80 shows that the BS and the recording situation TFs acquired with the same
AH must be frequency independently identical for the binaurally synthesized ear signals
to equal the reference scene ear signals. This is defined as the BSQC (subscript bsqc)
Hah
bsqc (xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
=

Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref )

Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )

!

= 1.

(4.81)

The BSQC is evaluated in the following for two exemplary BS systems aiming at simulating
the situation depicted by figures 4.2 and 4.7. The first system is based on AH playback,
recording, and HPTFs according to equation 4.76. The second system is based on AH
playback, blocked auditory canal AH recording, and blocked auditory canal AH HPTFs
according to equation 4.71. Both systems are implemented using AHc , supporting the
positioning of the microphone at the blocked auditory canal entrance and at the eardrum
location without removing the HPs. Further, a measurement sequence is selected that
allows for approximately constant HP positions during HPTF measurement and validation
and consequently results in approximately constant HP to AH microphone TFs
ah,h
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) ≈ Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(4.82)
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Additionally, the measurement sequence ensures identical microphone positions for BTFP
recording, HPTF measurement, and playback with open and blocked auditory canals.
4.8.1 Open Auditory Canal Artificial Head Binaural Synthesis Quality Criterion

Group delay / ms

Magnitude / dB

According to equation 4.76, the equalization of BS with AH recording and playback
is possible using AH HPTFs if equation 4.82 holds true. Since AHc and the selected
measurement procedure are developed to fulfill equation 4.82, the BS with AHc recording,
HPTFs, and playback is expected to provide frequency independent transfer characteristics
with regard to the reference scene. Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding BSQC according to
equation 4.81, representing the resulting BS error. Thereby, HP specimen a) is indicated
by the black contours and HP specimen b) by the gray contours4 .
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Figure 4.8: Error of the binaural synthesis of a loudspeaker in a reverberant environment
as predicted by the binaural synthesis quality criterion. Reference scene identical to
figure 4.2. Binaural synthesis implemented with artificial head recording and artificial
head headphone transfer functions, validation at the eardrum of the same head. The
black contours indicate headphone specimen a), the gray contours specimen b).

The BSQC reveals almost perfect, nearly identical synthesis for both HP specimens. Apart
from artifacts in the frequency range below the transmission bandwidth of the reference
scene LS (cf. figure 4.1), which cannot be attributed to the BS system, the magnitude
spectra in the left panel and the group delays depicted on the right show spurious artifacts
below the measurement accuracy. The global negative group delay shift of about 3 ms
is introduced by the causal finite impulse response equalization filters (cf. section 5.4).
Neglecting these methodical issues, the validity of the ear signals created by the BS
systems implemented for AH playback with AH measurements is confirmed by the BSQC,
as predicted by equations 4.76 and 4.82.
4.8.2 Blocked Auditory Canal Artificial Head Binaural Synthesis Quality Criterion
Based on equation 4.71, it is not necessarily clear whether BS with blocked auditory canal
AH recording equalized by blocked auditory canal AH HPTFs provides frequency inde4

a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW headphones
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Group delay / ms

Magnitude / dB

pendent transfer characteristics for standard AH playback. To evaluate this configuration,
figure 4.9 shows the BSQC according to equation 4.81, implemented with AHc . Again, HP
specimen a) is indicated by the black contours and HP specimen b) by the gray contours.
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Figure 4.9: Error of the binaural synthesis of a loudspeaker in a reverberant environment
as predicted by the binaural synthesis quality criterion. Reference scene identical to
figure 4.2. Binaural synthesis implemented with blocked auditory canal artificial head
recording and headphone transfer functions, validation at the eardrum of the same head.
The black contours indicate headphone specimen a), the gray contours specimen b).
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The BSQC reveals frequency dependence of magnitude spectrum and group delay for
both HPs, in addition to the methodical artifacts also visible in figure 4.8. It is further
noticeable that HP specimen can influence the BS transfer characteristics. The partial
error of the BS procedure according to equation 4.71 not accounted for by the equalization
with HPTFs only depends on the HP position in the recording situation. It is not
possible to demonstrate based on a single measurement whether the setup as such or
in combination with the specific recording situation HP position causes the observed
frequency dependence. In order to address this question, figure 4.10 shows the results of
seven measurements with HP specimen b).
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Figure 4.10: Error of the binaural synthesis of a loudspeaker in a reverberant environment
as predicted by the binaural synthesis quality criterion. Binaural synthesis implemented
with blocked auditory canal artificial head recording and headphone transfer functions,
validation with the same head. Seven measurements for different sound incidence directions
(gray contours) and averages (black contours), headphone specimen b).
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Depicted in figure 4.10 are results for different sound incidence directions with intermediate HP repositioning (gray) and the corresponding averages of magnitude spectra and
group delays (black). The global magnitude spectrum characteristics are visible in all
measurements and may therefore be attributed to the prototypical measurement setup
used. While the spurious group delay artifacts appear less pronounced on average, no
obvious global group delay structure arises. It can be concluded that the global structure
of the magnitude spectrum in figure 4.9 is not influenced by a specific recording situation
HP position. This conclusion confirms the influence of the HP specimen on the transfer
characteristics of BS with blocked auditory canal recording since the single difference
between the BS systems represented by figure 4.9 is the HP employed.
Consequently, the selection of appropriate HPs respectively the equalization of the
remaining error of equation 4.71 represent a crucial implementation factor for BS with
miniature microphone recording at the blocked auditory canal entrance, especially regarding the frequency independence of the resulting magnitude spectrum. It is not necessarily
clear that the equalization of the error remaining after the HPTF based equalization
is possible because the symbolically defined blocking factors, connecting the open and
blocked auditory canal situations and defining the error remaining in equation 4.71, relate
two different systems. If the frequency dependencies visible in figures 4.9 and 4.10 are
caused by resonances in the HP-head system, equalization may not be possible. However,
if HPs can be found that allow for a frequency independent BSQC, which appears possible
based on the data indicated by the black contours in figure 4.9, no further equalization
would be necessary. The definition of appropriate HPs and an HP selection criterion are
introduced in section 5.3 (cf. Völk 2010a, 2012a).

4.9 Summary
Based on the system-theoretic framework introduced in this chapter, recommendations
for the design of binaural synthesis systems can be given. Since this chapter deals with
the theoretic background, not with implementation details, it is based on the best case
situation insofar as all necessary prerequisites and assumptions are identified and marked,
but neither is their feasibility verified, nor are the consequences addressed that arise
if an assumption is not valid. It is likely for certain implementation factors, as for
example the reproducibility of the headphone position for headphone transfer function
measurement and playback or constraints regarding the practical implementation of
individual equalization filters, to influence the analysis given above. These factors have to
be accounted for in addition to the best case situation discussed in the present chapter and
are therefore addressed, based on the assumptions identified in this chapter, in chapter 5.
However, since it provides the theoretical and methodical basis of binaural synthesis, the
best case scenario introduced and discussed in the present chapter represents the baseline
situation for further considerations.
Three recording methods for the binaural transfer function pairs required for binaural
synthesis are addressed in this chapter based on a system-theoretic discussion of the
partial systems involved in the binaural synthesis process: probe microphone recording
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with the probe tube tips close to the eardrums, miniature microphone recording at
the entrances to the blocked auditory canals, and artificial head recording. Regarding
the binaural synthesis playback situation, the playback to artificial heads is considered
in addition to the usual human head playback. The artificial head reproduction is
included since it allows for simple and reproducible measurements, especially in the design
and implementation processes of binaural synthesis. All possible combinations of the
partial systems are discussed with the aim of formulating the respective error system
theoretically for all possibly occurring combinations, which is considered relevant since
incorrect procedures are employed in practical applications where aspects as for example
cost, effort, availability of binaural transfer function pairs, and implementation time
may overrule the necessity of the theoretically optimal solution. Facing the effort of
recording binaural impulse response pairs, application designers and researchers may
decide to work with theoretically suboptimal systems (e. g. Keyrouz and Diepold 2008,
Habigt et al. 2010, Jürgens and Werner 2012). It is important to take the incorrect
stimulus into account when interpreting the results of listening experiments conducted
using suboptimal binaural synthesis systems. Therefore, the system-theoretical framework
derived in this chapter covers, for the discussed recording methods, all scenarios that
may arise if binaural synthesis system designers combine previously acquired or publicly
available system components, regardless of the correctness of the achievable result.
For providing a tool to indicate the authenticity of binaurally synthesized ear signals, a
binaural synthesis quality criterion is introduced based on the artificial head validation
of the binaural synthesis transfer functions. In combination with the system-theoretic
framework derived, the binaural synthesis quality criterion can be used to identify errors
in the synthesis procedure and to track them down to the causative partial system.
In general, correct binaural synthesis is possible only using recordings and headphone
transfer functions of the subject the synthesis is intended for. This situation is referred to as
individual binaural synthesis. It is also possible to employ a different subject or an artificial
head for recording and headphone transfer function measurement, which is denoted
nonindividual synthesis. The perceptual consequences of nonindividual measurements
must be assessed by listening experiments as described in chapter 5 since the physical
measurement of human head ear signals is not possible in a strict sense. In the following,
summaries of the major findings of the present chapter regarding individual binaural
synthesis are given and discussed in view of implementations separately for each recording
method covered by the system-theoretic framework.
Binaural Synthesis with Probe Microphone Recording Developing binaural synthesis
is possible based on probe microphone recording and headphone transfer function measurement with the probe tubes in the auditory canals, close to the eardrums. The resulting ear
signals equal the reference scene ear signals to the degree at which the sound pressures at
the probe microphones represent the ear signals, assuming identical microphone positions
during recording and headphone transfer function measurement and equal headphone
positions for playback and headphone transfer function measurement (cf. equation 4.45).
However, to protect the listeners from injuries, probe microphone recording with the tube
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tips in the auditory canals, close to the eardrums, requires a careful and time-consuming
procedure, ideally carried out by trained and accredited audiologists. Further, dependent
on the headphones employed, the probe tubes may cause headphone leakage effects and
therefore erroneous results of the headphone transfer function measurements.
Binaural Synthesis with Blocked Auditory Canal Recording With binaural synthesis
based on miniature microphone recording and headphone transfer function measurement
at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals, the reference scene ear signals can be
recreated completely under three conditions (equation 4.53): the headphone transfer
functions must be measured at the recording microphone positions, the headphone
positions must be identical for headphone transfer function measurement and playback,
and remaining errors of the binaural synthesis transfer functions must be accounted
for, preferably by selecting appropriate headphones. Procedures to account for possibly
remaining errors, including the definition and selection of appropriate headphones, are
discussed in section 5.3. Carrying out miniature microphone measurements at the blocked
auditory canal entrances is possible for non-trained personnel and typically requires
less time than probe microphone measurements at the eardrums. Furthermore, blocked
auditory canal entrance measurements contain less individual information than probe
microphone eardrum measurements, which is advantageous for nonindividual binaural
synthesis. Usually, it is possible to position the miniature microphone cables without
causing leakage effects when measuring headphone transfer functions. For these reasons,
blocked auditory canal entrance recording is regarded as the approach providing the
highest potential of creating correct individual ear signals by binaural synthesis while
introducing the least errors with nonindividual procedures and is therefore considered the
preferable approach to binaural synthesis.
Binaural Synthesis with Artificial Head Recording If the probe microphone headphone
transfer functions of the actual listener are used to equalize binaural synthesis implemented
with artificial head recording, the synthesized ear signals may deviate from the intended
ear signals due to physical differences between the artificial and human heads and due to
artifacts of the probe microphone ear signal approximation (equation 4.56). Other possible
sources of errors can include differences between the microphones and the input equipment
of the recording and headphone transfer function measurement situations, and deviating
headphone positions during playback and headphone transfer function measurement. In
case using probe microphone headphone transfer functions is not justified or possible,
artificial head headphone transfer functions may be employed (cf. equation 4.58). In
this situation, deviations between the individual and artificial head headphone transfer
functions may introduce additional errors of the synthesized ear signals. Blocked auditory
canal artificial head recording equals, from a system-theoretic point of view, nonindividual
blocked auditory canal recording with a specific, in this case artificial, subject.
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Binaural synthesis (BS) as a physically motivated virtual acoustics method using headphone (HP) reproduction attempts to synthesize the sound pressure signals at the eardrums,
the so-called ear signals. The BS procedure is revised system theoretically in chapter 4,
where assumptions allowing for the theoretical derivation are identified. According to
section 4.9, the preferable approach to BS is based on the actual listener’s binaural impulse
response pairs (BIRPs) and headphone transfer functions (HPTFs). This approach is
referred to as individual BS, a combination of individual recording and individual HPTF
measurement, in contrast to the respective nonindividual procedures (definition 27).
Definition 27 (Individual and Nonindividual Binaural Synthesis)
Individual recording and individual headphone transfer function measurement for
binaural synthesis is carried out with the actual listener, in contrast to the respective
nonindividual procedures. Individual or nonindividual binaural synthesis implements
both processes accordingly, while the two remaining combinations are referred to as
mixed binaural synthesis.
In this chapter, the applicability and validity of the assumptions made in chapter 4 are
addressed with respect to individual, nonindividual, and mixed BS. As the reference scene
is assumed static in chapter 4, the first section of the present chapter includes an overview
of the theory and digital implementation of dynamic BS. Further, this section covers
deviations between reference scene and recording situation, which are deviations from
assumptions 1, 4, and 8. Statistics of the amount of typical deviations are given and
methods to deal with resulting shortcomings are introduced and discussed with regard to
physical and perceptual consequences.
The second section addresses discrepancies between either the recording and HPTF
measurement situations or the playback and HPTF measurement situations, which are
violations of assumptions 3, 5, and 6. These discrepancies may be summarized as aspects
of the BS equalization procedure, discussed here regarding physical consequences, while
perceptual aspects are addressed in the fourth section of this chapter.
In the third section, the necessity of selecting the HPs to be used in BS with blocked
auditory canal entrance recording is shown and a headphone selection criterion based on
artificial head (AH) measurements is introduced. This criterion in principle checks the
validity of assumption 7, that is the equality of the so-called blocking factors, the sound
pressure transformations between the eardrum and the entrance to the blocked auditory
canal for HP reproduction and loudspeaker (LS) playback without HPs.
The fourth section reconsiders and clarifies the role of the ear signals in HP reproduction,
which has been controversially discussed in the literature (Rudmose 1982, Fastl et al.
1985). Thereby, the validity of the BS procedure is proven according to assumption 2,
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the hypothesis of the ear signal recreation representing a sufficient BS design goal. This
section may be regarded as a summarizing perceptual verification of the physical BS
aspects discussed in the preceding, finalized by a reflection on implications of the results
on the modeling of loudness and localization. A summary concludes the chapter.

5.1 Deviations between Reference Scene and Recording Situation
The BS reference scene definition selected for this thesis (definition 25) assumes an
idealized static situation as the synthesis target (assumption 1). If a real situation has to
be synthesized, this assumption is usually not fulfilled since listeners, sound sources, and
the environment are subject to time variance. Thus, aspects of dynamic BS are discussed
in the following. Typical approaches of modeling time-variant situations require spatial
discretization. Therefore, issues regarding this discretization are pointed out with a special
focus on its perceptual consequences. Implications of different spatially discrete recording
procedures, especially with reduced complexity compared to individual recording, as for
example AH or nonindividual recording, conclude this section.
5.1.1 Time Variance
If temporal scene variations are to be considered in BS, the question arises as to how
far the situation must change before requiring a reaction of the BS system. Physically
strict, it is necessary to account for every change in the situation. In implementations,
the time it takes a BS system to adapt to a change in the situation is limited by several
factors identified in the following. The discussion is given specifically for digital BS
implementations, representing the almost exclusive situation nowadays, while the main
concept also applies to analog systems.
Audio Output Latency For a digital system working at the sample rate fs = 1/Ts , the
earliest reaction is possible at the sampling instant following the respective notification.
Consequently, the minimum latency a digital signal processing system can guarantee equals
Ts . Typical audio interfaces and driver architectures split the audio signal into blocks of
K samples and carry out the processing block-wise (Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH
2006, Apple Inc. 2007, Microsoft Corp. 2009, Iwai 2009). This procedure increases the
average system reaction time since the presently processed block is typically locked and
no longer accessible for modifications. High quality audio interfaces, as regarded here,
implement double-buffer systems, with one buffer accessible to the application while the
content of the other buffer is played back (cf. Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH 2006).
To ensure playback without dropouts, the currently processed block is handed over to
the interface driver with a device specific overhead of K 0 samples before the playback is
finished. If the notification requesting a system state change occurs right after a block is
transferred to the interface and after the subsequent block is locked, the system reaction
is delayed further by K 0 + 2K samples. Consequently,
Td0 (fs , K, K 0 ) = Ts · (1 + 2K + K 0 )
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represents the worst case reaction time of a block based digital signal processing system
after the triggering notification. In this case, processing times Tp < Ts · K = Tp0 per
block introduce no further delay. Typical block sizes of audio signal processing systems
correspond to latencies in the range from 1 ms to 50 ms (RME – Intelligent Audio Solutions
2011). Therefore, the delay a high quality digital audio signal processing system can
guarantee lies, depending on the specific hardware, at some 10 ms. A frequently used
setting with a block size K = 256, an overhead K 0 = 50, and the sample rate fs = 44.1 kHz
provides, according to equation 5.1, the worst case latency Td0 (44.1 kHz, 256, 50) ≈ 13 ms.
Overall Binaural Synthesis Latency Additional implementation specific delays have
to be considered in BS, for example the delivery time Tn of the notification requesting
a system reaction and the processing time Tp00 required in addition to Tp0 = Ts · K for
providing the updated signal. Assuming a typical system with no further delays, the
worst case BS latency is given by
Td (fs , K, K 0 ) = Tn + Tp00 + Td0 (fs , K, K 0 ) .

(5.2)

The just noticeable BS latency, that is the just noticeable delay of the ear signal adaptation
with respect to the corresponding situation change, has been addressed by different studies.
Sandvad (1996) found a significant increase of the intra-individual variation of horizontal
and vertical free-field localization results when increasing the BS latency above 96 ms.
However, the intra-individual variation of the results in Sandvad’s optimal configuration
exceeds the reference scene variation, indicating a non-ideal BS system. Brungart et al.
(2005) report different BS latency detection thresholds measured with and without a direct
comparison to the reference scene. Without the direct comparison, lowest detectable
latencies of some 60 ms were found (supported also by the data of Felderhoff et al.
1998), while the latency thresholds with direct comparison are estimated to about 35 ms.
Assuming the lower value reported by Brungart et al. as the absolute threshold,
!

Td (fs , K, K 0 ) = Tn + Tp00 + Td0 (fs , K, K 0 ) ≤ 35 ms

(5.3)

represents the worst case latency requirement for transparent BS. Based on equation 5.3,
the maximum signal processing time for transparent BS is given by
!

Tp = Tp0 + Tp00 ≤ Tp0 + 35 ms − Tn − Td0 (fs , K, K 0 ) = Tpmax .

(5.4)

Tracking systems frequently used for the notification in BS provide latencies in the range of
Tn ≈ 13 ms (Polhemus 2005), typical audio output latencies lie at Td0 (44.1 kHz, 256, 50) ≈
13 ms. Consequently, the signal processing latency for a transparent dynamic BS system
must not exceed Tpmax ≈ 15 ms, which requires elaborate signal processing routines,
especially for the BS of multi-source or reverberant environments.
Piecewise Time-Invariant System Modeling For incorporating time variance in BS,
piecewise time-invariant system modeling can be employed (Wenzel 1995, Inanaga et al.
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1995, Horbach 1997, Gardner 1997). Thereby, the linear dynamic system to be synthesized
is idealized and assumed time-invariant within specified temporal intervals and described
by an array of impulse responses (IRs) representing the system states of interest. Ideally,
IRs are measured or modeled for every possible system state. If this effort is not justified
or feasible, specific states are selected, sampling the continuum of system states. Whether
the discretization causes information reduction depends on the situation to be simulated
and the implementation (Strauss 1998, cf. section 5.1.2).
The discretization due to piecewise time-invariant system modeling in the context of
BS must not be confused with a spatial sound field sampling, where the spatial sampling
theorem applies (Spors 2005). In contrast to spatial sampling as for example in wave field
synthesis implementations (cf. section 3.1.2), the IRs are applied in a BS playback situation
sequentially, not simultaneously, employing adaptive signal processing for selecting the
BIRP representing the current situation best. Consequently, no spectral alias artifacts
occur in each static situation, but the degree of authenticity of the dynamic synthesis
depends on the grid resolution and therefore on frequency.
Ideally, the IR update process is carried out transparently, that is inaudibly (cf. definition 19). As discussed above, transparent discrete IR adaptation is possible for overall BS
delays below about 35 ms. Different algorithms and parameter sets have been developed
to implement the IR update in BS (Gardner 1995, Torger and Farina 2001, Völk et al.
2007). Typical approaches are adapted to the block-wise audio interface signal processing
by updating one block of a temporally partitioned IR every time the interface driver calls
a new signal block. This temporal partitioning of signal and IRs requires an overlap-add
or overlap-save procedure to ensure the correct convolution (Zölzer 2005, pp. 171–177).
Depending on the time variance modeling and the situation to be simulated, IR updates
are possible either after all partitions of the current IR have been processed or every time
a signal block is handed to the interface driver. The actual update may be carried out
exchanging or interpolating the current and the target IRs.
Perceptive Aspects of Dynamic Binaural Synthesis Wallach (1939, 1940) showed that
source movements can decrease the number of front-back confusions in auditory localization
and expected a similar effect also due to head movements. This expectation appears
plausible assuming the hearing system exploits ear signal variations induced by changes
of the geometric relations of head and sound source positions. Technically, such an
exploitation is possible only if the geometric relations, especially the directions of the
position changes, are known to the listener. Wallach’s hypothesis is validated by Thurlow
and Runge (1967), Wightman and Kistler (1999), and Iwaya et al. (2003), who report a
reduction of front-back confusions due to head movements and listener induced source
movements, but no reduction due to experimenter induced source movements. Thurlow
and Runge further found increasing localization accuracy due to head movements.
For BS, Begault et al. (2001) report significantly less front-back confusions with a
dynamic versus the corresponding static system1 . Regarding localization accuracy or
externalization, Begault et al. found no effect of dynamic versus static BS, supported
1

Sennheiser HD 430 headphones, Polhemus 3 Space FasTrack, speech excerpts
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with dynamic BS2 by Iwaya et al. (2004). However, lacking correct BS equalization
according to chapter 4, the results of Begault et al. (2001) and Iwaya et al. (2004), which
contradict the data reported for real sources by Thurlow and Runge (1967), may contain
systematic errors. Regarding loudness transfer, experiments conducted in the course of
this thesis indicate negligible differences of the results acquired with static versus dynamic
BS (section 5.4, Völk et al. 2011d, Völk and Fastl 2011a).
5.1.2 Discrete Measurement Grid
The BIRP selection in dynamic BS is typically controlled based on a geometric scene
description, material and source properties of the scene, and the position and orientation
of the listener, usually determined by a head-tracking system (Horbach et al. 1999).
Regardless whether the BIRPs are acquired by measurement or simulation (data based
or model based, cf. definition 24), spatial continuous scene adaptation is not possible in
dynamic BS as described, and a discrete spatial grid must be introduced.
Within a three-dimensional scenario, all objects are located with six degrees of freedom,
three translational and three rotational. Considering a static listening environment with
the listener representing the only moving element, all listening situations are at a specific
instant of time, that is for a section of the block-wise processed audio signal, unambiguously
identified by the listener position and orientation. For dynamically varying scenarios, the
positions and orientations of all objects within the scene must be taken into account. In
general, every static situation is described by as many BIRPs as there are sound sources.
In the following, BS is discussed separately for anechoic and reverberant listening
environments. While anechoic conditions can be regarded as a degenerated reverberant
situation without reverberation, the synthesis of reverberant environments is not covered
by the theory for anechoic conditions. However, the anechoic situation is discussed
separately since it allows for reducing the required effort and has been used in earlier
studies on the directional resolution of BS (e. g. Hoffmann and Møller 2005b).
Anechoic Conditions In an anechoic listening environment, the relative geometric arrangement of sources and listener describes a situation completely. For that reason, the
virtual sources are positioned for the BS of anechoic listening situations with the desired
orientation at the correct distance and angle relative to the center of the listener’s head.
Consequently, if for Ms different sources Md distances, Mso source orientations, and Mho
listener orientations are to be included, Mir,ae = Ms · Md · Mso · Mho sets of BIRPs are
necessary. In case the application scenario allows for a reduced number of distances or
orientations per source, the number of BIRPs can be reduced accordingly. The maximum
amount is given assuming the same numbers of distances and orientations per source.
The BIRP update for source positioning relative to the listener’s head is implemented
by transforming the source location to the momentary head-related coordinates and
selecting the BIRP matching the angle relative to the head center, the listener and source
orientations, and the source distance best. This procedure is according to definition 28
2

STAX SR-202, Polhemus 3 Space FasTrack, individual and nonindividual synthesis
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referred to as head-related BS. The spatial resolution of head-related BS and possible
source positions are determined by the available BIRPs.
Reverberant Environments For the BS of reverberant listening environments, the absolute positions of listener and sources within the scenario must be taken into account. The
maximum number of BIRPs is computed by Mir = Ms · Mspo · Mhpo · Mso · Mho , assuming
the same number of listener and source orientations for each of Ms sources, with Mspo
source and Mhpo head positions. The BIRP update for the BS of reverberant environments is implemented transforming the momentary head orientation and position to world
coordinates and picking the BIRP matching the resulting situation best. According to
definition 28, this procedure is referred to as room-related BS.
Definition 28 (Head- and Room-Related Binaural Synthesis)
Dynamic binaural synthesis positioning the virtual sources relative to the listener’s
head is referred to as head-related binaural synthesis, whereas the sources are
positioned in a fixed world coordinate system in room-related binaural synthesis.
Consequently, the statement “In binaural synthesis virtual sound sources are implemented
with locations relative to a listener” (Minnaar et al. 2005) holds true for head-related,
but not for room-related BS. The resolution of room-related BS is given by the available
BIRPs, while possible source positions are, in contrast to head-related BS, determined by
the source positions where BIRPs are available.
Simplified Configurations In order to reduce the effort of implementing a fully threedimensional system, simplifications are usually applied to the BS of anechoic and especially
of reverberant situations. A reduction of complexity is possible by considering only virtual
sources in the horizontal plane (cf. definition 2). Further, BS is often limited to BIRPs
measured at a constant source distance, to one sound source radiation pattern, and to one
source orientation (e. g. Mackensen et al. 1999). For the BS of reverberant environments,
the number of head and source positions is typically also limited.
A further reduction of complexity is possible introducing unrealistic situations. If
an exemplary system limited to one distance in the horizontal plane is considered, a
typical BS of an unrealistic reverberant environment is implemented using only BIRPs
representing a single source position and orientation combined with a single head position,
but different head orientations. The BIRP update in the playback situation is hence done
relative to the center of the listener’s head. While this procedure would be correct for
the BS of an anechoic situation, head-related BS using BIRPs measured in a reverberant
environment is unrealistic. However, the implementation effort is reduced compared to
the realistic room-related BS of the same reference scene. A variety of other unrealistic
configurations for head and room-related BS is possible but not discussed in detail here.
In general, unrealistic setups can provide good localization results and may, due to the
achievable controllability, be helpful for perceptually addressing the performance of BS
systems, as shown in the remainder of this section.
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Grid Resolution Requirements Since spatial continuous systems are not possible with
block-wise audio signal processing, it seems reasonable to ask in Zwicker and Feldtkeller’s
manner for the grid resolution perceptually not distinguishable from the reference scene,
according to definition 19 referred to as transparent grid resolution (cf. section 1.1 and
Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967). A frequently used method of addressing auditory resolution
psychoacoustically is the concept of the just noticeable sound changes (JNSCs), also
referred to as minimum audible sound changes (cf. section 2.6 and Fastl and Zwicker 2007,
p. 175). By definition, a transparent BS system provides the reference scene JNSCs. This
constraint is not necessarily sufficient but required for transparent BS. Regarding the
grid resolution, transparent BS must provide the reference scene JNSCs for source and
listener movements. Consequently, a grid resolution at least providing the reference scene
JNSCs is required. If at that resolution the switching between BIRPs is audible, a higher
resolution is necessary (definition 29).
Definition 29 (Grid Resolution for Transparent Binaural Synthesis)
The grid resolution required for transparent binaural synthesis provides the reference
scene just noticeable sound changes and artifact-free impulse response updates.
Based on definition 29, inaudibility of artifacts or sound color changes due to BIRP
changes is not considered sufficient for transparent BS in this work, in contrast to earlier
studies on the grid or directional resolution of BS (e. g. Minnaar et al. 2005, Hoffmann and
Møller 2008). Regarding the BS of anechoic environments, distinguishing head-related
angular and distance resolution appears reasonable. For reverberant environments, a
further distinction is necessary between the head-related angular resolution for a constant
listener position and different angles between the listener’s head and the source with
regard to a fixed world coordinate system. The resolution required for angles between
listener and source is given for static sources by the minimum audible angle (MAA)
and for moving sources by the minimum audible movement angle (MAMA) according to
section 2.6. Since the MAMA always exceeds the MAA (Chandler and Grantham 1992),
the static situation represents the worst case. That being said, the head-related angular
and distance resolutions remain to be addressed. In general, the grid resolution required
for transparent BS depends on the specific system and the simulated environment.
In the following, methods of addressing the resolution requirements are proposed and
verified. Further, interpolation methods for increasing the BIRP resolution are discussed,
assuming the head tracking resolution and accuracy to be higher than the spatial grid
resolution, which is typically fulfilled by the current technology3 (Polhemus 2005).
Head-Related Angular Resolution Most earlier studies on the directional resolution
required for transparent BS addressed the resolution providing the inaudibility of differences to a reference system. Minnaar et al. (2005) report for a specific static BS system,
implemented based on free-field blocked auditory canal AH4 recording and equalization,
3
4

Polhemus 3 Space FasTrack, accuracy (RMS): 0.08 cm/0.15◦ , resolution: 0.05 cm/0.025◦
Department of Acoustics, Aalborg University, Denmark (VALDEMAR)
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that the differences between resolutions of 2◦ and 4◦ are inaudible in horizontal and
vertical direction. With a comparable BS system and the same AH, Hoffmann and Møller
(2005a, 2006a, 2008) found a switching detection limit of about 2.8◦ for BIRPs with
artificially removed interaural time differences (ITDs). Regarding ITD changes, Hall
(1964) reports free-field detection thresholds for impulsive sounds of about 20 µs, also
confirmed by Hoffmann and Møller (2005b, 2006b). This interaural delay corresponds to
angular source position changes in the range of 2◦ (cf. Mills 1958). Lindau et al. (2008)
concluded, based on dynamic BS experiments implemented with AH5 blocked auditory
canal recording in reverberant environment with 1◦ horizontal and vertical resolution, an
angular grid resolution of 2◦ to enable a realistic synthesis of typical application scenarios.
Summarizing, earlier studies suggest an angular resolution in the range of 2◦ to be
sufficient for the artifact-free BS of free-field as well as reverberant environments. Regarding source direction, the JNSCs are referred to as MAAs, with minimum values below
1◦ . In this work, the angular resolution requirement for not only artifact-free but also
transparent BS is by definition 29 given as the resolution resulting in the MAAs of the
specific reference scene. For determining the required resolution, the following procedure
is proposed: The MAAs are measured according to section 2.6 in the reference scene and
in BS situations with different resolutions. The required resolution is hence given by the
maximum resolution resulting in the reference scene MAA (cf. Völk et al. 2012b).
The proposed procedure is verified by addressing the horizontal resolution required for
the unrealistic room-related BS of a LS6 in a reverberant listening environment. The
system7 is set up dynamically in the horizontal plane based on blocked auditory canal
entrance artificial head recording as given by equation 4.53, using a head fixed with regard
to the torso8 , and on average magnitude equalization according to equation 5.23. The
resulting MAAs for different horizontal angular resolutions are shown by figure 5.1.

Angle / ◦
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F(8,64) = 7.31; p < 0.0001
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Figure 5.1: Quartiles of individual medians
(open circles) and quartiles of individual interquartile ranges (filled rhombs) of minimum
audible angles for room-related binaural synthesis in the horizontal plane with different
angular resolutions (artificial head binaural
impulse response set recorded in a reverberant
laboratory environment, average headphone
equalization, nine normal hearing subjects).

The resulting angles (open circles) indicate about 0.5◦ resolution to be sufficient for the
MAA not to decrease further with the grid resolution and to reach the average MAA
of about 0.7◦ reported for broadband stimuli played back by real sources or wave field
synthesis in section 2.6. This interpretation is additionally supported by one factorial
5

Department of Audio Communication, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany (FABIAN)
Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98 at 2 m distance
7 Sennheiser HD 800 headphones, M = 2, M
s
spo = Mhpo = Mso = 1, Mho = 360, . . . , 3600
8 Neumann KU 80
6
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analysis of variance, indicating a highly significant effect of the horizontal angular resolution.
A post-hoc comparison reveals significant differences only between the resolutions below
0.3◦ and above 0.6◦ , suggesting a transition region for the required resolution. Based on
these results, 0.5◦ is proposed, while a strict quality criterion might require 0.3◦ to be
selected as the horizontal angular resolution for the evaluated setup.
Figure 5.1 further shows that the intra-individual variability values (filled rhombs)
depend on the grid resolution. This result is plausible based on the following hypothesis: At
grid resolution values clearly exceeding the actual average intra-individual variability, small
average intra-individual variability results are expected because the subjects are able to
reliably discriminate two adjacent angular steps. As the grid resolution decays, a maximum
of the intra-individual variability results is expected at the resolution representing the
actual average intra-individual variability since the subjects are just not able to discriminate
two adjacent angular steps. For resolutions clearly below the actual average intra-individual
variability, the intra-individual variability results are expected to decay as the measurement
gains accuracy. Consequently, the intra-individual variability characteristics shown by
figure 5.1 support the discussion of the results given in the previous paragraph, especially
the transition region of the required resolution between about 0.3◦ and 0.6◦ .
Because of the unrealistic situation simulated and the AH recording employed, the
results given by figure 5.1 are not representative for arbitrary situations and BS with
human head recording. However, using the setup and procedure introduced, the grid
resolution required for a specific BS system can be determined. The similarity of the
resulting angle to the MAA for broadband noise of about 0.7◦ indicates the correct order
of magnitude and therefore the applicability of the procedure (cf. section 2.6). Considering
individual BS and realistic reference scenes, it is important to take into account the
procedural difficulties associated with high resolution measurements, especially on human
subjects. For low resolutions, head movements during the measurements may exceed the
grid resolution and thus corrupt the results (Christensen et al. 1999).
Head-Related Distance Resolution Otani et al. (2009) found the spectral shape of
free-field BIRPs to depend on listener-source distances below about 2 m, in line with the
data reported by Duda and Martens (1998). This distance dependence has been shown to
be relevant for auditory localization (Brungart and Rabinowitz 1999, Brungart et al. 1999,
Brungart 1999). At listener-source distances between 2 m and about 15 m, the free-field
BIRPs for a constant direction show practically identical spectral shapes, differing only in
the overall gain (Blauert and Braasch 2007, p. 14). At larger listener-source distances, the
frequency dependent absorption of air becomes relevant (Evans et al. 1972, Zuckerwar
and Meredith 1985). It is possible to incorporate the air absorption in BS using the
frequency and distance dependent absorption coefficient formulated by Bass et al. (1990,
1995). In summary, continuous distance variations in BS of free-field situations can be
implemented approximately correct for listener-source distances of more than about 2 m,
while a discrete measurement grid is necessary for smaller distances.
In reverberant environments, geometry dependent reflection patterns occur in addition
to the free-field effects. As a consequence, the BIRPs depend on the listener-source
distance, theoretically requiring a discrete measurement grid at all distances.
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To the author’s best knowledge, no earlier studies exist discussing the JNSCs or the
audibility of BIRP switching artifacts regarding the listener-source distance in BS. For
that reason, the two-step procedure introduced in the previous section for determining
the necessary angular BS resolution is extended to the distance resolution: In a first
step, the grid resolution providing the reference scene JNSCs regarding listener-source
distance is determined. If necessary, the grid resolution is decreased further in a second
step until no artifacts are audible on switching between BIRPs for different distances.
Since the listener-source distance related JNSCs are the distance dependent minimum
audible distances (MADs) discussed in section 2.6, the grid resolution resulting in the
reference scene MADs depends on the listener-source distance and the reference scene.
For that reason, the evaluation procedure proposed must be executed for the specific
reference scene to be synthesized.
Interpolation If the effort of recording or synthesizing all BIRPs required for the selected
combination of BS approach and reference scene is not justified or possible, interpolation
procedures are frequently used to increase the BIRP grid resolution. A typical procedure
is based on representing the BIRPs by their minimum-phase components and a pure
delay and on interpolating both components separately (Kistler and Wightman 1992,
Jot et al. 1995, Kulkarni et al. 1999, Savioja 2000, Wenzel et al. 2000). Plogsties et al.
(2000) showed the BIRP partitioning in minimum-phase and delay contributions not to
be distinguishable from the original if the low-frequency group delay is taken as the delay
contribution, which is supported by Kulkarni et al. (1999). Another frequently employed
interpolation procedure is to time align the BIRPs and to interpolate the initial delay
and the time aligned contributions separately (e. g. Djelani et al. 2000).
Christensen et al. (1999) found the horizontal angular grid resolution of free-field AH
BIRPs required as an interpolation basis to depend on the interpolation method, while
observing a general tendency of larger interpolation errors on the contra-lateral side.
Linearly interpolating the logarithmic magnitude values and phase angles of the BIRPs
separately, Langendijk and Bronkhorst (2000) show the individual dynamic BS9 of an
LS in the free field not to be distinguishable from the corresponding reference scene for
interpolations based on angular grid resolutions up to 6◦ . With larger supporting angle
densities, at first coloration becomes audible, and if the supporting angle density exceeds
about 20◦ , the localization is affected.
Not all temporal sections of BIRPs representing reverberant conditions may be of
equal perceptual relevance (Jensen and Welti 2003). Therefore, a mathematically correct
interpolation is not necessarily required for all directions, distances, or BIRP sections.
Restricting the interpolation to the perceptually most relevant components can save
computational power in real-time implementations. The processing strategy applied to
the components considered less relevant may influence the audibility thresholds of the
procedure. For example, Meesawat and Hammershøi (2003) have shown keeping the
reverberation in the BIRPs after some 100 ms constant for all directions to be inaudible.
9

Sony MDR E-575 headphones mounted approximately 1 cm outside the entrance to the auditory canal,
human head probe microphone recording and headphone transfer functions measurement
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5.1.3 Nonindividual Recording
Correct BS requires, following section 4.3, individual recording. To the author’s best
knowledge, all studies on the influence of nonindividual BIRPs on the localization in
BS agree that individual recording allows for the highest synthesis quality, regardless of
the recording method (Wenzel et al. 1991, Bronkhorst 1995, Møller et al. 1996c). This
fact appears plausible taking into account the inter-individual variation of the physical
BIRP characteristics (Mehrgardt 1975, Middlebrooks et al. 1989, Carlile and Pralong
1994, Wightman and Kistler 1996, Hammershøi and Møller 1996b).
Nonindividual Human Head Recording Møller et al. (1996c) studied the ability to
correctly identify one of nineteen LSs as the source of a female speech excerpt. The LSs
were distributed in a reverberant environment visibly at different angles in azimuth and
elevation around the subjects. Møller et al. included three playback methods in the study:
the real sources, the corresponding individual binaural recordings, and the corresponding
nonindividual binaural recordings of a randomly selected subject10 . With individual
recording, the amount of errors remained comparable to the real source condition, while
with nonindividual recording the numbers of elevation errors and front-back confusions
increased. Thereby, frontally synthesized sources tended to appear in the back, and
sources intended in the horizontal plane were frequently perceived too high. These results
were confirmed with static BS11 by Wenzel et al. (1993) and Seeber (2003, pp. 52–61),
who also found an increased number of in-the-head localizations12 . Møller et al. (1996c)
further showed the number of distance errors to increase with nonindividual instead of
individual binaural recording, supported with static BS13 by Kim and Choi (2005).
The average number of localization errors with nonindividual recording can be reduced
by selecting the BIRPs, which holds true for BS with blocked auditory canal (Møller et al.
1996a,b) and with probe microphone recording (Wenzel et al. 1993). However, Seeber
(2002a) found a highly significant increase of the frontal horizontal plane localization
variability for static BS14 with selected nonindividual versus individual free-field recording. Seeber and Fastl (2001, 2003) proposed a procedure for perceptively selecting the
BIRP suited best regarding frontal horizontal plane localization accuracy. The selection
criterion of Seeber and Fastl was extended by Iwaya (2006) to three-dimensional scenarios.
Schönstein and Katz (2010) proposed a BIRP selection procedure based on morphologic
parameters, which has been shown to predict perceptual ranking results significantly
better than random choice. An alternative to the BIRP selection is their customization
(Martens 2003, Xu et al. 2007). Examples of customization approaches are the scaling
in frequency (Middlebrooks 1999b,a, Middlebrooks et al. 2000), perceptually motivated
primary component analysis and synthesis (Hwang and Park 2007, Hwang et al. 2010),
and perceptually motivated spectral smoothing and equalization (Silzle 2002a,b).
10

Beyerdynamic DT 990 headphones, blocked auditory canal recording, individual magnitude equalization
Sennheiser HD 430 headphones, probe microphone recording, nonindividual magnitude equalization
12 Stax SR λ pro headphones, blocked auditory canal recording, no equalization
13 Sennheiser HD 600 headphones, probe microphone recording, individual equalization
14 Stax SR λ pro headphones, blocked auditory canal recording, no equalization
11
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Artificial Head Recording Burkhard and Sachs introduced in 1975 a manikin for acoustic
research15 , designed to match average anthropometric data regarding head, torso, auricle,
auditory canal, and eardrum. However, the manikin’s surface and skin impedances do
not emulate human data (Burkhard and Sachs 1975). Assumption 8 requires the AH for
the BIRP recording in BS to represent the listener’s head regarding HP and LS playback.
This assumption is in general still not fulfilled for current AHs (Daniel et al. 2007).
Møller et al. (1997, 1999) studied the errors of localizing LSs distributed visibly at
nineteen different positions in azimuth and elevation around the subjects in a reverberant
environment using a female speech stimulus. Playback conditions included were the
real sources and the corresponding static BS16 , implemented based on recording with
different AH models17 . BS with standard AH and with blocked auditory canal entrance
AH recording resulted in an increased number of localization errors compared to the
real sources, with a raise of median plane errors by more than 100%. On average, the
numbers of errors for both recording methods tend to be worse than with nonindividual
recording using a randomly selected human subject (cf. Møller et al. 1996c). In a repetition
study with different playback equipment18 and including newer AHs19 , Minnaar et al.
(2001, 2004) in general confirmed the results of Møller et al. (1999). With BS, the best
additionally included AHs provided a number of median plane errors between the numbers
achieved with arbitrary and selected nonindividual recording, which rebuts assumption 8
for current AHs. In the course of the experiments, a torso simulation, providing shoulder
reflections, was identified important (Minnaar et al. 2001). Surveys comparing current
AH dimensions with anthropometric data indicate a geometric mismatch, which is likely
to contribute to the deviations in localization performance of human and artificial heads
(Daniel et al. 2007, Genuit and Fiebig 2007).
Common Aspects Silzle (2002a,b) found artificial versus human head BIRPs to sound
less natural in BS with various HP models, AHs, and recording procedures, even when
including a perceptually motivated equalization. In contrast, for comparisons of AH and
individual recording in static and dynamic BS20 regarding localization, externalization,
and realism, Begault et al. (2001) reported no significant main effect of the recording
method. However, their results may be deteriorated by the suboptimal equalization.
Usher and Martens (2007) found nonindividual BIRPs in BS21 rated more natural than
individual BIRPs. This at first glance unexpected result may be understood taking into
15

KEMAR artificial head
Beyerdynamic DT 990 headphones, standard and blocked auditory canal artificial head recording,
individual and nonindividual equalization
17 KEMAR artificial head with different pinnae, Neumann KU 80i and 81i, Head Acoustics HMS I and II,
Brüel & Kjær 4128 and 5930, Inst. of Biomed. Eng. at Univ. of Toronto
18 Sennheiser HE 60 headphones, standard artificial head recording, nonindividual equalization
19 KEMAR artificial head, Neumann KU 100, Brüel & Kjær 4100, Head Acoustics HMS II, Cortex
Electronic MK 1, Institute of Technical Acoustics, Aachen University, Germany (ITA), Department of
Acoustics, Aalborg University, Denmark (VALDEMAR)
20 Sennheiser HD 430 diffuse-field equalized headphones with AH and individual blocked auditory canal
recording, no further equalization
21 iPod 12-2006 headphones, blocked auditory canal recording (reciprocity technique), no equalization
16
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account that the most natural situation not necessarily equals the most authentic situation
(cf. section 3.1.1). Therefore, naturalness is not suited as a quality criterion for BS aiming
at reproducing a reference scene. Having said this, the need for a perceptual BS quality
criterion more selective than the accuracy of the absolute localization, as requested by
Martens et al. (2010), is supported by results of this thesis. The criterion proposed here
is the frequency independence of the loudness transfer function (LTF) measured for the
BS system under consideration with regard to the reference scene (cf. section 2.5). A
study addressing the impact of individual recording and equalization on the LTF of the
BS of an exemplary LS reference scene is discussed in section 5.4. The findings indicate
degraded loudness transfer for nonindividual versus individual recording and equalization.
The results of earlier perceptual BS evaluations regarding individual versus nonindividual recording can be summarized in that localization accuracy and loudness transfer
sequentially decay when going from real sources to individual BS, to nonindividual BS
with selected human head BIRPs, and to nonindividual BS with arbitrary human or
artificial head BIRPs. Consequently, current research aims at fast BIRP measurement,
which can reduce the effort of implementing individual BS (e. g. Enzner et al. 2011).
5.1.4 Probe Microphone Ear Signal Measurement
According to assumption 4, the sound pressure detected by a probe microphone tube
tip close to the eardrum represents the sound pressure actually evaluated by the hearing
system, the so-called ear signal (cf. definition 22). Stinson (1985) showed, by simulations
and upscale model measurements, that the sound pressure varies over the eardrum surface
by more than 20 dB at frequencies above about 6 kHz (confirmed by Stinson and Khanna
1989, Stinson and Lawton 1989, Neely and Gorga 1998, Stinson and Daigle 2005, and
Hudde and Schmidt 2009). At frequencies below some 6 kHz, probe tube tip distances up
to about 5 mm, measured along the canal axes outward from the orthogonal projection
of the top of the eardrum, allow for results representing the eardrum pressure with an
accuracy of ±3 dB (Chan and Geisler 1990, Hellstrom and Axelsson 1993). However, a
probe tube inserted in the auditory canal influences the sound field in the canal by its
presence, shows frequency dependent transfer characteristics, and provides a reduced
dynamic range compared to measurement microphones (Hellstrom and Axelsson 1993)
and miniature microphones (Møller et al. 1995a). The complex high frequency structure of
the canal sound field is shown further by finite element simulations of Schmidt and Hudde
(2009), indicating the results of eardrum impedance estimates based on measurements
at remote points in the canal to be questionable at frequencies above 3 kHz, due to an
inaccurate transformation to the eardrum. If the auditory canal is occluded, for example
by an HP, standing waves may introduce further errors (Richmond et al. 2011).
Summarizing, thoroughly conducted probe microphone ear signal approximations may
represent the actual eardrum pressure in the frequency range below some 3 kHz, but at
higher frequencies deviations up to 20 dB occur, primarily due to two effects: the probe
tube tip cannot be positioned directly at the eardrum, and the sound pressure varies across
the eardrum surface and is therefore not captured in an identical manner by the eardrum
and the typically smaller probe tube tip. As a consequence, assumption 4 never holds true
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for the whole audible frequency range, but may be fulfilled using a thorough procedure at
frequencies below about 3 kHz. However, BS with probe microphone recording represents
the initial approach to BS (Wightman and Kistler 1989a), has been in use constantly
since then (Griesinger 1990, Langendijk and Bronkhorst 2000), and is still the preferred
procedure of some researchers (e. g. Griesinger 2009).
5.1.5 Transfer Function Smoothing

Magnitude / dB

Typically, the magnitude spectra of the recording situation transfer functions (TFs) defined
by equation 4.12 show strong variation over frequency. An exemplary recording situation
TF measured in a reverberant reference scene is depicted by figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Excerpt from the magnitude
spectrum of a typical blocked auditory canal
artificial head recording situation transfer
function before smoothing. The prominent
peaks and dips form the motivation for spectral smoothing.

Frequency / kHz

Pronounced spectral variation may induce technical problems when implementing BS since
large linear amplification is required to play back signals convolved with the corresponding
IRs. The amplification required can be reduced by spectral smoothing. Dips and especially
zeros in the magnitude spectra may also prevent or complicate spectral inversion, as
for example required for the equalization of BS (cf. assumption 3). Spectral smoothing
reduces dips, limits the number of zeros, and has proven useful to cope with spectral
inversion problems in general (cf. section 5.2.3).
In the context of audio systems, the goal of TF smoothing is to reduce spectral
fluctuation without diminishing the amount of relevant auditory information. Aiming at
this goal, the system-theoretic foundation of a smoothing procedure referred to as auditoryadapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS) is derived in the following. AAS is
adapted to the spectral properties of the human hearing system by implementing frequency
dependent smoothing bandwidths (cf. Völk et al. 2011a). Possibly occurring time domain
effects are identified and discussed along with two procedures to cope with the resulting
shortcomings. The section is concluded by listening experiments determining audibility
thresholds of AAS and the perceptual manifestation of audible spectral smoothing.
System-Theoretic Basics of Spectral Smoothing in General Spectral smoothing is
possible by convolving the spectrum of the signal to be smoothed with a spectral kernel
(Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000a,b). This procedure is referred to as linear
smoothing, in contrast to cepstral or wavelet based methods (Hacihabiboglu et al. 2002).
Considering a continuous IR on a continuous and infinite time scale, convolution in the
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frequency domain equals, according to the convolution theorem (Oppenheim et al. 1998),
multiplication of the signal with a window function in the time domain. Accordingly,
the smoothing can be specified either in the frequency domain by a spectral kernel or
in the time domain by a window function. Since acoustic systems in general feature
complex-valued TFs, the frequency domain convolution with a spectral kernel affects the
real and imaginary parts of the TF. For spectral smoothing, the kernel is intended to
meet the following target requirements as closely as possible:
• The spectral kernel should feature a real-valued time domain representation decaying
monotonously within the relevant temporal window (cf. Mummert 1997).
• The spectral kernel should exhibit spectral symmetry with a maximum at 0 Hz, so
that no energy is systematically shifted along the frequency scale.
In contrast to the theoretical continuous case regarded so far, recorded IRs are typically
available windowed in the time domain and digitized, that is discrete in value and time.
In the digital case, the temporal and spectral periodicity of the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) pair has to be considered in the smoothing process. Thus, circular convolution,
denoted by ~, has to be used to apply the kernel in the frequency domain, represented by
element-wise multiplication of the corresponding time series. The recorded IR
h [n] =

∞
X

h [i] δ[n − i],

n = 0, . . . , N − 1

(5.5)

i=−∞

is given as a sequence of discrete sample values. The associated frequency domain
representation H [k], with k = 0, . . . , N − 1, is computed by DFT (Oppenheim et al.
1999, pp. 559–564). In the following, H [k] represents the TF to be smoothed.
Previous Approaches to Spectral Smoothing The most direct approach to spectral
smoothing is averaging the weights of the spectral TF bins in a symmetric region around
each bin, in the time domain represented by multiplying the IR with a window function
(Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b). This approach reduces the amount of auditory
useful information in an acoustic IR, for example by degrading the late reverberation in a
room IR. However, the procedure is discussed since it represents the basic scenario for
more elaborate linear smoothing approaches. In the frequency domain, the situation can
be described as the convolution of H [k] with the symmetric rectangular spectral kernel

 1
for 0 ≤ k ≤ m and N − m ≤ k ≤ N − 1, with 2m < N ,
2m+1
W [k] =
(5.6)
0
otherwise.
The integer m determines the kernel bandwidth and therefore controls the smoothing
resolution. The corresponding time domain window function is given by
w [n] =

1
sin (πn(2m + 1)/N )
, with n = 0, . . . , N − 1 and 2m < N . (5.7)
N (2m + 1)
sin(πn/N )
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All earlier approaches to linear smoothing known to the author are based on linear-phase
spectral kernels, typically specified in the frequency domain (an overview of smoothing
methods is presented by Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b). Using a real-valued
spectral kernel, the real and imaginary parts of the TF are averaged independently, and
the corresponding time domain window is symmetric to its midpoint. As a result, the
mid part of the IR is attenuated by the smoothing, while the initial and final sections
are only slightly modified. Possibly occurring artifacts due to the increasing amplitude
of the window function at the end of the IR can be reduced by temporal zero padding
or additional pre-smoothing (Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b). Non-monotonic
temporal amplitude decay as occurring for the rectangular spectral kernel introduces
further undesired artifacts, making the choice of an appropriate window function an
essential step in the design process.
For auditory-adapted smoothing, a frequency dependent spectral resolution is desirable,
implemented by kernel bandwidths depending on the analysis frequency bin κ. The
frequency dependent resolution is motivated by the fact that the hearing system subdivides
sound intensity spectrally non-uniformly, as discussed in section 2.3. Typically, fractionaloctave functions are used for smoothing (Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b), while
aiming at a better auditory adaption the critical-band concept, reviewed and reformulated
in section 2.3, is preferred here (cf. Zwicker 1961b). Since it is desired not to systematically
shift energy in the frequency domain, all frequency dependent weights Wκ [k] must be
centered symmetrically on κ. This is implemented replacing the constant factor m of
equation 5.6 by the frequency dependent factor mκ . A TF can be written using a series
of non-overlapping, directly neighboring spectral windows Sκ [k] by
X
H [k] =
H [k] Sκ [k] .
(5.8)
κ

Each window has unity weights for all bins within mκ and equals zero otherwise. The
most extreme situation consists of N windows Sκ [k], each representing a one spectral line
wide band-pass filter with the IR sκ [n]. The spectrally smoothed TF
X
Hsm [k] =
H [k] Sκ [k] ~ Wκ [k]
(5.9)
κ

is represented in the time domain by the IR

X
hsm [n] =
h [n] ~ sκ [n] wκ [n] ,

(5.10)

κ

computed by band-pass filtering h [n] with all band-pass filters sκ [n] and subsequent
summation of the time domain results.
Previous approaches to linear spectral smoothing known to the author can be assigned
to the following four categories:
• Complex Smoothing: Convolution of the TF with a linear, real-valued spectral kernel
(Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b).
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• Power Smoothing: Convolution of the magnitude spectrum with a linear, real-valued
2
kernel, that is smoothing the squared magnitude |H [k]| and combining the result
with the original phase arg (H [k]) (Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b).
• Equivalent Complex Smoothing: Combination of the power smoothed magnitude
with the complex smoothed phase (Hatziantoniou and Mourjopoulos 2000b).
• Magnitude and Phase Smoothing: Averaging magnitude and phase separately (Panzer
and Ferekidis 2004).
Auditory-Adapted Exponential Transfer Function Smoothing (AAS) Using complexvalued spectral kernels, the real and imaginary parts of the TF are no longer smoothed
independently. Similar to the Fourier-t transform (FTT) defined by Terhardt (1985),
exponentially decaying temporal windows are applied, represented discretely by
weκ [n] = e−

naκ
fs

c

ε [n]

s We [k] =
κ

1 − e−
1 − e− j

N aκ
fs

aκ
2πk
N − fs

.

(5.11)

Thereby, aκ > 0 denotes time constants dependent on the analysis frequency bin κ,
which allow for adapting the spectral smoothing resolution to the critical bandwidth
(CBW). Further, ε [n] denotes the unit step sequence according to Oppenheim et al. (1998,
equation 1.64), and fs represents the sample rate. The derivation of the discrete time
representation is given in appendix D.1. The smoothing windows are selected so that
no weighting occurs for n = 0, that is weκ [0] = 1 ∀ κ holds true. In contrast to the
FTT, the windows decay with increasing time. In the frequency domain, AAS equals
the convolution with the frequency dependent complex-valued smoothing kernels Weκ [k],
according to Terhardt (1985) featuring the 3 dB-bandwidth
∆fκ = aκ /π.

(5.12)

Consequently, the degree of AAS is controlled by the frequency independent parameter
csm , modifying the spectral kernel bandwidth by the window function time constant
aκ = csm · ∆fGV (κfs /N ) ,

(5.13)

set to a multiple of the CBW ∆fGV (f ) according to equation 2.11. To preserve a high
resolution of the smoothing frequency dependence, Sκ [k] is selected spectrally as narrow
as possible, that is one spectral line wide, represented by the band-pass filter series
Seκ [k] = δ [k − κ] ,

κ = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(5.14)

Equation 5.9 can be written using equation 5.14 to describe AAS for N > 1 by
Hsm [k] =

N
−1
X

H [κ] δ [k − κ] ~ Weκ [k] .

(5.15)

κ=0
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Combined with the DFT definition (Oppenheim et al. 1999, equations 8.67 and 8.68), the
synthesis equation for the IR smoothed by AAS is given by
N −1
N −1
N −1


1 X j 2πnk
1 X j 2πnk X
N
N
hsm [n] =
e
Hsm [k] =
e
H [κ] δ [k − κ] ~ Weκ [k] . (5.16)
N
N
κ=0
k=0

k=0

Using the DFT re-synthesis definition (Oppenheim et al. 1999, equation 8.68) and the
spectral shifting property of the DFT, equation 5.16 can be written by
N
−1
X

N −1

1 X j 2πnk 
e N δ [k − κ] ~ Weκ [k]
N
κ=0
k=0


N −1
N
−1
X
1 X j 2πκn
1 j 2πκn
e N weκ [n] =
e N H [κ] weκ [n] .
=
H [κ]
N
N κ=0
κ=0

hsm [n] =

H [κ]

(5.17)

Accordingly, AAS can be understood as temporally weighted DFT-re-synthesis. Rewriting
the TF H [κ] in polar form, equation 5.17 can be simplified to
N −1

1 X
2πκn
hsm [n] =
+ arg H [κ] .
H [κ] e jϕ[n,κ] weκ [n] , ϕ [n, κ] =
N κ=0
N

(5.18)

As H [k] is computed by DFT from a real-valued time function, it is Hermitian and
H [k] = H ∗ [N − k]

(5.19)

holds true (Oppenheim et al. 1999, p. 576). Assuming sequences of even sample numbers
N (odd numbered sequences may without loss of generality be zero-padded, Kammeyer
and Kroschel 2006, p. 233), equation 5.18 is further simplified to
N

2 −1

X
H [κ] weκ [n]  jϕ[n,κ]
H [0] we0 [n]
hsm [n] =
+
e
+ e− jϕ[n,κ] +
N
N
κ=1
N 
H 2 we N [n]
2
e jnπ .
+
N

(5.20)

With cos ϕ [n, κ] = 0.5 e jϕ[n,κ] +0.5 e− jϕ[n,κ] (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, equation 4.3.2)
and re-substitution, the synthesis equation of the spectrally smoothed IR is given by
"
N


2 −1
X

1
2πκn
hsm [n] =
H [0] we0 [n] + 2
H [κ] weκ [n] cos
+ arg H [κ]
+
N
N
κ=1
#
 

+ H N2 we N [n] cos nπ .
2
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5.1 Deviations between Reference Scene and Recording Situation
Time Domain Aspects A temporal offset between the IR to be spectrally smoothed and
the AAS window function influences the smoothing result since spectral smoothing equals
a multiplication of the IR to be smoothed with a decaying temporal window function,
independently of the smoothing method. Therefore, different initial delays in an otherwise
unchanged IR lead to different smoothing results. For example, the frequency dependent
smoothing of an IR with initial delay results in undesired damping at frequencies where
the window function decays considerably before the first impulse occurs. Ideally, the
attenuation should be minimal for the initial impulse, which is only provided if the window
function is aligned with the IR. Two approaches of AAS for IRs with an initial delay are
proposed: circular temporal shifting and minimum-phase/all-pass decomposition.
Circular temporal shifting means circularly rotating the IR prior to the smoothing
so that the first impulse is located at the beginning of the IR and the initial delay is
shifted to the end. As a consequence, the first impulse and the maximum of the window
functions coincide and subsequent signal contributions are damped dependent on frequency.
Afterwards, the result is circularly shifted back. A difficulty regarding this procedure is
the identification of the first impulse within the IR. For the AAS applications discussed
in the following, a heuristic procedure is used, detecting the first signal slope larger than
a multiple of the average noise amplitude, selected dependent on the recording situation.
An approach referred to as minimum-phase/all-pass decomposition is discussed in
principle, for being independent of the initial delay. Using the decomposition H [k] =
Hmp [k] · Hap [k], the minimum-phase contribution Hmp [k] and the all-pass contribution
Hap [k] are separated. Following Mehrgardt and Mellert (1977) only Hmp [k] is smoothed,
resulting in Hmp,sm [k]. The energy maximum of a minimum-phase system occurs with the
least temporal delay of all causal systems with the same magnitude spectrum (Oppenheim
et al. 1999, pp. 280–291). Consequently, all high energy signal contributions are shifted
towards the beginning of the minimum-phase IR, while their original positions are encoded
in the all-pass contribution. As a consequence, less unintended attenuation occurs
when smoothing the minimum-phase part. After the smoothing, the original temporal
distribution is reintroduced by the multiplication Hsm [k] = Hmp,sm [k] · Hap [k]. This
reconstruction may induce time domain artifacts. Since the artifacts typically occur in
the late part of the IR, they can be attenuated by additional temporal windowing.
Perceptual Consequences of Spectral Smoothing Applied to BIRPs, spectral smoothing may become audible in BS for example by changing the sound color or affecting the
localization. The audibility of AAS induced sound color changes is studied by applying
AAS according to equation 5.21 to the finite impulse response (FIR) approximations of
two IRs of an LS22 , one IR measured in an anechoic chamber with 250 Hz lower limiting
frequency, the other in a reverberant laboratory room with 500 ms average reverberation
time. The spectrally smoothed and the original FIRs were convolved with broadband
uniform exciting noise (UEN) impulses23 and examined in a listening experiment. UEN
impulses were shown in a pre-test to allow for more critical sound color evaluations than
22
23

Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98
700 ms impulse duration, 5 ms Gaussian gating, UEN according to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 170)
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speech or impulsive sounds. Using a three-alternative forced choice procedure (Hellbrück
and Ellermeier 2004, p. 226) combined with a 2-down 1-up adaption rule (Levitt 1971), the
just noticeable AAS smoothing bandwidth ∆fκ according to equation 5.12 is determined
for diotic free-field equalized HP playback24 at a free-field equivalent level of 70 dB SPL.
Table 5.1 shows the resulting quartiles of the intra-individual medians of eleven normal
hearing subjects as a fraction of the CBW ∆fG = ∆fGZ (κfs /N ), computed according to
equation 2.9, to be comparable to the discussion of Fastl and Zwicker (2007, pp. 194–200).
percentile
anechoic chamber
laboratory room

25%
∆fG /30
∆fG /198

50%
∆fG /21
∆fG /177

75%
∆fG /19
∆fG /150

Table 5.1: Inter-individual statistics of the bandwidth ∆fκ for just noticeable auditoryadapted exponential smoothing of a loudspeaker transfer function measured in two rooms
with different acoustical conditions as a fraction of the critical bandwidth ∆fG .

For the anechoic environment, the results correspond closely to the just noticeable
variation in frequency 2∆f = ∆fG /27 reported for pure tones by Fastl and Zwicker (2007,
equation 7.7). In the reverberant condition, AAS is perceivable at about seven to eight
times smaller bandwidths. This result confirms that the spectro-temporally effective TF
of the LS-room system is processed by the auditory system differently than the primarily
spectrally effective LS TF recorded in the anechoic chamber (cf. section 2.4).
Regarding the consequences of spectral smoothing on the auditory localization, Kulkarni
and Colburn (1998) showed the hearing sensation positions in static BS25 of free-field
conditions, set up with individual blocked auditory canal entrance recording, to be robust
against spectral smoothing. In Kulkarni and Colburn’s study, the smoothing became,
for increasing bandwidths, physically effective before affecting the auditory localization
at which the hearing sensation elevation was most likely influenced. This result was
confirmed with static BS by Breebaart et al. (2010)26 and Xie and Zhang (2010)27 .
In the course of this work, AAS induced localization effects are evaluated using a
broadband UEN pulse28 presented by a virtual LS29 , binaurally synthesized in front of the
subjects in the horizontal plane. The dynamic BS30 was implemented with nonindividual
blocked auditory canal entrance recording and average magnitude equalization, taking
into account four BIRP conditions: original and smoothed by AAS with the three
bandwidths ∆fκ1 , ∆fκ2 , and ∆fκ3 given by table 5.2. The smoothing bandwidths were
selected with regard to the audibility of sound color changes: According to table 5.1,
AAS with ∆fκ1 causes for free-field equalized diotic HP presentation no sound color
24

Beyer DT 48 with passive free-field equalizer according to Fastl and Zwicker (2007, p. 7)
Etymotic Research ER-2 tube-phones without foam-tips, individual equalization
26 Beyerdynamic DT 990 headphones, nonindividual blocked auditory canal recording, no equalization
27 Sennheiser 250 Linear II headphones, individual blocked auditory canal recording and equalization
28 700 ms impulse duration, 5 ms Gaussian gating, 300 ms pause
29 Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 200
30 Stax λ pro NEW headphones, M = 1, M
s
spo = Mhpo = Mso = 1, Mho = 360
25
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change with regard to the non-smoothed condition in both binaurally synthesized acoustic
environments. In contrast, ∆fκ2 and ∆fκ3 result in audible sound color changes in the
synthesized reverberant laboratory, and ∆fκ3 even in the synthesized anechoic chamber.
identifier
bandwidth

Ref
no AAS

∆fκ1
∆fG /233

∆fκ2
∆fG /117

∆fκ3
∆fG /12

Table 5.2: Auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS) bandwidths
employed to study the influence of AAS on the auditory localization, given as a fraction
of the critical bandwidth ∆fG according to equation 2.9.

In the localization experiment, eleven normal hearing subjects were asked to verbally
evaluate the following hearing sensation properties three times per AAS bandwidth
condition: azimuth angle with regard to the median plane, height with regard to the
horizontal plane, distance to the center of the head, and horizontal width.
The results of the experiment reveal no significant influence of the factor AAS bandwidth regarding azimuth [F(3,30) = 2.53; p = 0.0758] and height [F(3,30) = 0.16; p = 0.9226]
perception, whereas hearing sensation distance [F(3,30) = 11.89; p < 0.0001] and width
[F(3,30) = 8.44; p = 0.0003] are highly significantly influenced by AAS. A post-hoc comparison reveals the smoothing with ∆fκ3 to differ from the other conditions: by AAS with
∆fκ3 , distance ratings are reduced by about 50% and width judgments by some 30%.
Summarizing, AAS applied to BIRPs in BS can affect sound color and auditory
localization. The sound color is more likely affected for the synthesis of reverberant
versus anechoic conditions. If the degree of smoothing is increased, sound color deviations
from the non-smoothed condition become audible before the localization is affected.
Regarding the localization, the azimuthal localization appears most robust, while height,
width, and distance judgments are more likely to be affected by spectral smoothing.

5.2 Aspects of the Equalization Procedure
Chapter 4 shows that the reference scene ear signals can be recreated approximately
by BS if assumptions 5 and 6 are met, meaning the HPTFs are measured according
to definition 26 individually at the positions of the recording microphones and the HP
positions are identical for playback and HPTF measurement. If the recording is carried
out with miniature microphones at the blocked auditory canal entrances, it is further
necessary to employ appropriate HPs, as defined in section 5.3. In line with these results,
Wightman and Kistler (2005, pp. 434–435) stressed the general importance of the BS
equalization, especially when BS is employed for the audio playback in hearing research,
since non-equalized HPs may introduce spectral cues that might erroneously be interpreted
by the hearing system as localization cues.
Wightman and Kistler’s argumentation may be generalized by requesting a clear distinction between physical stimuli and auditory perceptions (cf. section 3.2): Stimulation with
physically defined ear signals by BS requires the system-theoretically correct equalization
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derived in chapter 4. Pointing out this fact appears particularly important considering the correct equalization is frequently forgone (e. g. Algazi et al. 2001, Kopčo and
Shinn-Cunningham 2003, 2008, Keyrouz and Diepold 2008, Breebaart et al. 2010).
This section addresses specific aspects of the equalization, especially focusing on the
benefit and corresponding effort for different procedures. The influence of intra-individual
differences in microphone and HP positions on the HPTFs, in other words the violation
of assumptions 5 and 6, is discussed along with mathematical basics of the equalization
procedure. Further examined are implications of using nonindividual HPTFs for the
equalization filter design and aspects of the HP production spread.
The results presented in this section are relevant also in hearing research with conventional HP playback (cf. Völk 2011a). If multiple subjects are included in a listening
experiment, the inter-individual variability of the HPTFs must be considered. Further,
for studies with more than one experimental run, the intra-individual reproducibility of
the HPTFs due to HP repositioning has to be taken into account (cf. section 3.2.4).
5.2.1 Reproducibility of the Headphone Position
According to assumption 6, identical HP positions for playback and HPTF measurement
are implied in the theoretical derivation of BS given in chapter 4. In the following, the
consequences arising if assumption 6 is not fulfilled are discussed for the three HPTF
measurement methods taken into account: probe microphone measurement with the probe
tube tips in the auditory canals close to the eardrums, blocked auditory canal entrance
miniature microphone measurement, and AH measurement.
For conventional AH measurements, Ryan and Furlong (1995) found less intra-individual
variability due to HP repositioning in the TF of in-ear versus circum-aural HPs31 . While
comparable values are expected also for human head measurements, probe microphone
and blocked auditory canal entrance miniature microphone measurements in combination
with in-ear HPs are for mechanical reasons virtually impossible. For this reason, especially
circum- and supra-aural HPs, which are frequently used in BS applications, are taken
into account (Møller et al. 1995a, Spikofski and Fruhmann 2001, Mackensen et al. 1998,
Pellegrini et al. 2007). However, the theoretical framework also applies to in-ear HPs.
Supra-aural HPs are coupled to the soft and flexible pinna, whereas circum-aural models
are coupled to the stiff skull, typically without contacting the pinna. The coupling to the
head is expected to be more reproducible, especially for AHs with inaccurately modeled
pinnae. Consequently, a higher reproducibility, which is according to section 2.4 less
variability, of the HP transfer characteristics due to repositioning is expected for circumversus supra-aural HPs. Furthermore, a higher reproducibility may also be expected for
AH measurements compared to human head measurements since AHs remain perfectly
still. However, a tactile control of the HP fit is possible for human subjects positioning
the HPs themselves, which might increase the reproducibility (Møller et al. 1996c).
Measurements with the HP model or even the specimen actually employed appear
necessary based on the results of Shaw (1966), who addressed the position reproducibility
31

Beyer DT 100 (circum-aural), Sony Twin Turbo (in-ear), six repositionings, Head Acoustics mannequin
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of five HP models32 . Shaw concluded: “The substantial differences between the five
earphones at any given frequency encourages one to believe that appreciable reductions in
intrasubject range could be attained by appropriate design changes.”
Therefore, reproducibility measurements carried out in the context of this work with
one specimen of each of three HP models frequently employed in BS33 are discussed based
on a literature review in the following. Results are presented for blocked auditory canal
entrance miniature microphone and for AH measurements, which represent according
to chapter 4 the preferable approaches to BS if human head playback is targeted, while
the literature review covers all three measurement methods taken into account. The
measurements were carried out and analyzed for both ears, but no asymmetrical effects
occurred. For that reason, only the left ear results are shown.
The discussion especially includes group delay data since to the author’s best knowledge,
earlier reports on HPTF group delay or phase data are restricted to the statement
of McAnally and Martin (2002) that in their blocked auditory canal entrance HPTF
measurements34 ”the variability of the group delays [ . . . ] was considerably less than the
minimum discriminable interaural time difference”. Even if this fact holds true for the
eardrum TFs of a specific HP model, it represents no sufficient HP selection criterion
since a group delay variation can alter not only ITDs but also the temporal energy
distribution, possibly leading to frequency dependent differences of the interaural level
patterns, especially for unsteady signals (Preis 1982). Furthermore, typical group delay
distortions of professional HPs have been shown to be audible (Laws and Blauert 1973),
especially when playing back binaural recordings, primarily influencing sound color and
localization (Genuit 1986).

Probe Microphone Headphone Transfer Functions Shaw (1966) measured the reproducibility of the HPTF magnitude for three circum- and two supra-aural HPs31 using
probe microphones with the probe tube tips in the auditory canals of ten human subjects
some millimeters in front of the eardrums. Three measurements with intermediate HP
repositioning on each subject resulted in average intra-individual ranges smaller than 1 dB
in the frequency range below 2 kHz and up to some 5 dB at higher frequencies. The supraaural HPs show increasing intra-individual magnitude spectrum ranges up to 3 dB also
for frequencies below 500 Hz. Shaw’s results for circum-aural HPs are supported qualitatively by the intra-individual standard-deviations of the probe microphone measurements
presented by Wightman and Kistler (1989a)35 , as well as qualitatively and quantitatively
by the results of Pralong and Carlile (1996)36 . The results of Pralong and Carlile allow
further comparison of human head and AH measurements, suggesting a somewhat reduced
magnitude spectrum reproducibility for human listeners. However, this result is possibly
influenced by variations in the probe microphone positions (cf. section 5.2.2).
32

Mine Noisefoe Mk II, Sharpe-Philips, Sharpe HA 10, Telephonics TDH 39, Beyer DT 48
a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW, c) Sennheiser HD 650
34 Sennheiser HD 520 II, Head Acoustics HMS II.3 artificial head, three human subjects
35 Sennheiser HD 340 headphones, ten repositionings, one human subject
36 Sennheiser 250 Linear headphones, six repositionings, one human and one custom-made artificial head
33
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Artificial Head Headphone Transfer Functions Kulkarni and Colburn (2000) measured
twenty times the AH TFs of supra-aural HPs37 with intermediate HP repositioning.
The standard deviation of the corresponding magnitude spectra globally increases with
frequency up to some 5 dB. Peak values of almost 10 dB occur in the frequency regions
of the dips in the magnitude spectrum. The dips are subject to changes in depth and
frequency for different HP positions, with the amount of the changes globally increasing
with frequency. Kulkarni and Colburn stated that this “variability [ . . . ] appears to
be common to the general class of circumaural/supra-aural headphones”. However, this
conclusion is not validated for circum-aural HPs by a reference or data given by Kulkarni
and Colburn (2000). Contrarily, Pralong and Carlile (1996) concluded from repositioning
circum-aural HPs six times on an AH38 “that the placement of this type of headphones
on the model head is highly reproducible. In contrast, the reproducibility of recordings
obtained for repeated placements of headphones of the supra-aural type (Realistic Nova 17)
was less satisfying.” Consequently, both studies indicate a similar reproducibility of the
AH magnitude spectra of supra-aural HPs, while the conclusions differ for circum-aural
HPs. The smoothed standard deviations reported by Zhong et al. (2010), representing 30
repositionings of circum-aural HPs on an AH39 , confirm the general structure of the data
reported by Pralong and Carlile (1996), assuming the smoothing reduces peaks by about
2 dB. The structure and magnitude of the data are supported further by Ryan and Furlong
(1995)40 and McAnally and Martin (2002)41 . In all earlier studies, large variability values
occurred in the frequency ranges around prominent dips in the magnitude spectrum.
In the course of this work, for each of three circum-aural HP specimens of different
models42 50 AH HPTFs according to equation 4.29 were measured with intermediate HP
repositioning. Since the auditory-adapted analysis (AAA) spectrogram of the AH HPTF
shown in figure 4.6 suggests primarily spectral effectiveness of HPTFs, the discussion is,
according to section 2.4, based on the transfer characteristics shown by figure 5.3.
Each row of figure 5.3 represents the transfer characteristics of one HP specimen. The
gray contours indicate the single measurements, the black contours the arithmetic mean
values of magnitude spectra and group delays. By definition, the TFs visualized by
figure 5.3 include the characteristics of the AH, the microphones, and the measurement
system (cf. equation 4.29). However, it is possible to assess the AH HPTF reproducibility
based on the data without loss of generality since the AH, the microphones, and the
measurement system remained identical for all measurements.
The transfer characteristics show a comparable structure for all HP specimens, including
the global increase of the magnitude spectrum variability with frequency and the variability
maxima at the dips of the magnitude spectra reported earlier. Furthermore, a similar
variability structure is visible also for the group delays. The group delay variability
increases, apart from a maximum at the lower end of the HP transmission bandwidth,
37

Sennheiser HD 520 headphones, KEMAR artificial head
Sennheiser 250 Linear headphones, custom-made artificial head
39 Sennheiser HD 250 II headphones, KEMAR artificial head
40 Beyerdynamic DT 100, Head Acoustics mannequin, six repositionings
41 Sennheiser HD 520 II headphones, Head Acoustics HMS II.3 artificial head, 20 repositionings
42 a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW, c) Sennheiser HD 650, Neumann KU 80 artificial head
38
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Figure 5.3: Artificial head transfer characteristics of three circum-aural headphones
(a, b, c). Data from 50 measurements with headphone repositioning (gray contours) and
arithmetic mean values (black contours).

globally with frequency, showing maxima at the dips of the magnitude spectra. In order
to assess the reproducibility quantitatively, the variability percentiles V25 (S) and V75 (S)
of the HP transfer characteristics according to section 2.4 are shown by figure 5.4.
Globally, structure and degree of the reproducibility are comparable for all three HP
specimens. In the frequency range below a HP specimen dependent limiting frequency
between 2 and 5 kHz, the magnitude spectrum variability proceeds frequency independently
at small values. In the frequency range above the limiting frequency, a variability increase
with frequency to about ±1 dB on average at the upper end of the audible frequency
range is visible, exceeded by spurious maxima at frequencies corresponding to prominent
dips of the magnitude spectra. In the frequency independent region, specimen c) shows
some variability, presumably caused by its compressible ear pad, whereas the variability
is almost negligible in the frequency independent range for specimens a) and b). However,
specimen c) provides the widest frequency independent range. The group delay variability
exhibits relatively high values at the lower limit of the HP transmission bandwidths,
decaying for the different specimens more or less steeply towards the mid-frequency range.
For higher frequencies, a global increase of the group delay variability is visible, with
spurious peaks at frequencies roughly corresponding to prominent dips of the magnitude
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Figure 5.4: Artificial head reproducibility of the transfer characteristics of three circumaural headphones (a, b, c). 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.

spectra. On average, the group delay variability proceeds at some 20 µs. With regard to
applications, the data shown provide an AH estimate of the reproducibility structure and
amount to be expected for high quality studio HPs.
However, for being acquired with a randomly chosen specimen per model, the results are
not representative for the corresponding model. For that reason, if detailed reproducibility
values for a distinct HP specimen are of interest, measurements with the actual specimen
using the procedures introduced are necessary.
Blocked Auditory Canal Headphone Transfer Functions Møller et al. (1995a) measured
blocked auditory canal entrance miniature microphone HPTFs of human subjects, primarily
concerned with the TFs as such, not the reproducibility. However, to check the validity of
the results, Møller et al. repeated the measurements for each of twelve models43 three times
with the same subject. The repeatedly acquired magnitude spectra show a similar structure
but differ in detail, comparable to the probe microphone and AH HPTFs discussed above.
Also the standard deviations of the repeatedly measured spectrally smoothed magnitude
43

Sony MRD-102, Jecklin float 2, Beyerdynamic DT 770, Beyerdynamic DT 990, Stax SR λ pro, Sennheiser
250 Linear, Sennheiser HD 420 SL, Sennheiser HD 540 reference, Sennheiser HD 560 ovation, AKG
Acoustics K 240 DF, AKG Acoustics K 500, AKG Acoustics K 1000
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Figure 5.5: Reproducibility of the blocked auditory canal transfer characteristics of
three circum-aural headphones (a, b, c). Inter-individual medians (black), 25% and 75%
percentiles (gray, cf. section 2.4), data from 20 subjects, 50 measurements per subject.

spectra of circum-aural HPs reported by McAnally and Martin (2002)44 as well as Zhong
et al. (2010)45 are structurally comparable to the probe microphone and AH situations.
In detail, their standard deviations decay with frequency from about 1 dB at 100 Hz to
almost 0 dB at 2 kHz, increasing again at higher frequencies, up to approximately 1 dB at
20 kHz, with spurious maxima in the range between 5 and 20 kHz.
For the three circum-aural HP specimens46 also depicted by figures 5.3 and 5.4, 50
HPTFs47 were measured according to equation 4.27 with intermediate HP repositioning
at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals of each of 20 human subjects. The AAA
spectrogram of a blocked auditory canal HPTF of specimen a), depicted by figure 4.3,
suggests primary spectral effectiveness, which holds true also for specimens b) and c).
Additionally considering section 2.4, the analysis is based on the HP transfer characteristics.
Figure 5.5 shows the resulting reproducibility, each row representing one HP specimen.
The black contours depict the inter-individual medians and the gray contours the 25% and
44

Sennheiser HD 520 II, 20 repositionings on three human subjects
Sennheiser HD 250 II, ten repositionings on one human subject
46 a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW, c) Sennheiser HD 650
47 Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 electret microphones in amplifier configuration mounted in foam earplugs
45
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4

Group delay / ms

Magnitude / dB

75% percentiles of the individual variability values V25 (S) and V75 (S) of the HP transfer
characteristics according to section 2.4. The average human head reproducibility resembles
the AH data shown by figure 5.4. Differences are the enlarged group delay variability of
the human head blocked auditory canal entrance data, especially for specimen b), and by
the inter-individual averaging globally smoothed characteristics. Overall, the variability
characteristics tend to depend on the specimen. Thereby, the highest average magnitude
spectrum variability occurs, due to the increased low-frequency variability, for specimen
c), showing also the widest approximately frequency independent transmission bandwidth
connected with the lowest group delay variability. Specimen b), the only model discussed
working based on the electrostatic converter principle, shows the least magnitude spectrum
variability but at the same time the highest group delay variation.
The increased group delay variability of the human head blocked auditory canal entrance
measurements visible for HP specimen b) in figure 5.5 compared to the AH measurements
shown by figure 5.4 may either be due to the transition from an artificial to human heads or
due to the blocked auditory canal entrance measurement (cf. section 5.2.2). Addressing the
blocked auditory canal entrance versus the standard AH measurement situation, figure 5.6
shows for HP specimen b) the blocked auditory canal AH transfer characteristics48
according to equation 4.27 (black contours) and the corresponding conventional AH data
redrawn from figure 5.4 b) for comparison purposes (gray contours).
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Figure 5.6: Artificial head reproducibility of the transfer characteristics of a circum-aural
headphone (b) at the entrance to the blocked auditory canal (black contours) and at the
eardrum (gray contours). Data based on 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.

The right panel of figure 5.6 indicates in the frequency range below about 3 kHz an enlarged
group delay variability of the blocked auditory canal recording versus the standard AH
recording, possibly influenced by the microphone position reproducibility discussed in
the following section. It can be concluded from the comparison given by figure 5.6 that
the increase of the group delay variability for specimen b) in figure 5.5 versus figure 5.4
is at least partly due to the transition from conventional AH to blocked auditory canal
entrance measurements. The conclusion appears valid since the increase in group delay
variability is shown by figure 5.6 to occur even in the AH situation.
48

Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 electret microphones in amplifier configuration mounted in a rubber model ear
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5.2.2 Reproducibility of the Microphone Position

4

Group delay / ms

Magnitude / dB

According to assumption 5, the microphone positions for BS implementations are identical
during recording and HPTF measurement, which is not necessarily valid. Wightman and
Kistler (1989a) assessed the influence of repositioning a probe microphone tube tip in the
auditory canal some millimeters in front of the eardrum on the TF from the free field
to the probe microphone. The resulting standard deviation of the magnitude spectrum
increases with frequency qualitatively comparable to the variability introduced by HP
repositioning discussed in section 5.2.1. While Wightman and Kistler’s results are not
directly applicable to the TFs from HPs to probe microphones, they indicate a tendency
for the expected variability structure.
Zhong et al. (2010) concluded, based on AH blocked auditory canal entrance measurements of the TFs of circum-aural HPs49 , the miniature microphone repositioning to be
negligible if carried out by an experienced operator. However, in contrast to this conclusion, the smoothed standard deviations reported by Zhong et al. indicate considerable
magnitude spectrum variation, especially in the frequency range of the most prominent
dips of the magnitude spectrum.
For quantifying the variation of human head blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs due
to microphone repositioning, four sets of 50 HPTFs of specimen b)50 were acquired in the
context of this thesis for each of two human subjects on different days with intermediate
microphone repositioning. In addition, the HPs were repositioned between every two
measurements and the results were computed as the average of magnitude spectra and
group delays of the 50 measurements. This procedure provides an average representation
for each of the four sets, which can be regarded as the typical result for the respective
microphone position, not influenced by the HP position variability. To acquire an overall
representation of the four sets, V25 (S) and V75 (S) are computed according to section 2.4
individually. Figure 5.7 shows the resulting inter-individual average of the two subjects.
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Figure 5.7: Human head reproducibility of blocked auditory canal headphone transfer
characteristics due to microphone repositioning for a circum-aural headphone (b). Average
result of two subjects based on four data sets with intermediate microphone repositioning
per subject, each set averaged over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.
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50

Sennheiser HD 250 II, KEMAR artificial head, comparison of two series of ten measurements
Stax λ pro NEW
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The variability introduced by different miniature microphone positions shown in figure 5.7
resembles qualitatively and quantitatively the variability due to the HP repositioning
shown in figure 5.5 b). However, the variability due to microphone repositioning shown
represents a worst case scenario with the microphones removed completely and repositioned
afterwards. Therefore, the variability depicted exceeds the variability expected for
microphone position variations during a measurement session. This conclusion is supported
by a comparison to the differences between the black and gray contours in figure 5.6,
revealing less variability due to microphone position variations for 50 blocked auditory
canal entrance AH measurements than suggested by figure 5.7.
Since in contrast to human heads, AHs remain still during a measurement set, the
variability for human head blocked auditory canal entrance measurements is expected in
the range between the data shown by figure 5.7 and the difference of the gray and black
contours in figure 5.6. Taking into account the data of figure 5.7 represent the worst case
scenario of removing the microphones completely and repositioning them, these data can
be considered an upper limit, unlikely reached in a carefully conducted measurement. This
assumption is further supported by the considerably smaller average variability of human
head blocked auditory canal HPTFs shown by figure 5.5, which include in addition to
possibly occurring microphone position effects the variability due to the HP repositioning.
Therefore, the microphone position variability of carefully conducted individual BS
implementations is expected closer to the AH situation than to the worst case situation
shown in figure 5.7. The variability expected for the AH situation is described by the
difference between the gray and black contours in figure 5.6, which is mainly a lowfrequency group delay difference since the different frequencies of the variability maxima
are due to different resonant frequencies in the open and blocked auditory canal situations
and therefore not relevant for the discussion of the variability magnitude. That being
said, figure 5.5 is assumed to show a good approximation of the reproducibility due to the
HP repositioning, presumably influenced by microphone position effects only regarding
low-frequency group delay values. However, it is not possible to fully rule out high
frequency microphone position effects on magnitude spectrum and group delay. An upper
limit is given for the magnitude spectrum by the smallest average values of figure 5.5 b)
and regarding the group delay by the smallest average values of figure 5.5 c).
5.2.3 Inversion Problems in Binaural Synthesis
According to equation 4.43, the target for the BS equalization filter design is given by the
inverted non-equalized BS situation TFs, which is possible since these TFs are invertible
based on assumption 3. While assumption 3 can be valid in practical situations, it does
not apply if the TF to be inverted shows zeros or small absolute values close to zero
(notches in the magnitude spectrum or broader low-energy regions, as typically occurring
at the limits of an electroacoustic transducer’s transmission bandwidth, cf. Mourjopoulos
et al. 1982, Preis 1982, Mourjopoulos 1988, Greenfield and Hawksford 1991, Potchinkov
1998a,b, Wightman and Kistler 2005).
In order to obtain a filter useful for practical implementations, amplification requirements
of the filter target not provided by the audio processing equipment can be reduced by
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high- and low-pass filtering combined with frequency dependent regularization, which is
the selective attenuation of undesired peaks (Kirkeby and Nelson 1998, 1999, Kirkeby
et al. 1998, 1999, Norcross et al. 2006). Norcross et al. (2004b) showed by comparative
listening experiments that only meticulously implemented inversion algorithms actually
allow for the intended equalization while not introducing audible artifacts. The results
of Norcross et al. further indicate that complex third-octave wide spectral smoothing
prior to the inversion tends to reduce the audibility of artifacts, while for the test set not
degrading the equalization result (cf. Norcross et al. 2002, 2003a,b). In addition, complex
third-octave wide spectral smoothing temporally broadens the IR less than regularization
(Norcross et al. 2004b). Recent tendencies aim at adapting the inversion to the audio
signal to be processed (Norcross et al. 2005). In this case, computational complexity may
become an important design criterion (Irisawa et al. 1998, Mouchtaris et al. 1999, 2000).
As a complex spectral smoothing approach adapted to the human hearing system, the
AAS proposed in section 5.1.5 represents a perceptually motivated alternative to the
physically motivated third-octave wide smoothing (Völk et al. 2011a). For that reason,
AAS in combination with high- and low-pass filtering applied to the BS equalization
target represents the preferable approach to BS equalization filter design.
5.2.4 Nonindividual Headphone Transfer Functions
The theoretically correct approach to BS is, according to chapter 4, individual synthesis,
indicated by the superscript ind. In case individual recording or individual equalization
is not desired or possible, completely or partially nonindividual procedures can be used
(cf. definition 27). Regarding the equalization filter design, it is further possible to take
into account only the magnitude spectrum of the individual equalization target, given
by the inverted non-equalized BS situation TFs (cf. equation 4.43). This procedure is
referred to as individual magnitude equalization (superscript ind,abs). With the realvalued parameterization factor cp , linear phase individual magnitude equalization filters
can be obtained based on equation 4.43 by
− j2πcp f /fs
Hind,abs
(xhphptf , xmichptf ) = Hind
.
eq
eq (xhphptf , xmichptf ) e

(5.22)

Nonindividual magnitude equalization (superscript nind,abs) is defined in an analogous
manner based on a nonindividual equalization filter target.
Human outer ear TFs show extreme values at frequencies typical for the specific subject
(Mehrgardt and Mellert 1977). Consequently, averaging different individual equalization
targets results in a loss of individual characteristics. However, if the average is computed
with the aim of providing a BS equalization target which can improve the synthesis for
arbitrary subjects, it is intended to include only the transfer characteristics common to
most subjects. Regarding the procedure, it is important not to carry out the HPTF
averaging in the time domain since different head and ear geometries may result in different
first wave front arrival times, deteriorating time domain averaging, especially at high
frequencies (Møller 1992). Therefore, typical filter design methods are based on averaging
the individual magnitude spectra and combining the results either with a linear phase
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response or with the separately averaged phase data. Linear phase average magnitude
equalization filter design (superscript avg,abs) based on averaging different individual
magnitude spectra (superscript avg) is formulated independent of a specific procedure by
Havg,abs
(xhphptf , xmichptf ) = Hind
eq
eq (xhphptf , xmichptf )

avg

e− j2πcp f /fs .

(5.23)

For every equalization target, the resulting filters must be processed further by regularization or smoothing according to section 5.2.3 if the resulting dynamic range exceeds
the dynamic range of the BS system. In the following, the consequences of nonindividual
equalization procedures on the BS results are discussed for filter design based on probe
microphone, AH, and blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs separately. For the interpretation of probe and miniature microphone measurements, possibly occurring microphone
position variability must be taken into account (cf. sections 5.1.4 and 5.2.2).
Probe Microphone Headphone Transfer Functions Pralong and Carlile (1996) studied
inter-individual differences in the magnitude spectra of probe microphone HPTFs51 ,
finding the “variability in the transfer functions was considerable for frequencies above
6 kHz [ . . . ]. In particular, the frequency and depth of the first spectral notch varied between
7.5 and 11 kHz and -15 and -40 dB, respectively. There were also considerable individual
differences in the amplitude and the center frequency of the high-frequency gain features.”
The corresponding inter-individual standard deviation reaches maxima of 10 dB between
2 and 3 kHz and exceeds 15 dB between 5 and 10 kHz. Pralong and Carlile concluded that
individual equalization is required for BS implemented using probe microphone HPTFs,
supported by measurements of Wightman and Kistler (2005)52 and listening experiments
of Kim and Choi (2005)53 , which reveal increased and thereby more correct horizontal
plane externalization for individual versus no equalization.
Artificial Head Headphone Transfer Functions Kulkarni and Colburn (2000) studied
the reproducibility of AH HPTFs54 and assumed, based on their findings, an equalization
target derived by averaging the results of multiple measurements, possibly on more than
one subject, to be more useful in practical applications than an individual equalization
target. According to Kulkarni and Colburn, an equalization filter based on a single
measurement may not serve its purpose when the HPs are repositioned and introduce
distortion. Using static BS systems with different HPs55 , implemented based on individual
probe microphone recording at the eardrums, Yoshida et al. (2007) found in listening
experiments an increased number of erroneous in-the-head localizations with equalization
filters designed based on AH HPTFs compared to equalization filters designed based on
individual probe microphone HPTFs. However, the amount of horizontal localization
errors was reduced compared to the non-equalized situation for both equalization methods.
51

Sennheiser 250 Linear headphones, ten subjects
Beyerdynamic DT 990 headphones, five subjects
53 Sennheiser HD 600 headphones, static binaural synthesis
54 Sennheiser HD 520, KEMAR artificial head
55 Sony MDR-ED 238, Sony MDR-E 737, Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones
52
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In general, apart from differences in material properties, an AH may be regarded
as a specific individual head. This holds especially true for blocked auditory canal
entrance measurements since in this case the eardrum impedance does not influence
the measurement results. Compared to nonindividual human head probe microphone
measurements, it is further advantageous to be able to use measurement microphone
capsules at the eardrum positions of AHs, enabling measurement results with increased
signal to noise ratio and more realistic points of measurement in the auditory canals.
Blocked Auditory Canal Headphone Transfer Functions Møller et al. (1995a) measured
the blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs of 14 HP specimens56 on 40 human subjects.
The resulting magnitude spectra show inter-individual fluctuations of some 2 dB at low
frequencies and up to 15 dB at high frequencies, primarily caused by resonances with
individually different magnitude and frequency. Møller et al. conclude by inspecting the
results that individual equalization is preferable because of the inter-individual differences,
while average equalization may be acceptable, too. These conclusions are, however, not
verified by Møller et al. (1995a). Aiming at verifying the aforementioned statement,
providing group delay data in addition, and making data for additional HPs available,
the inter-individual variability of the transfer characteristics of three circum-aural HP
specimens57 is addressed in the following, along with the equalization achievable with
different equalization filter design approaches. For each of 20 subjects, 50 HPTFs per
specimen were measured58 , according to equation 4.27, with intermediate HP repositioning.
The individual transfer characteristics were computed by averaging magnitude spectra
and group delays separately. This analysis based on the auditory-adapted transfer
characteristics is justified according to section 2.4 by the AAA spectrograms of the HPTFs.
Figure 4.3, showing the AAA spectrogram representing HP specimen a), suggests primarily
spectral effectiveness of the HPTF, which holds true also for the AAA spectrograms of
specimens b) and c). Figure 5.8 shows the individual blocked auditory canal entrance
HP transfer characteristics (gray) and their arithmetic mean values (black), each row
representing one HP specimen.
Regarding the magnitude spectra, the results of figure 5.8 confirm the data of Møller
et al. (1995a) qualitatively by also showing a global variability increase over frequency and
extreme values at individually different frequencies with varying magnitudes. All three
specimens show group delay characteristics with a prominent global maximum at the lower
limit of the HP transmission bandwidth, and with local extreme values corresponding to
dips of the magnitude spectra. The inter-individual group delay variability also increases
towards higher frequencies, with maxima roughly corresponding to dips of the magnitude
spectrum. In order to address the variability not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively,
figure 5.9 shows the inter-individual variability statistics corresponding to the transfer
characteristics shown by figure 5.8, computed according to section 2.4.
56

Sony MDR-102, Jecklin float model two, Beyerdynamic DT 770, Beyerdynamic DT 990, Stax SR λ
pro, Sennheiser 250 Linear, Sennheiser HD 420 SL, Sennheiser HD 540 reference, Sennheiser HD 560
ovation, AKG Acoustics K 240 DF, AKG Acoustics K 500, AKG Acoustics K 1000
57 a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW, c) Sennheiser HD 650
58 Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 electret microphones in amplifier configuration mounted in foam earplugs
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Figure 5.8: Human head blocked auditory canal transfer characteristics of three circumaural headphones (a, b, c). Individual averages of 50 measurements with headphone
repositioning for 20 subjects (gray contours) and inter-individual average (black contours).

The blocked auditory canal entrance HPTF magnitude spectrum variability characteristics
depicted by the left column of figure 5.9 confirm the results reported by Møller et al.
(1995a) quantitatively. All magnitude variability characteristics show a rather constant
low-frequency region with variability values up to 1 dB, dependent on the respective HP
specimen. At higher frequencies, the magnitude spectrum variability values increase up
to more than 10 dB, with maxima at frequencies corresponding to extreme values of the
magnitude spectra. The group delay variability proceeds structurally comparable to the
magnitude spectrum variability, apart from a steep variability increase towards the lower
limit of the audible frequency range and from a smaller nearly frequency independent
region. The tendency for HP specimen c) to exhibit higher magnitude spectrum variability
values in the frequency independent region than the other specimens, discovered in the HP
position reproducibility shown by figure 5.5, is visible also in the inter-individual variability
shown by figure 5.9. Overall, specimen c) provides the least group delay variability of the
three specimens, at the expense of some ±0.5 dB enlarged magnitude spectrum variability.
The effort of implementing BS varies depending on the selected equalization method.
In order to provide a basis for comparing effort and achievable results, the performance
of the theoretically suboptimal methods individual magnitude equalization according to
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Figure 5.9: Inter-individual variability of the blocked auditory canal transfer characteristics of three circum-aural headphones (a, b, c). Data from 20 subjects individually
averaged over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.

equation 5.22 and average magnitude equalization according to equation 5.23 is addressed
by the example of HP specimen b)59 . Figure 5.10 shows individual blocked auditory
canal entrance HP transfer characteristics, indicated by the gray contours, which are each
computed by intra-individually averaging the magnitude spectra and group delays of 50
HPTFs measured with HP repositioning. The corresponding inter-individual averages
are indicated by the black contours. In the first row the blocked auditory canal entrance
HP transfer characteristics without equalization for 20 randomly selected human subjects
(training set) are redrawn from figure 5.8 b). Based on these HPTFs, average magnitude
equalization filters were designed according to equation 5.23 with directly using the
blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs according to equation 4.27 as the equalization
targets. This condition is formulated based on equation 5.23 by setting
ind,h,b
Hind
eq (xhphptf , xmichptf ) = Hhptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ).

(5.24)

These equalization targets are invalid targets for BS. However, the evaluation by HPTF
measurement results for these targets in frequency independent magnitude spectra if
59

Stax λ pro NEW, individual data averaged over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning
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Figure 5.10: Blocked auditory canal human head transfer characteristics of a circumaural headphone (b) with different equalization conditions (cf. inserts). Individual averages
of magnitude and group delay over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning (gray
contours) and inter-individual averages (black contours).

the equalization succeeds, simplifying the comparison of the approaches. Evaluating the
average magnitude equalization according to equations 5.23 and 5.24 for ten subjects
selected randomly from the training set and for ten others (test set) results in the data
shown in the second row. Separate evaluations of the training and test sets revealed
negligible differences to the overall results and are therefore not depicted. The third row
represents the HP transfer characteristics measured with individual magnitude equalization
according to equations 5.22 and 5.24 for ten randomly selected subjects.
Individual and average magnitude equalization increase the frequency independence of
the blocked auditory canal entrance HPTF magnitude spectrum on average, while not
substantially altering the group delay characteristics. Comparing the average magnitude
equalization results in the middle row to the individual magnitude equalization results
in the lower row reveals the effect of the individually different extreme values. Both
equalization methods reduce, for most subjects, the depth of the resonances, while it is by
definition impossible to achieve completely correct individual equalization with average
magnitude equalization. However, also the individual magnitude equalization implemented
here does not provide a perfect individual equalization. For some subjects, resonances are
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Figure 5.11: Variability of the blocked auditory canal human head transfer characteristics
of a circum-aural headphone (b) with different equalization conditions (cf. inserts).
Individual data averaged over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.

overcompensated, resulting in narrow peaks and dips in the equalized magnitude spectra.
The overcompensation can be reduced by iterative equalization procedures, which are not
addressed in detail here (cf. Kim and Choi 2005).
In summary, the individual magnitude equalization according to equation 5.22 provides
for all subjects a wide frequency independent magnitude spectrum range, while introducing
narrowband artifacts for some subjects. The average magnitude equalization according
to equation 5.23 enables a comparable average magnitude spectrum, while for most
subjects a smaller frequency independent magnitude spectrum region and more pronounced
extreme values occur. As intended, the group delay structure is preserved by both
magnitude equalization approaches. In order to address the variability of the data
depicted by figure 5.10 quantitatively, the corresponding inter-individual variability values
are illustrated by figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11 proves that the inter-individual magnitude spectrum variability is reduced by
the average and especially by the individual magnitude equalization, while the group delay
variability is slightly increased globally, without changing its structure. The approximately
constant frequency range of the magnitude spectrum variability is widened by the individual
magnitude equalization, in contrast to the average magnitude equalization.
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5.2.5 Headphone Production Spread
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Wightman and Kistler (2005) found considerable differences between the magnitude spectra
of probe microphone HPTFs of five specimens of the same circum-aural HP model60
measured on the same listener. Based on these results, Wightman and Kistler postulated
the need of designing BS equalization filters for the HP specimen actually used. In order
to verify Wightman and Kistler’s postulation, AH HPTFs of two specimens of each of
two circum-aural HP models61 were measured. Figure 5.12 shows the maxima of the
deviations within the models, based on HPTFs averaged over 50 measurements with HP
repositioning. The results were computed by taking, for each model, the differences of the
magnitude spectra and group delays between the two HP specimens. The procedure was
carried out separately for the left and right capsules, resulting in two sets of deviations
(left and right) per model. Since two models were taken into account, the maxima shown
by figure 5.12 were computed over four sets of deviations.
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Figure 5.12: Maximum variability of the artificial head transfer characteristics of different
specimens of the same circum-aural headphone model for two models. Data of each
specimen averaged over 50 measurements with headphone repositioning.

In line with Wightman and Kistler (2005), the results shown by figure 5.12 indicate average
intra-model differences of the HP transfer characteristics for the specimens studied in the
range of the inter-individual variability. This finding may be interpreted in that measuring
the BS equalization target with the HP specimen actually used can be considered as
important as an individual equalization target. Based on the variability characteristics
discussed in the present section, in addition to the inter-model differences of the transfer
characteristics, inter-model differences of the reproducibility of the transfer characteristics
were addressed. Regarding HP repositioning, the specimens of the same models provide
qualitatively and quantitatively comparable reproducibility values (cf. section 5.2.1).

5.3 Headphone Selection for Blocked Auditory Canal Recording
Equations 4.53 and 4.71 in chapter 4 may be interpreted in that BS with blocked auditory
canal entrance recording and blocked auditory canal entrance HPTF based equalization
60
61

Beyerdynamic DT 990
Sennheiser HD 800, Sennheiser HD 650; two models were included to increase the representativeness
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possibly results in erroneous ear signals. It is shown in chapter 4 that the amount of error
may be influenced by the specific HP model used. In section 5.4, perceptual consequences
of the errors occurring when using inappropriate HPs are proven to be not compensable
by level correction. For that reason, in this section the question is addressed whether
HPs can be found that allow for the resulting ear signals to equal those of the reference
scene. Appropriate HPs in this context preserve according to equations 4.53 and 4.71 the
sound pressure transfer between the blocked auditory canal entrances and the eardrums.
As a result, the blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion (HPSC) is proposed,
allowing the AH verification of the applicability of specific HPs for BS with blocked
auditory canal entrance recording. The HPSC evaluates the applicability of HPs for BS
with blocked auditory canal entrance recording, while other HP characteristics as for
example the amount of nonlinear distortion or the human head transfer characteristics,
important in conventional HP listening, are not addressed. For that reason, the HPSC
provides no indication of the quality of HPs regarding conventional HP reproduction.
Based on a discussion of the existing approach of addressing the suitability of HPs for
BS (Møller 1992), the HPSC is introduced and verified considering its implications on
the overall BS TF. The HPSC is evaluated for two exemplary and randomly selected HP
specimens, which are not representative of the respective HP models (cf. Völk 2012a).
5.3.1 Previous Headphone Selection Approach
Møller (1992) modeled the auditory canal by a transmission line, for a point source in
the free field fully described by the open-circuit pressure spectrum P2 and the radiation
impedance Zra at the canal entrance. The pressure spectrum P3 at the entrance is given
using Thévenin’s theorem (von Helmholtz 1853, Johnson 2003) to
P3 /P2 = Zec / (Zec + Zra ) ,

(5.25)

splitting up the open-circuit pressure between the radiation impedance and the auditory
canal impedance Zec . The transmission line model holds true for frequencies below some
10 kHz. In order to determine the open circuit-pressure, Møller used blocked auditory
canal entrance miniature microphone measurement. For acquiring the pressure at the
open entrance, he proposed probe microphone measurement, accepting the reduced signal
to noise ratio compared to miniature microphones, which disturb the sound field in the
auditory canal more. Assuming Zra to be independent of the source position, the TF
from the point source spectrum P1 to the eardrum spectrum P4 is split in partial TFs by
P4 /P1 = P4 /P3 · P3 /P2 · P2 /P1 .

(5.26)

For HP reproduction, Møller split up the transmission from the HP input voltage
spectrum Uhp to the eardrum pressure spectrum P7 using the pressure spectrum P6 at
the entrance to the auditory canal and its open-circuit counterpart P5 by
P7 /Uhp = P7 /P6 · P6 /P5 · P5 /Uhp .

(5.27)
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The transmission from P5 to P6 is given based on the transmission line model using Zhp ,
the radiation impedance at the entrance to the auditory canal for HP playback, by
P6 /P5 = Zec / (Zec + Zhp ) .

(5.28)

Zhp is influenced by the characteristics of the volume enclosed by the HP and its mechanical
and electrical subsystems. The transmission line model suggests identical transmission
from the canal entrance to the eardrum for free-field and HP listening, formulated by
P7 /P6 = P4 /P3 .

(5.29)

The relation of equations 5.25 and 5.28, describing the transfer between the sound pressure
at the entrance to the auditory canal and its open-circuit counterpart, is given by
(P3 /P2 ) / (P6 /P5 ) = (Zec + Zhp ) / (Zec + Zra ) .

(5.30)

This ratio was later (Møller et al. 1995a) referred to as pressure division ratio (PDR). The
PDR is approximately one if Zhp ≈ Zra holds true, that is if the HPs do not remarkably
alter the radiation impedance, or if Zec  Zhp and Zec  Zra are fulfilled, meaning no
load of Zra exists. According to Møller (1992), the latter holds true for frequencies below
about 1 kHz. If the PDR approximately equals one, equation 5.30 can be simplified to
P3 /P2 ≈ P6 /P5 .

(5.31)

HPs fulfilling equation 5.31 were referred to as open headphones by Møller (1992). Later
(Møller et al. 1995a) the term free-air equivalent coupling to the ear (FEC) was introduced.
Møller (1992) concluded, based on equations 5.29 and 5.30, that for correct BS with
blocked auditory canal entrance recording using a miniature microphone described by the
TF M1 = UM /PM , a correction filter showing the TF
GC =

P4 /P3 P3 /P2
1
Zec + Zhp
1
=
P7 /P6 P6 /P5 M1 P5 /Uhp
Zec + Zra M1 P5 /Uhp

(5.32)

is required. He stated that the “equalizing filter should include extra terms, if recording is
made outside a blocked ear canal [ . . . ]. The extra terms are not required, when an open
headphone is used [ . . . ].” This quote shows that Møller assumed the PDR defined by
equation 5.30 can be equalized for non FEC HPs. This assumption is not necessarily true
because Zhp includes the transfer characteristics of the volume enclosed by the HP and
the mechanical and electrical HP subsystems. Consequently, resonances in the HP-head
system may affect or prevent equalization (Groh 1974, Cox and D’Antonio 1997).
Measurement Procedure In order to determine PDRs with the motivation of addressing
the FEC compliance of different HP models, Møller et al. (1995a) recorded the IRs
representing the transfer paths from the input voltage spectrum Uls of an LS to the
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pressure spectra P5' and P6' at probe microphones with the TFs M2 . These IRs are
transformed to the corresponding TFs
H5 = P5' /Uls = (P5 M2 ) /Uls

and H6 = P6' /Uls = (P6 M2 ) /Uls .

(5.33)

Møller et al. (1995a) reported that even though “efforts were undertaken [ . . . ], a small leak
could arise between the headphone cushion and the head surface [ . . . , and the ] presence
of the probe tube could also cause minor changes in the position and orientation of the
headphone capsule”. For these reasons, the same probe microphone was employed for both
measurements, assuming “this way the capsule displacement and the leak would have the
same influence on P5 and P6 , and the influence on the pressure division was eliminated.”
In addition, the measurement sequence was selected carefully, first recording P5 with the
probe microphone in front of the blocked auditory canal entrance, then removing the
earplug with “as little disturbance of the probe microphone as possible”, and recording P6
afterwards. Based on the results and the free-field pressure divisions P3 /P2 reported for
the same subjects and the same equipment by Møller et al. (1995b), Møller et al. (1995a)
computed according to equation 5.30 the PDRs
(P3 /P2 ) (H5 /H6 ) = (P3 /P2 ) / (P5 /P6 ) .

(5.34)

Møller et al. (1995a) stated that “small changes in microphone and headphone positions
between measurements with open and blocked ear canals and between free-air and headphone
measurements [ . . . ] make[s ] PDRs unreliable above approximately 7 kHz and thus they are
not reported”. However, Møller et al. addressed the question whether specific HPs show
FEC characteristics based on the PDRs, neglecting spectral contributions above 7 kHz.
Shortcomings of the Approach Based on a transmission line model, the procedure
proposed by Møller (1992) is in principle valid only if the wavelength is large compared
to the auditory canal diameter. Møller assumed for typical parameters an upper limiting
frequency of approximately 10 kHz. Above this frequency, equal sound pressure transfer
from the auditory canal entrance to the eardrum in the HP and free-field situations is not
necessarily given. For measuring the PDR, probe microphones are used, showing reduced
signal to noise ratio compared to miniature microphones (Møller et al. 1995a). Further,
Møller’s procedure requires the assumption of Zra to be independent of the source position,
which is not necessarily fulfilled (Hammershøi and Møller 1996a,b). However, the most
significant shortcoming is of a procedural nature: Assuming the influences of the probe
microphones on the HPTFs during the measurements of P5 and P6 with intermediate HP
repositioning and earplug removal remain constant and therefore cancel each other when
computing the PDR is questionable. Comparable reproducibility issues evolve regarding
the probe microphone tube tip positions during the measurements of P5 and P6 . These
procedural shortcomings are especially likely to result in high frequency errors, while
probably also causing leakage effects at the lower limit of the HP transmission bandwidth.
Questioning the validity of the results especially at high frequencies is supported by the
decision of Møller et al. (1995b) not to report the PDRs at frequencies above 7 kHz.
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The limitation of correct BS to the audible frequency range below 7 kHz is auditory
relevant, especially considering the relevance of high frequency information for elevation
localization (Asano et al. 1990, Middlebrooks and Green 1991, Wightman and Kistler
1997) and sharpness perception (von Bismarck 1971, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 239–241).
Additionally, the sharpness is considered a major influence factor on auditory pleasantness
(Aures 1984) and timbre (von Bismarck 1974). Therefore, a selection criterion covering
the full audible frequency range is introduced and verified in the remainder of this section.
5.3.2 Headphone Selection Criterion
Based on the BS theory introduced in chapter 4, the requirements for HPs to be appropriate for BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording and equalization based on
blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs without further equalization can be derived from
equation 4.53. Mathematically, for appropriate HPs, the TFs
Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Hind
pm

,pe ,ls (xmrec )
b
ind,h
Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

(5.35)

must frequency independently equal one. This requirement is defined as the blocked
auditory canal headphone selection criterion (HPSC) here (subscript hpsc, cf. Völk 2010a,
2012a), formulated using equations 4.52 and 4.25 by
Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )

Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

·

Hind,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

!

= 1.

(5.36)

Equation 5.36 may be interpreted as follows: The relations of the sound pressure spectra
at the eardrums to the sound pressure spectra at the entrances of the blocked auditory
canals, according to chapter 4 referred to as the blocking factors, have to be identical for
LS and HP reproduction. The theoretical optimum of equality is not reached by most
measurement setups and HPs. Hence, application specific acceptability limits must be
imposed. Further, the HPSC is valid only at frequencies where the LS provides sufficient
energy for the measurements not to be disturbed by noise.
The LS and HP situations differ in the active sound source and in the fact that HPs
are present in the HP playback and HPTF measurement situations, in contrast to the
LS based recording situation and reference scene. Differences in the blocking factors for
LS and HP reproduction may be due either to the different sources or to the mere HP
presence. The contribution of the sources may be isolated by considering BS with the HP
reference scene given by definition 30 (for the associated system theory cf. appendix C).
Definition 30 (Headphone Reference Scene for Binaural Synthesis)
The headphone reference scene for binaural synthesis consists of a subject wearing
inactive headphones listening to a loudspeaker in a reverberant listening environment.
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Using BS with HP reference scene, the blocking factors in the HP and LS situations are
identical apart from the active sound sources. Therefore, the HPSC with HP reference
scene predicts the sound source influence (indicated by the additional subscript s), and
can be formulated assuming identical HP positions xhpref = xhprec in the HP reference
scene and the recording situation by
Hind,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

=

Hind,h
pm ,pe ,ls (xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )
b

Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

=

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
ind,b,h
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

·

Hind,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(5.37)

.

Combining the data acquired by the blocked auditory canal HP selection criteria with
and without HPs, it is possible to isolate the contribution of the mere HP presence.
Mathematically, the influence of the HP presence (additional subscript p) is given using
equations 5.35 and 5.37 by
Hind,h
hpsc,p (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

.

(5.38)

5.3.3 Artificial Head Approximation
Equation 5.36 reveals that the evaluation of the HPSC with human heads involves ear
signal measurements, which are in general not perfectly correct because an ear signal
measurement in a strict sense would require acquiring the sound pressure detected by
the eardrum (cf. section 5.1.4). However, the HPSC may be evaluated without loss of
generality using an AH since the blocking factors are addressed, representing HP properties
which are independent of the specific evaluation head (cf. section 5.3.4). If the AH is
designed to allow for positioning the microphones reproducibly at the blocked auditory
canal entrances and at the eardrum positions, equation 5.35 can be simplified to
Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
=

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )

Hah,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

=

·

Hah
pm

,pahme ,ls (xmrec )
b
ah,h
Hpm ,pahm ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
e
b

Hah,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

(5.39)

!

= 1.

Based on equations 4.15, 4.17, 4.27, and 4.29, it is possible to rewrite equation 5.39 in a
practically more applicable way, solely dependent on HP and recording situation TFs, by
Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref )

Hah,b
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )

·

Hah,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhpplay )

.

(5.40)
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In this form, for evaluating the suitability of HPs for BS with blocked auditory canal
recording, the HPSC requires four measurements on an AH that enables positioning
a microphone reproducibly at the eardrum position and at the blocked auditory canal
entrance. Exemplary HPSC transfer characteristics acquired according to equation 5.40
using an AH as described above62 are depicted in figure 5.13, where HP specimen a) is
indicated by the black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours.
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Figure 5.13: Blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion evaluated for two
different headphone specimens on an artificial head. Specimen a) is indicated by the
black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours.

Figure 5.13 reveals frequency dependence of the HPSC magnitude spectrum and group
delay for both HP specimens. While the magnitude spectrum of specimen a), indicated by
the black contour, proceeds independent of frequency within ±3 dB, the HPSC magnitude
spectrum of specimen b) exhibits spectral peaks exceeding 15 dB in the frequency range
above about 5 kHz. Since the HPSC magnitude spectra are comparable in the frequency
range below some 3 kHz, the frequency dependencies in this range are likely caused by the
measurement setup itself. The HPSC group delays are, apart from the procedural effects,
approximately frequency independent. Overall, specimen a) is indicated more appropriate
for BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording by the HPSC.
Analogue to equation 5.39, the HPSC with HP reference scene given by equation 5.38
can be adapted to the AH case. Assuming identical HP positions xhpref = xhprec in the
HP reference scene and the recording situation, the HPSC is therefore given by
Hah,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

=

Hah,h
pm ,pahm
b

Hah,h
pm ,pahm
b

=

=
62
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·

Hah,h
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·

Hah,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
Hah,b,h
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

e ,ls

e ,hp

(xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )

(xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

Hah,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )
Hah,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhpplay )

(5.41)

.

a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW headphones, Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker
O 98, custom-made artificial head AHc
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The influences of the HP presence on the HPSC are given for the AH scenario analogously
to the corresponding human head situation (equation 5.38) by
Hah,h
hpsc,p (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

.

(5.42)
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Figure 5.14 shows the transfer characteristics describing the AH approximation of the
HPSC with the HP reference scene according to equation 5.41, that is in other words
purely the source effect. HP specimen a) is indicated by the black contours, HP specimen
b) by the gray contours63 .
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Figure 5.14: Blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion with headphone
reference evaluated for two different headphone specimens on an artificial head. Specimen
a) is indicated by the black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours.

The results shown by figure 5.14 are qualitatively and quantitatively comparable to
those given by figure 5.13. Consequently, for the HP specimens under consideration, the
source effect represents the major influence factor on the artifacts occurring especially for
specimen b). Therefore, specimen b) is assumed less suited for BS with blocked auditory
canal entrance recording than specimen a). The validity of this prognosis is verified by
means of loudness comparisons in section 5.4 (cf. Völk et al. 2011d, Völk and Fastl 2011a).
5.3.4 Stability, Repeatability, and Hardware Influences
In order to address the repeatability of the HPSC, seven measurements according to
equation 5.40 were carried out with the same hardware configuration64 , but using different
LS positions. Therefore, a possible influence of the sound incidence direction would be
included in the results in addition to the variability representing the HPSC repeatability.
Figure 5.15 shows the transfer characteristics describing each HPSC measurement, indicated by the gray contours, and the arithmetic mean values of magnitude spectra and
group delays, represented by the black contours.
63

a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW headphones, Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker
O 98, custom-made artificial head AHc
64 Stax λ pro NEW headphones, Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 200, custom-made
artificial head AHc
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Figure 5.15: Blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion evaluated for headphone specimen b) on an artificial head. The results are shown for different sound
incidence directions (gray contours) and on average (black contours).
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The results depicted by figure 5.15 reveal the existence of the prominent spectral characteristics in all measurement results, but at slightly different resonant frequencies. Therefore,
the amount of the extreme values is somewhat reduced on average, compared to the
single measurements. However, an approximate prognosis of the average characteristics
from a single measurement is assumed valid based on HPSC measurements according to
equation 5.40 for magnitude spectra and group delays. It can be concluded that possibly
occurring influences of the sound incidence direction and the reproducibility of the HPSC
lie within the accuracy of the prototypical measurement system employed.
Figure 5.16 shows the transfer characteristics of the AH HPSC according to equation 5.40,
measured in a different room and with a different LS65 compared to figure 5.13. In order
to isolate the influence of the specific measurement situation, the same HPs were used.
The similarity of figures 5.13 and 5.16 confirms the constancy of the global transfer
characteristics in different reverberant laboratories and with different LSs. Therefore, the
HPSC is considered independent of the measurement situation.
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Figure 5.16: Blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion evaluated for two
different headphone specimens on an artificial head. Specimen a) is indicated by the
black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours. The loudspeaker and the reproduction
room are different from figure 5.13.
65

a) Sennheiser HD 800, b) Stax λ pro NEW headphones, Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker
O 200, custom-made artificial head AHc
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5.3.5 Relation to the Binaural Synthesis Quality Criterion
Comparing the HPSC defined by equation 5.39 and the overall BS error for blocked
auditory canal recording given by the binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC) in
equation 4.81, it is possible to identify contributions to the overall BS error not covered
by the HPSC. The remaining error (subscript rem) can be formulated by
Hah
rem (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah
bsqc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

.

(5.43)
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Figure 5.17 shows the transfer characteristics representing the remaining error according
to equation 5.43 for the exemplary situation also described by figure 5.13. Headphone
specimen a) is indicated by the black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours.
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Figure 5.17: Relation of the blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion to
the blocked auditory canal binaural synthesis quality criterion. Headphone specimen a)
is indicated by the black contours, specimen b) by the gray contours.

Remaining errors occur for both HP specimens in magnitude spectrum and group delay
only at the lower limit of the audible frequency range. These deviations are attributed
to a combination of the equalization filter design restrictions (cf. section 5.2.3) and the
limited transmission bandwidth of the HPs and LSs, visible also in the BS TF shown by
figure 4.8. Consequently, the errors predicted by the HPSC are confirmed by figure 5.17
to represent the overall BS error for both HP specimens.
In summary, the HPSC proposed is able to predict, based on four AH TF measurements, the suitability of HPs for BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording and
equalization based on blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs. Speaking descriptively,
the HPSC checks for the validity of assumption 7. It verifies whether the TFs connecting
the sound pressure spectra at the blocked auditory canal entrances and at the eardrums,
the so-called blocking factors, are identical for HP playback and for LS playback without
HPs. Using an AH that enables the repeatable positioning of microphones at the eardrum
positions and at the entrances of the blocked auditory canals, the procedure provides
valid results in the full audible frequency range. The method proposed for predicting
the suitability of HPs for BS with blocked auditory canal entrance recording by Møller
(1992) provides valid results only in the frequency range below 7 kHz, primarily due to
procedural shortcomings (cf. section 5.3.1 and Møller et al. 1995a).
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5.4 The Auditory Canal Sound Pressure in Headphone Reproduction
For BS with HP playback, claiming identical ear signals in the reference scene and the
playback situation may, contradicting assumption 2, not be sufficient to ensure identical
hearing sensations: Some authors find remarkable sound pressure level differences in
the auditory canals at equal loudness for LS versus HP reproduction (e. g. Fastl et al.
1985). This circumstance is according to Munson and Wiener (1952) and Rudmose (1982)
referred to as the case of the missing 6 dB. Theile (1985, 1986) labels the suprathreshold
effect discussed here sound level loudness divergence effect (SLD-effect) to emphasize
the difference to a similar phenomenon observed near the threshold of hearing that can
be attributed to physiological noise (Rudmose 1982, Theile 1985). In this chapter, the
label the case of the missing 6 dB is used according to Rudmose (1982) since a distinction
between threshold and suprathreshold effects is not required.
Based on the binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC) introduced by equation 4.81,
figure 4.8 shows that BS, correctly implemented using conventional AH recording and
conventional AH HPTFs, provides the AH reference scene TFs within the accuracy of
the verification procedure. Consequently, identical sound pressure levels occur in the
auditory canals for the LS reproduction of the reference scene and the HP reproduction
in the playback situation. Regarding BS implemented based on blocked auditory canal
entrance AH recording and HPTFs, the BSQC evaluation shown by figure 4.9 indicates
influences of the HP specimens, which are also predicted by the blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion (HPSC) introduced in section 5.3. However, HPs can be
found that allow for approximately frequency independent TFs of BS with blocked auditory
canal entrance AH recording and HPTFs (cf. black contours in figure 4.9). Comparable
verification measurements with human heads are virtually impossible since the sound
pressure distribution across the eardrum is difficult to capture (cf. section 5.1.4). However,
human head verification is desired to address whether the HPSC and the BSQC are
appropriate not only for the AH situation, but also for BS with human head playback.
Consequently, LTFs according to definition 5 are employed as a verification tool, in that
the loudness elicited by a binaurally synthesized LS is adjusted to the loudness of the
corresponding real counterpart by Békésy-Tracking (cf. section 2.5). Thereby, the loudness
at approximately the same sound pressure level in the auditory canal is compared for
LS and HP playback since BS by definition aims at reproducing the reference scene ear
signals (cf. definition 2). This way, the ear signals are validated as the BS design goal, and
aspects of individual versus nonindividual recording and HPTF measurement, discussed
from a physical point of view in sections 5.1 and 5.2, are addressed perceptually.
The present section is structured as follows: After a review of the case of the missing
6 dB, the experimental setup and procedure are introduced. Subsequently, the results are
presented and discussed including the verification of BS for human head playback with
different equalization approaches, the justification of the ear signal recreation as a sufficient
basis for BS (assumption 2), and the explanation of the missing 6 dB. Concluding, the
results are summarized as a schematic working model of auditory localization and loudness
perception. This section can be regarded as a verification of the discussion of HP playback
in chapter 3 and of the theoretical BS aspects discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
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5.4.1 The Case of the Missing 6 dB
In Acoustic Measurements, Leo L. Beranek constituted supra-aural HPs to require 6 to
10 dB more level at the eardrums for eliciting the same loudness as a free sound field,
while the origin of this effect was largely unclear (Beranek 1949, pp. 730–731). The effect
occurs for threshold measurements (Sivian and White 1933), where it is usually referred
to as the difference between minimum audible field and minimum audible pressure, as
well as for suprathreshold loudness adjustments. While the differences at threshold can
be attributed to methodical shortcomings (Rudmose 1950, Killion 1978, Rudmose 1982),
the effect at suprathreshold levels persists (Fastl et al. 1985, Keidser et al. 2000).
In 1952, Munson and Wiener presented the article In Search of the Missing 6 Db,
reporting the effect especially at low frequencies for diotic HP presentation versus binaural
listening to an LS in the free sound field. A difference between the two playback methods
and therefore a possible reason for the unexpected deviation mentioned while not confirmed
by Munson and Wiener was the difference of the hearing sensation positions. The effect
was further observed in 1956 by Robinson and Dadson, when measuring equal loudness
contours, as well as by Weingartner (1972), Theile (1984, 1985, 1986), and Stoll and
Theile (1986). The latter authors found the deviations at frequencies below and above the
so-called presence region around 3 kHz, for diotic HP reproduction versus LS presentation
in the anechoic chamber, and to a lower extent also in the reverberant chamber.
According to Theile (1985) the effect is reduced for monaural versus binaural listening,
with a free-field reference to about half the level difference and with a diffuse-field reference
to almost zero, which is supported by the data of Bocker and Mrass (1959). In contrast,
Goossens et al. (2009) reported the extent of the effect for third-octave band noise
presented by an LS in the reverberant chamber to decay from about 6 dB for monaural
comparison to about 3 dB for diotic HP presentation versus binaural listening, and to
vanish for dichotic presentation of interaurally decorrelated noise or for an AH recording
of the sound field created by the LS. Goossens et al. further found a correlation between
the effect and the hearing sensation position in the HP condition: The effect occurs for
hearing sensation positions inside the head and decreases with increasing externalization.
Possible explanations for the effect are according to Rudmose (1982) structure-borne
sound transmission from the electroacoustic transducers to the subject’s chair, the LS
position, transducer distortions, and the procedure employed. Further, Rudmose realized
that for some subjects an LS close to one ear required more level for equal loudness than
a distant LS. In other words: The LS respectively the hearing sensation position may
influence the adjustment results. Zollner (1995) showed that adaptation and expectation
effects can influence the auditory localization process, loudness, and sound color. He
further confirmed possibly missing bone conduction components during HP listening not
to contribute to the effect of the missing 6 dB, as shown earlier by Genuit (1986).
Fastl et al. (1985) measured the differences ∆Lac = Lhpac − Llsac between the frequency
dependent auditory canal levels (subscript ac) of tones at equal loudness for binaural
listening to diotic HP presentation versus free-field LS playback at levels around 70 dB.
Figure 5.18 shows the quartiles of eight subjects’ results for two different HP models. The
filled circles indicate a closed HP model and the open squares an open HP model.
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Figure 5.18: Quartiles of the level differences in the auditory canal between equally
loud tones presented diotically by headphones
and by a loudspeaker at 3.5 m distance for
binaural listening in an anechoic chamber according to Fastl et al. (1985). Level at the
listening position approximately 70 dB SPL.
The filled circles indicate closed headphones,
the open squares open headphones.

Qualitatively well in line with the data of figure 5.18 and quantitatively more pronounced,
Keidser et al. (2000) found in the frequency range around 500 Hz, in both their own data
and a literature review, on average 8 dB more level necessary to elicit equal loudness in
HP versus LS playback, while Keidser et al. reported no level difference at equal loudness
in the frequency range around 3 kHz. These authors also mentioned the LS position as a
possible influence factor on the level difference, without validating this hypothesis.
5.4.2 Loudness Adjustment Experiment Setup

Decay time / s

The loudness adjustment experiments presented in this section were conducted in three
different rooms, two laboratories and an anechoic chamber with 250 Hz lower limiting
frequency. Figure 5.19 illustrates the corresponding reverberation times.
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Figure 5.19: Third-octave band reverberation times (early decay times according to
DIN EN ISO 3382 2000) of the rooms where
the loudness adjustments presented in this
section took place. Laboratory 1 (dimensions:
6.8 m×3.9 m×3.3 m) is indicated by white circles, laboratory 2 (6 m×3.5 m×3.3 m) by gray
squares, and the anechoic chamber (250 Hz
lower limiting frequency) by black diamonds.

As expected, the anechoic chamber (diamonds) shows almost no reverberation for frequencies above about 250 Hz. Laboratory 1 (circles) was designed to resemble a highly
damped living room and therefore provides a reverberation time on average below 200 ms,
globally increasing towards the lowest audible frequencies. Laboratory 2 (squares) is
a typical small laboratory room with a reverberation time of about 600 ms at low and
mid frequencies, decaying towards the upper limit of the audible frequency range. These
acoustic conditions were included to address differences between the LTFs acquired under
reverberant (laboratory 2), damped (laboratory 1), and anechoic conditions.
The static and dynamic BS systems employed were implemented, according to the
theory derived in chapters 4 and 5, based on blocked auditory canal entrance recordings
and HPTFs. All recordings and measurements were carried out with the same miniature
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microphones66 embedded in modified foam earplugs and inserted in the auditory canals so
that the canals were blocked and the microphones were positioned approximately 2 mm
inside the canal. The dynamic BS system67 was implemented with 1◦ grid resolution and
restricted to respond to rotational head movements in the horizontal plane (unrealistic
room-related binaural synthesis, cf. section 5.1.2). Therefore, a set of 360 BIRPs was
used, representing one rotation of the subject with the head fixed with regard to the other
body. Translational head movements induced no ear signal adaptation, in contrast to
real situations. However, it is shown below that this situation simulates the ear signals
occurring in a real scenario to a degree sufficient for the attempted loudness comparisons.
For the loudness adjustments, the tracking procedure introduced in section 2.5 was
used in combination with pure tone stimuli. The second sound of each pair, presented by
the BS, had to be adjusted to the same sound presented by the LS, which was calibrated
with broadband noise to about 58 dB SPL at the listening position. Traditionally, for a
perceptual verification of an HP based playback method, the subjects listen to the HPs,
take them off, listen to the corresponding reference scene, indicate their judgment, and put
the HPs back on before the next stimulus is presented (e. g. Zwicker and Maiwald 1963,
Fastl and Zwicker 1983, Menzel et al. 2011a). This procedure is demanding for the subjects
and inherently requires a temporal gap between the stimuli to be compared. To ease the
procedure, BS with HP reference was used, allowing for the direct comparison of the BS
situation and the reference scene by defining the reference scene for a listener wearing
inactive HPs (cf. definition 30; the system-theoretic basis is discussed in appendix C). As
a consequence, the binaurally synthesized and the reference scene require the listener to
wear HPs, and if the same HP specimen is used in the reference scene and for playback
of the BS results, the comparison must occur without taking off the HPs. Speaking
descriptively, the subjects listen to the real and to the binaurally synthesized LS with
the sound passing through inactive HPs. In the BS situation, the inactive (virtual) HPs
are implemented by recording the BIRPs for a listener wearing the inactive HPs, while
the HPs are active in the playback situation. The procedure further supports that the
subjects are not provided with a non-acoustic indication on whether they are listening
to an LS or the BS. This way cognitive, memory, learning, and expectation effects are
attempted to be stabilized between both playback methods (cf. section 3.2.1).
In the experimental room, a chair was positioned at 1.5 m distance in front of the LS.
This configuration was centered on the room midpoint, while care was taken not to position
the chair or the LS directly at the midpoint. In each experimental condition, the BIRPs
were recorded for a human listener seated in the chair and wearing the HPs later used to
play back the BS results. For the measurements as well as the listening experiments, an
optical position control based on the principle of a pinhole camera (Rayleigh 1891) was
used to adjust the chair so that the midpoint of the interaural axis (cf. definition 2) of
the subject seated in the chair was located horizontally and vertically with an accuracy
of ±3 cm on the LS radiation axis. No head fixation was applied, and the subjects were
allowed but not instructed to turn their heads freely. For the measurements, the chair was
66
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rotated around the midpoint of the interaural axis in angular steps of 6◦ . The intended
rotational center and the step size were controlled using the head-tracking system also
employed for implementing the dynamic BS68 . Each measurement could be started only
if the head position was correct with ±1 cm translational accuracy, ±0.5◦ horizontal
rotational accuracy, and if head nodding or tilting deviations from the horizontal plane
were below ±0.75◦ . Furthermore, after each measurement, the validity of the head position
and orientation was checked again. Invalid measurements were repeated until the head
position and orientation requirements were met. In a post-processing step, the horizontal
BIRP grid resolution was increased to 1◦ by a cubic spline interpolation of the time
aligned IRs independently for each side and subsequent reintroduction of the separately
interpolated original delays (cf. section 5.1.2).
5.4.3 Results of the Loudness Adjustment Experiments
In this section, the LTFs from a binaurally synthesized frontal LS to the corresponding real
reference scene LS acquired with eight normal hearing subjects are presented and discussed
for BS systems implemented based on blocked auditory canal entrance measurements with
different HPs, recording situations, and equalization methods. In this way, deviations
between reference scene and recording situation (section 5.1) as well as implications of
nonindividual HPTFs (section 5.2) are addressed perceptually. The order of presentation
is selected with the objective of being able to discuss each situation based on the preceding
data. For being acquired by listening experiments, the results must be interpreted taking
into account the accuracy of the procedure (section 2.5) and the HPTF reproducibility
(section 5.2). Therefore, in all figures of this section, median deviations exceeding the
methodical accuracy are highlighted by gray bars on the abscissae. During the experiments,
the HP specimens a) and b) were employed69 , and the respectively used specimen is
indicated along with the results. Since only one specimen per model was examined, the
results may not be representative of the corresponding HP model (cf. section 5.2.5).
Nonindividual Recording, Average Magnitude Equalization The dynamic BS system
for the first loudness adjustment experiment is implemented according to equation 4.53
based on nonindividual blocked auditory canal entrance recording and HPTFs with average
magnitude equalization, given by equation 5.23, using the filters discussed in section 5.2.4.
Equation 4.53 reveals three possible error sources for this configuration: the nonindividual
recording, the average magnitude equalization, and a remaining error term. Based on
the HPSC given by equation 5.35, the remaining error term is attributed to unsuited
HPs. For the HP specimens studied the AH HPSC is shown by figure 5.13, predicting
synthesis with HP specimen b) to result in ear signals with magnitude spectra erroneous
in the frequency range above some 5 kHz, while specimen a) is predicted to enable correct
BS within the HPSC accuracy. Taking into account the AH BSQC shown by figure 4.9
reveals the direction predicted for the effect since the magnitude spectrum represents the
68
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frequency dependent ear signal level difference ∆Le = Lrefe − Lbse expected to remain
between the reference scene and the BS. The maximum ∆Le in figure 4.9 is positive
predicting a higher level in the reference scene compared to the BS, suggesting the BS
provides too little energy at this frequency. Hence, to elicit the reference scene loudness,
the BS is expected to require higher level driving signals than the reference scene LS
in the frequency range of the ∆Le maximum, that is between 8 and 12 kHz. Since the
auditory canals of the AH used for the BSQC evaluation are smaller than average human
canals (cf. figure 4.5), the characteristic frequencies are expected lower for human heads.
Initially, keeping the synthesis with nonindividual recording and average magnitude
equalization constant while carrying out the experiment with different HP specimens, the
HP influence is studied. Figure 5.20 shows, for the synthesis of a frontally located LS in
reverberant laboratory 1 with specimen b), the quartiles of the individual LTFs, which
are according to definition 5 the level differences ∆Lin = Lbsin − Llsin between the input
signals of the binaurally synthesized and the corresponding real LS at equal loudness.
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Figure 5.20: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 1, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen b),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and average magnitude equalization. Median
deviations exceeding the methodical accuracy
are highlighted by gray bars on the abscissa.

The results suggest that the BS preserves the loudness of the reference scene LS well for
frequencies up to some 5 kHz, as predicted for the synthesis with HP specimen b) by the
AH HPSC shown by figure 5.13. In order to elicit the same loudness, the BS versus the
LS input level must be increased in the frequency range between 6 and 10 kHz by about
6 dB. At frequencies between 12 and 15 kHz, the median level difference decays to about
0 dB, while at the upper limit of the audible frequency range, higher levels up to 5 dB are
necessary for the BS to elicit the loudness of the LS. Based on the AH HPSC, a maximum
is expected in the frequency range around 10 kHz. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
assume the HP specimen contributes to the maximum between 6 and 10 kHz in figure 5.20.
The lower center frequency of about 7 kHz instead of 10 kHz can be attributed to the
geometric differences between the smaller AH and average human auditory canals.
Since the loudness of a fixed frequency pure tone of 400 ms duration depends solely
on its level (Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 205–207), frequency independent average LTFs
should be achievable by adjusting the input level of the BS system according to the
median of figure 5.20. Figure 5.21 shows the loudness adjustment results for the BS setup
described above amended by the level correction according to the median of figure 5.20.
The resulting average LTF resembles the situations with the original BS system shown
by figure 5.20. The global characteristics are somewhat more faltering, presumably due to
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Figure 5.21: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 1, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen b),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and average magnitude equalization. Level of
the BS input signal corrected according to
the black contour in figure 5.20.
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the faster level changes during the tracking procedure caused by the input level correction,
while the median deviations exceeding the methodical accuracy remain. Therefore, the
equalization of the system by an input level correction is not possible. This fact suggests
resonances in the HP-ear system to be responsible for the level differences by causing
destructive interference effects (cf. section 5.3).
As predicted by the HPSC, dynamic BS with blocked auditory canal entrance miniature
microphone recording, average magnitude equalization based on blocked auditory canal
HPTFs, and HP specimen b) causes undesired effects on the loudness transfer. These
effects are not compensable by BS input level correction. The deviations are qualitatively
in line with the AH approximation of the HPSC, indicated for specimen b) by the gray
contours in figure 5.13.
Based on the HPSC, frequency independent LTFs of BS with blocked auditory canal
recording are more likely to result with HP specimen a), indicated by the black contour in
figure 5.13. To validate this prediction, figure 5.22 shows the LTFs for dynamic BS of the
reverberant laboratory room 2, implemented using HP specimen a) with nonindividual
blocked auditory canal entrance recording following equation 4.53 and average magnitude
equalization according to equation 5.23 based on blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs.
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Figure 5.22: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and average magnitude equalization.

The results shown by figure 5.22 suggest that the BS is capable of approximately reproducing the loudness of the real LS in the frequency range below some 10 kHz, apart from
a reduced loudness of the BS at frequencies below about 100 Hz. This low-frequency effect
is attributed to a combination of constraints regarding the nonindividual equalization
filter design (cf. section 5.2.3) and the limited transmission bandwidths of the HPs and
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the LS, as discussed regarding the BS TF in the context of figure 4.8. The increased BS
level in the frequency range from 6 to 10 kHz visible in figure 5.20 is reduced, whereas
between 10 and 20 kHz, the BS input level is adjusted lower than expected.
Since an influence of the reproduction room on the loudness adjustment is possible, the experiment was repeated with the same configuration in an anechoic chamber
(cf. figure 5.19). The corresponding results are shown by figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in the
anechoic chamber, adjusted to equal loudness
by Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and average magnitude equalization.

The most prominent differences of figure 5.23 versus figure 5.22 are the globally enlarged
inter-quartile range and the higher median level in the frequency range between 1 and
2 kHz, which is the starting region of the tracking procedure. The enlarged inter-quartile
range may be due to procedural reasons since all subjects perceived the adjustment
procedure in the anechoic chamber more demanding and the listening situation less
familiar compared to the reverberant laboratories. As a consequence, the adjustments
required more time under anechoic conditions, resulting in a broader frequency range for
the initial calibration of the starting level to the level at equal loudness. However, the
originally addressed deviations in the frequency range between 10 and 20 kHz remained
comparable in the anechoic chamber (figure 5.23) and laboratory 2 (figure 5.22). In
summary, the acoustical environments emphasize methodical artifacts differently, but
show no further characteristic influences on the LTF of BS.
Two possible causes for the high frequency artifact remain: the average magnitude
equalization and the nonindividual recording. To address the equalization influence, the
discussion proceeds with nonindividual recording and nonindividual versus individual
magnitude equalization. Finally, after showing that static BS is able to approximate the
loudness transfer of dynamic BS, individual recording is evaluated with average magnitude,
individual magnitude, and individual magnitude and phase equalization using static BS.
Nonindividual Recording, Nonindividual Equalization This paragraph addresses average versus nonindividual magnitude equalization in dynamic BS with nonindividual
blocked auditory canal entrance recording according to equation 4.53. The experiment
in the anechoic chamber represented by figure 5.23 was repeated with nonindividual
magnitude equalization according to equation 5.22 using blocked auditory canal entrance
HPTFs of the subject employed for the BIRP recording. The remaining configuration
was not modified; this and all further experiments were carried out with HP specimen a).
Figure 5.24 shows the results.
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Figure 5.24: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in the
anechoic chamber, adjusted to equal loudness
by Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and nonindividual magnitude equalization.

Figure 5.24 reveals that with nonindividual recording and the corresponding nonindividual
magnitude equalization the high-frequency artifact remains visible but becomes narrower
compared to the average magnitude equalization situation depicted by figure 5.23. Therefore, in combination with nonindividual recording, neither average nor nonindividual
magnitude equalization allow for frequency independent LTFs. This result is to be expected based on the inter-individual HPTF variability characteristics shown by figure 5.11,
which indicate inter-individually different magnitude spectra without equalization as well
as with average magnitude equalization. Therefore, individual magnitude equalization is
addressed in the next paragraph.

(Lbsin − Llsin ) / dB

Nonindividual Recording, Individual versus Average Magnitude Equalization Since
the listening environments did not influence the characteristic structure of the LTFs
(cf. figure 5.22 versus figure 5.23) and since the procedure was considered less demanding by
the subjects under reverberant conditions, this and all further experiments were conducted
in reverberant laboratory 2. Figure 5.25 shows, for dynamic BS with HP specimen a)
and nonindividual blocked auditory canal entrance recording as given by equation 4.53,
the comparison of the inter-individual medians resulting from the loudness adjustments
with average (gray contour, equation 5.23) and individual magnitude equalization (black
contour equation 5.22), based on blocked auditory canal HPTFs.
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Figure 5.25: Median of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
dynamic synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and individual (black contour) versus average
magnitude equalization (gray contour).

According to figure 5.25, similar results are obtained for average and individual blocked
auditory canal equalization. Therefore, nonindividual blocked auditory canal entrance
recording does not enable frequency independent LTFs. This result is presumably due
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to a mismatch in the high frequency characteristics of the nonindividual BIRPs, the
individual equalization filters, and the actual human heads in the playback situation. In
order to verify this hypothesis, individual recording is addressed in the following. However,
due to the effort of recording individual BIRPs for a full rotation of the subject, static
instead of dynamic BS (cf. definition 24, p. 52) would be preferable for the loudness
adjustment experiments. That way, the effort could be reduced for the BS system used
to one instead of sixty recordings per ear. To justify employing the static procedure,
a comparison between static and dynamic nonindividual BS with average magnitude
equalization is given in the next paragraph, before individual blocked auditory canal
recording is discussed.

(Lbsin − Llsin ) / dB

Dynamic versus Static Nonindividual Recording, Average Magnitude Equalization
Figure 5.26 shows the inter-individual medians of loudness comparison results acquired
with static BS, indicated by the black contour, and medians resulting from the same
experiment with dynamic BS, represented by the gray contour. Both BS systems were
implemented identically, apart from the static or dynamic property, with HP specimen a),
simulating reverberant laboratory 2 using nonindividual blocked auditory canal entrance
recording according to equation 4.53 and average magnitude equalization, implemented
following equation 5.23 based on blocked auditory canal HPTFs.
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Figure 5.26: Median of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
static (black contour) versus dynamic (gray
contour) synthesis, nonindividual recording,
and average magnitude equalization.

Based on the results shown by figure 5.26, static BS is assumed to resemble dynamic BS
regarding the loudness transfer studied in this section with an average deviation smaller
than the average accuracy of the LTF measurement method employed, which is given in
section 5.4.2 to ±2 dB. All subjects reported rather similar externalized hearing sensation
positions elicited by the real LS and its binaurally synthesized counterpart, for static as
well as dynamic BS. Consequently, the LTFs acquired with the static BS are considered
representative of the respective dynamic BS system in the situation studied here, and the
experiments discussed in the following paragraphs were conducted with static BS.
Individual Recording, Average Magnitude Equalization In the present paragraph, individual recording in combination with average magnitude equalization is discussed.
Figure 5.27 shows the loudness comparison results for static BS with individual blocked
auditory canal entrance recording as given by equation 4.53 and average magnitude
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equalization, implemented following equation 5.23 based on blocked auditory canal entrance HPTFs. The loudness adjustment experiment was conducted in the reverberant
laboratory 2 using HP specimen a).
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Figure 5.27: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
static synthesis, individual recording, and average magnitude equalization.

According to figure 5.27, less input level is necessary for the binaurally synthesized LS
compared to the reference scene LS in the frequency range between 10 and 20 kHz to
elicit the reference scene loudness also for individual recording with average magnitude
equalization. However, the extent of the effect is reduced compared to the situations with
nonindividual recording using the same HP specimen (shown by figures 5.22 to 5.26).

(Lbsin − Llsin ) / dB

Individual Recording, Individual Equalization Individual BS equalization may either
aim at equalizing the magnitude spectrum only, for example using a filter with linear phase
characteristics according to equation 5.22, or attempt to correct the magnitude spectrum
and phase characteristics of the non-equalized BS, as formulated by equation 4.54. Both
methods are discussed in this paragraph.
Figure 5.28 shows the loudness adjustment results for static BS with individual blocked
auditory canal entrance recording, as given by equation 4.53, and individual magnitude
equalization, implemented according to equation 5.22 based on HPTFs measured at the
blocked auditory canal entrance. The experiment and the BIRP recording took place in
reverberant laboratory 2 using HP specimen a).
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Figure 5.28: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
static synthesis, individual recording, and individual magnitude equalization.

In the frequency range below 12 kHz, the LTFs depicted by figure 5.28 are frequency
independent within the accuracy of the procedure (cf. section 5.4.2). However, when combining individual magnitude equalization with individual recording, a deviation exceeding
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the methodical accuracy occurs in the frequency range between 12 and 18 kHz. Therefore,
figure 5.29 shows the inter-individual quartiles of the LTFs for the same configuration,
based on blocked auditory canal entrance HPTF measurement and BIRP recording, but
with individual magnitude and phase equalization according to equation 4.53.
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Figure 5.29: Quartiles of the individual level
differences between the input signals of a binaurally synthesized and the corresponding
real loudspeaker in front of the subjects in
laboratory 2, adjusted to equal loudness by
Békésy-Tracking. Headphone specimen a),
static synthesis, individual recording, and individual magnitude and phase equalization.

On average, the results represented by figure 5.29 are considered frequency independent within the accuracy given by the adjustment procedure employed. The enlarged
inter-quartile range at frequencies above some 12 kHz, compared to the situation with
magnitude equalization only (figure 5.28), may result from the combination of the phase
equalization with the static synthesis and the intra-individual group delay variability of
the HPTFs, which reaches according to figure 5.5 a) considerable values especially at high
frequencies. Due to the intra-individual variability of the high-frequency HPTF group
delay characteristics caused by varying HP positions, static synthesis and reproducibility
issues become more critical if the BS phase equalization is attempted (cf. section 5.2.1).
The results shown by figure 5.29 reveal that individually equalized static BS with
individual blocked auditory canal entrance recording, as given by equation 4.53, is on
average capable of recreating the reference scene loudness over the full audible frequency
range, at least with the accuracy of the loudness adjustment procedure employed (±4 dB,
cf. section 2.5). The results further support the validity of equation 4.43 and the HPSC
shown by figure 5.13, which predict approximately no deviation between the BS situation
and the corresponding reference scene for the configuration represented by figure 5.29.
5.4.4 Locating the Missing 6 dB
Fastl et al. (1985) stated that “typically the sound signals at the eardrums are regarded
as the most essential acoustical input parameters leading to auditory sensations in subjects [ ; . . . ] on the contrary [ . . . ] tones from loudspeaker versus headphones can be
perceived with different loudness despite equal sound level in the auditory canal.” However,
the situations contrasted here are indeed not contradictory since the sound signals at the
eardrums are time dependent signals and therefore not fully described by the sound level
based on the root-mean-square value of sound pressure or sound intensity. Especially
interaural phase relations are not reflected by the sound level.
As confirmed by the preceding section, it is accurate to state that tones at equal level
in the auditory canal can be perceived with different loudness. The claim of identical ear
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signal time functions in HP and LS reproduction on the contrary actually results in equal
loudness at equal auditory canal level. This is proven by the approximately frequency
independent average LTF for BS with individual blocked auditory canal recording and
equalization (figure 5.29) since BS aims at recreating the reference scene ear signals,
the sound pressure time signals at the eardrums. Comparing the LTFs for BS based on
individual recording with individual magnitude equalization (figure 5.28) versus with
individual magnitude and phase equalization (figure 5.29) reveals an influence of the phase
equalization on the loudness transfer even for the pure tone stimuli applied.
The data may be interpreted as follows: Comparing the HP and LS situations with
the same root-mean-square sound pressure levels in the auditory canals does not assure
the same ear signals, that is the time dependent sound pressure signals at the eardrums,
in both situations. The actual sound pressure time function, not only its envelope or
average, can influence auditory perceptions, reflected for example in masking-period
patterns (Zwicker 1976a,b,c,d, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, pp. 93–97), binaural masking level
differences (e. g. Zwicker and Henning 1991), and variations of the sound color or the
hearing sensation positions (Genuit 1986). It is apparently not in every case sufficient to
ensure the reference scene sound levels in the auditory canals for eliciting the reference
scene loudness (e. g. Fastl 1986). Considering the results of the loudness adjustment
experiments, it may be concluded that the accuracy of the ear signals achieved with
individually equalized static BS, implemented using individual blocked auditory canal
entrance recording, is sufficient for eliciting on average equal loudness perceptions with HP
and LS presentation, for seated subjects facing the sound source, without the sophisticated
methods and procedures described by Rudmose (1982).
Based on the results presented in this section (cf. Völk et al. 2011d, Völk and Fastl 2011a),
the case of the missing 6 dB can be explained: Different auditory canal levels in LS and
HP reproduction may arise at equal loudness since the same sound pressure time functions
at the eardrums, at least to the degree achieved by the static individual BS discussed,
are necessary to ensure equal loudness. The results further show that the recreation
of the reference scene ear signals can be considered the ultimate goal of BS, justifying
assumption 2. Thereby, instrumental free-field equalization (section 3.2.4, Zwicker and
Maiwald 1963, Villchur 1969) is shown to be possible by correctly implemented static or
dynamic BS with BIRPs representing anechoic conditions. BS with BIRPs recorded in a
reverberant chamber allows for instrumental diffuse-field equalization (Theile 1986).
5.4.5 Implications on Psychoacoustic Modeling
Auditory impressions in general include the positions of the hearing sensations. The
hearing sensations are typically located differently for single LS reproduction, where
they normally lie close to or at the LS position (localization), and for conventional HP
listening, where the hearing sensations usually arise inside the listener’s head (lateralization,
cf. section 3.1.1, Jeffress and Taylor 1961, Plenge 1974). Theile (1980) proposed the
so-called association principle, modeling the hearing system after the peripheral processing
of the inner ear (cf. section 2.4) by a pattern recognition system decoding the hearing
sensation positions before addressing other hearing sensation properties. The peripheral
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processing is frequently simulated by adaptive filter-bank approaches (Zwicker 1979, 1986,
Jin et al. 2000, Jepsen et al. 2008), but also mechanical models exist (e. g. Epp et al.
2010). Theile (1980) described the position decoding as an adaptive filtering procedure,
removing the position information from the peripherally processed signals during the
localization process. The resulting signals without position information are passed on to
the subsequent processing stages (Theile 1981). Position information is according to Theile
(1984) encoded by the direction dependent outer ear transfer characteristics, described
system theoretically by the BIRPs defined in section 4.2 and discussed in detail by Blauert
(1997, pp. 78–93). From an engineering point of view, this approach appears meaningful
regarding the hearing process as a communication and information acquisition procedure,
for each source of interest primarily attempting to extract the information contained in
the source signal, while separately estimating the possibly time-variant transfer paths.
From the transfer path characteristics, source location information and control factors
can be extracted, which are then accessible to further processing stages such as noise
reduction, beam-forming, or adaptive signal processing in general, for example with the
aim of auditory scene analysis (e. g. Schwartz and Shinn-Cunningham 2010).
Schematic Working Model of the Hearing Sensation Buildup In this paragraph, the
filter adaptation dependent on the sound incidence direction of Theile’s model is extended
to cover situations where the localization process and therefore the optimal filter adaptation
and directional information removal fail. Further, a refined discussion of the adaptation
process and the related auditory processing is given, with the aim of accounting for the
data discussed in this thesis. The schematic working model proposed in the following aims
to summarize the results derived here, not to establish a comprehensive and all-embracing
independent model of the human auditory system. Indicating the descriptive nature of the
discussion of physiological respectively neurological mechanisms, the terms filtering and
signal are used within this section in a descriptive, not in a system-theoretically defined
manner, in contrast to the nomenclature employed elsewhere in this work.
Cognitive, memory, and adaptation effects as well as inter-modal interactions are considered external control factors in the schematic working model. However, the importance
of these control factors is stressed, as for example visual stimulation is known to possibly
influence or even dominate the auditory perception (Völk et al. 2010b, Menzel 2011). Also
adaptation effects can modify hearing sensations (Zollner 1995). Furthermore, Hubel et al.
(1959) showed that attention, and therefore the brain state, may influence the way stimuli
are processed and perceived. These examples illustrate the complex nature of the hearing
sensation buildup, which is not modeled in full detail here. However, the examples also
indicate the necessity of time variant, partially signal and system state dependent and
therefore temporally extended forward and backward interaction mechanisms between all
stages of hearing system models (cf. Blauert et al. 2009).
Following Theile (1980), the auditory localization process is modeled by a pattern
matching system, supplemented with a source recognition and segregation module. The
spectrally subdivided peripheral processing results are referred to as filter-bank output
signals here, regardless of the actual implementation. For the pattern matching, hearing
sensation positions are represented internally by temporally and spectrally extended basis
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functions, which contain the information encoded by the corresponding BIRPs. The
system aims for each source recognized by the source recognition module at fitting the basis
functions to the source wise segregated filter-bank output signals. Per recognized source,
the segregation is assumed to produce one set of filter-bank output signals. Binaural
mechanisms and adaptations induced by control factors (e. g. cognition, memory, and
other modalities) are assumed to occur at each system stage, including the peripheral
actively controlled basilar membrane. The overall localization process is regarded as
a continuous, inter-aurally related spectro-temporal comparison of all available basis
functions to the sets of filter-bank output signals. Per recognized source, correlation
coefficients are continuously computed for all basis functions. The correlation coefficients
indicate the similarity of the basis functions, representing hearing sensation positions,
and the sets of filter-bank output signals, representing sound sources. Additionally, the
correlation coefficients can be modified by the control factors, which for example represent
externally induced adaptations or, combined with a memory stage, temporally extended
mechanisms as for example the direct-to-reflected sound energy ratio detection (Bronkhorst
and Houtgast 1999) or the precedence effect buildup (Wallach et al. 1949, Houtgast and
Aoki 1994). For each recognized source, the basis functions weighted by the modified
correlation coefficients are combined to the transfer characteristics compensated by the
adaptive filters before the signal set representing the source is passed on to the subsequent
processing stage. Accordingly, the hearing sensation positions elicited by each source are
determined based on the locations represented by the basis functions, taking into account
the modified correlation coefficients by a statistical spatial decision process.
Incorporating localization experiment results for unnatural and therefore presumably
hard to classify stimuli (Blauert 1997, pp. 137–177), the hearing sensation position arising
if insufficient correlation is found is assumed inside the head. Speaking descriptively,
lateralization (in-the-head localization, cf. section 3.1.1) occurs based on the working
model if the localization process for the respective source fails. In this case, the filtering
effect is reduced by small correlation coefficients, and the virtually unprocessed signal
set representing the lateralized source is passed on to later system stages. Consequently,
erroneously remaining signal components can influence loudness, sound color, and other
hearing sensation properties in a possibly sound source position dependent way. Relations
between loudness and hearing sensation respectively sound source positions have been
observed by different authors (cf. section 5.4.1, Munson and Wiener 1952, Rudmose 1982,
Keidser et al. 2000, Völk et al. 2011d, Völk and Fastl 2011a).
Regarding the amount of correlation required for hearing sensations to be externalized,
which is to appear outside the head, no strict limit is assumed. Distance perception
experiments with suboptimal BS systems (Völk et al. 2008a) show gradually decreasing
externalization when modifying BS from using individual, to nonindividual, to AH BIRPs
(cf. section 5.1.3). The decreasing degree of individualization results in less correlation
detected by the pattern matching of the working model. This is supported by the results
of Goossens et al. (2009), who reported the effect of the missing 6 dB to gradually diminish
with increasing externalization in the HP condition. Underestimating the distance of
a presumably incorrectly localized source, possibly representing a threat or danger, is
further plausible from an evolutionary point of view.
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5.4 The Auditory Canal Sound Pressure in Headphone Reproduction
From an engineering perspective, it appears reasonable to design the adaptive filters
removing successfully matched basis functions not to attenuate signals modified by the
filters versus signals modified less or not at all. For all sound incidence directions, the
outer ear transfer characteristics are dominated by the first auditory canal resonance in
the frequency range around 3 kHz (Blauert 1997, pp. 86–93). If the filters intended to
compensate for the outer ear transfer characteristics are designed to amplify spectral
components outside the resonance frequency range, rather than attenuating the resonance,
a relative amplification of the sets affected by the filters occurs compared to less or not
affected sets. In other words, sets of filter-bank output signals corresponding to successfully
localized sources are amplified outside the resonance frequency range compared to sets
representing sources without conclusive localization results. This procedure is assumed for
the working model, which appears meaningful considering communication in noise, where
diffuse noise with distributed sources is unlikely producing a localization result, whereas
the communication partner’s voice is amplified with respect to the background noise if
the localization process succeeds (cocktail party effect, cf. Bodden 1993, Roman et al.
2003). The resulting relative attenuation of low-frequency noise components is especially
preferable taking into account the level dependent upward-spread of masking (cf. Fastl
and Zwicker 2007, pp. 64–74).
Application to Earlier Experimental Results Figure 5.18 shows the auditory canal level
difference of equally loud tones for binaural listening to diotic HP versus LS reproduction
in an anechoic chamber according to Fastl et al. (1985). Applying the working model
proposed above, the data may be interpreted as follows: Assuming the localization process
succeeds when listening to the LS, the adaptive filters correct for the outer ear transfer
characteristics for frontal sound incidence, which are reported for example by Blauert
(1997, p. 86). Since the level maximum in the frequency range of the first auditory
canal resonance at about 3 kHz is assumed as the internal reference, components at
lower and higher frequencies are amplified with regard to the 3 kHz region before the
filter-bank output signal set is passed on to the subsequent processing stages, which then
form loudness and other hearing sensation properties. Further assuming inside-the-head
localization when listening to the HPs, the corresponding filter-bank output signals also
include the auditory canal resonance but are not affected by the adaptive filters before
being passed on to the loudness evaluation. Consequently, for eliciting equal loudness, the
HPs must be driven by more level in the spectral regions where the adaptive filters are
effective for LS listening. Since both sets of filter-bank output signals contain the first
auditory canal resonance and are not modified by the adaptive filters in the resonance
frequency range, no level difference at equal loudness occurs in this frequency range. In
summary, the working model accounts qualitatively for the results of Fastl et al. (1985).
According to Theile (1985), the auditory canal level differences at equal loudness for HP
versus LS reproduction in an anechoic chamber are reduced for monaural versus binaural
listening (cf. definition 3), which is supported by Bocker and Mrass (1959). Apparently,
these results contradict the data of Goossens et al. (2009), who report larger level differences
at equal loudness for monaural versus binaural comparisons of HP and LS reproduction in
a reverberant chamber. The findings of Theile (1985) and Bocker and Mrass (1959) can be
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explained by the working model assuming the monaural LS localization process results in
less correctly matched basis functions and therefore provides lower overall correlation than
the binaural localization process. As a consequence, less adaptive filtering occurs in the
monaural compared to the binaural LS listening situation, resulting in less auditory canal
level difference to diotic HP reproduction at equal loudness. In the situation discussed by
Theile (1985), also the HP reproduction is modified from diotic to monotic presentation
(cf. definition 13). Monotic HP playback can elicit a hearing sensation localized close
to or at the active HP capsule (Blauert 1997, p. 158). In this case, the working model
predicts enlarged correlation factors and therefore more adaptive filtering than for a
lateralized hearing sensation with diotic HP playback. This effect further reduces the
auditory canal level difference at equal loudness, as the adaptive filter settings in the
HP and LS situations become increasingly similar. Regarding the results of Goossens
et al. (2009), the hearing sensation positions are expected close to or within the head for
diotic HP presentation and not clearly localized for binaural listening to an LS in the
reverberant chamber (Blauert 1997, pp. 158 and 242). The working model suggests little
correlation in both conditions and therefore little auditory canal level difference at equal
loudness. This is supported by the results in the binaural conditions of Goossens et al.
(2009) and of Theile (1985). Furthermore, hardware configurations providing a higher
overall correlation for the monaural versus the binaural LS localization process in the
reverberant chamber may be possible. If in this case the monotic HP presentation elicits a
lateralized hearing sensation, the working model also accounts for the results of Goossens
et al. (2009) in the monaural condition, which show larger level differences between HP
and LS presentation at equal loudness than the binaural comparison.
The phenomenon typically referred to as directional bands denotes illusory hearing
sensation positions elicited by amplifying specific frequency ranges of the ear signals
(Blauert 1997, pp. 108–115). The working model applied to this effect suggests that the
physical ear signal modifications cause increasing correlation between the basis functions
and the set of filter-bank output signals representing the source under consideration. If
the physical sound variations correspond sufficiently to the outer ear TFs representing the
intended position, the corresponding location is perceived and the correctly matched basis
functions are removed from the signal set passed on to the subsequent processing stages.
Contributions of the physically applied signal modifications not covered by the matched
basis functions are handed on to the subsequent processing stages and can explain the
unintended sound coloration possibly associated with the intended localization effect.
The loudness adjustment results of this chapter show that the loudness elicited by BS
converges to the reference scene loudness as, with increasing individualization, the ear
signals gain authenticity. This is predicted by the working model since with growing BS
individualization, an increasing number of basis functions is matched correctly, resulting
in raising overall correlation and more correct localization. As the correlation becomes
identical to the reference scene, the signals passed on to the loudness evaluation process
in the BS situation and the reference scene become identical, resulting in equal loudness.
It may be concluded from the working model that equal loudness (and identical hearing
sensations) in LS and HP reproduction at the same auditory canal level can only occur
if the hearing sensation positions are identical. Expressed more generally: Sound color
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respectively loudness and auditory localization are related, which becomes especially
apparent by the coloration artifacts occurring if the localization process fails.

5.5 Summary
The binaural synthesis theory is derived based on several assumptions in chapter 4. In the
present chapter, the validity of these assumptions is discussed, along with physical and
perceptual consequences arising if the assumptions are violated. Thereby, the authenticity
of hearing sensations achievable with binaural synthesis implemented with blocked auditory
canal entrance recording and headphone transfer functions is evaluated.
In the initial section, deviations between reference scene and recording situation are
addressed, including theoretical and practical aspects of dynamic binaural synthesis, resulting in a perceptually motivated procedure for the determination of grid resolution and
signal processing requirements. The results show that the effort required for transparent
binaural synthesis depends on the situation to be simulated. In general, the most authentic
systems are implemented based on individual binaural impulse response pairs. Reducing
the effort by employing nonindividual human head recording or typical currently available
artificial heads gradually degrades the authenticity of the resulting hearing sensations.
For the different recording situations, the inter-individual variability is addressed quantitatively, and systematic as well as procedural aspects are discussed. Regarding inversion
problems and dynamic range limitations in the implementation of binaural synthesis
systems, auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS) is proposed
and evaluated, a procedure aiming at the reduction of spectral fluctuation while not
diminishing the amount of relevant auditory information.
The second section covers deviations between the headphone transfer function measurement situation and the reference scene as well as the recording situation. For the
circum-aural headphone specimens studied, the reproducibility characteristics of the
headphone transfer functions and microphone transfer functions show comparable frequency dependencies: Magnitude spectrum and group delay variability values due to
repositioning increase with frequency, reaching auditory relevant amounts in the range
above about 6 kHz, with average values of ±2 dB and ±100 µs at the upper limit of the
audible frequency range. Local variability maxima arise in the frequency range of dips
in the magnitude spectra. Regarding the inter-individual and inter-specimen differences
of headphone transfer functions, for the same circum-aural specimens a variability structurally comparable to the intra-individual variability due to the headphone repositioning
occurs, but with about ±3 dB and ±50 µs increased magnitude.
The blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion (HPSC) for binaural synthesis
is proposed in the third section. This criterion predicts, based on four artificial head
transfer function measurements, the suitability of headphones for binaural synthesis
implemented based on blocked auditory canal entrance recording and headphone transfer
function measurement. Speaking descriptively, the HPSC verifies whether the transfer
functions connecting the sound pressure spectra detected by miniature microphones at the
entrances to the blocked auditory canals and the sound pressure spectra at the eardrums,
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referred to as blocking factors, are identical for headphone playback and loudspeaker
reproduction without headphones. Using an artificial head allowing for the repeatable
positioning of the microphones at the eardrum locations and at the entrances to the
blocked auditory canals, the procedure provides valid results in the full audible frequency
range. The method proposed for the same purpose by Møller (1992) allows for valid results
only at frequencies below about 7 kHz, primarily due to procedural reasons. Further,
Møller’s method requires probe microphones, which provide less signal to noise ratio than
the miniature and artificial head microphones used to acquire the HPSC.
Summarizing the fourth section, taking into account different binaural synthesis implementations, the loudness elicited by narrow-band signals is compared for presentation over
a binaurally synthesized virtual loudspeaker and the corresponding real counterpart. The
results indicate that the loudness elicited by the loudspeaker can be approximated over the
full audible frequency range. This holds true for static binaural synthesis with individual
recording combined with individual magnitude and phase equalization, implemented based
on blocked auditory canal entrance measurements with headphones fulfilling the HPSC
proposed in section 5.3. Thereby, the HPSC is confirmed by loudness adjustment results.
Less elaborate binaural synthesis procedures are capable of recreating the loudness evoked
by the loudspeaker at frequencies below about 6 kHz, while eliciting deviating perceptions
at higher frequencies. The deviations can be attributed to nonindividual measurement
(comparing figures 5.22 and 5.27), nonindividual equalization (cf. figures 5.27, and 5.29),
and inappropriate headphones (cf. figures 5.20 and 5.22 and section 5.3). As a consequence,
reproducing the reference scene ear signals is shown to be the valid binaural synthesis
design goal. The negligible difference between static and dynamic binaural synthesis
shown by figure 5.26 reveals no considerable influence of dynamic ear signal variations
due to head movements on the loudness perception in the rather static binaural synthesis
reference scene discussed in the present section. Further, an explanation of the case of the
missing 6 dB is derived from the results: Identical sound pressure time functions detected
by the eardrums ensure equal loudness in loudspeaker and headphone reproduction, which
is not necessarily given for equal auditory canal levels. Finally, a descriptive working
model of auditory localization and loudness extending Theile’s association principle is
deduced to summarize the results, suggesting interrelations of loudness respectively sound
color perception and auditory localization.
The discussion of binaural synthesis is initiated at the beginning of chapter 4 by a
quote of Møller (1992), formulating the basic idea of binaural recording: By reproducing
the ear signals “the complete auditive experience is assumed to be reproduced, including
timbre and spatial aspects.” Møller especially emphasized the hearing sensation properties
timbre and spatial aspects, which points out that he considered these properties important
indicators of the quality of binaural synthesis systems. This importance is confirmed by
the considerations of Genuit (1986) and Wightman and Kistler (2005). The working model
proposed in this thesis suggests that the above-mentioned hearing sensation properties
are even interrelated: A general and situation independent accurate timbre respectively
sound color reproduction requires correctly set adaptive filters and therefore a successful
localization process. According to the working model, “the complete auditive experience”
includes “timbre and spatial aspects” not only literally but also for procedural reasons.
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Virtual acoustics procedures aim at recreating hearing sensations of a real or hypothetical
reference scene. Hearing research primarily addresses the functionality of the human
hearing system. Both fields of research are interrelated regarding different aspects: The
methods of virtual acoustics may support hearing research in eliciting specific hearing
sensations or by providing defined sound stimuli, as for example required in Psychoacoustics.
In turn, results of hearing research can support the development of optimized virtual
acoustics procedures, and the methods of hearing research, especially of Psychoacoustics,
may be used for the auditory evaluation of the quality of virtual acoustics systems.
This thesis provides a theoretical and methodical framework for employing virtual
acoustics systems for the audio playback in hearing research as well as for the auditory
quality evaluation of virtual acoustics systems using methods of Psychoacoustics. The
framework is verified by the headphone based virtual acoustics procedure binaural synthesis.
Consequently, this work further provides a system-theoretic derivation of static and
dynamic binaural synthesis, including a physical and psychoacoustical evaluation of the
achievable synthesis results, especially with regard to the application of binaural synthesis
as the audio-playback procedure in hearing research.
Primary methodical contributions of this work are refined formulae for the frequency
dependence of critical bandwidth and critical-band rate, as well as accordingly implemented
tools for the perceptual and instrumental analysis of audio signals and transmission systems.
The closed mathematical formulation of the critical-band concept is designed to allow
for the direct parameterization of auditory-adapted algorithms. In contrast to earlier
analytical expressions, the formulae reflect the critical-band concept in the full audible
frequency range by an invertible critical-band rate function and a critical bandwidth
formula converging to ∆f = 0 Hz at f = 0 Hz, with ∆f ≤ 2f ∀ f .
Using the revised formulation of the critical-band concept, a combined signal and
system analysis procedure, referred to as auditory-adapted analysis (AAA), is derived.
AAA models peripheral auditory mechanisms aiming at visualizing auditory relevant
system or signal characteristics in a technically conclusive way comparable to established
visualizations. Audio signal processing systems are therefore classified regarding their
audible impact as either spectro-temporally or purely spectrally effective. For the analysis
of spectro-temporally effective systems or audio signals, an auditory-adapted spectrogram
representation is introduced, visualizing magnitude and phase information by a single
image. Purely spectrally effective systems on the contrary are analyzed based on their
auditory-adapted transfer characteristics, displaying the frequency dependent magnitude
and group delay computed from an auditory-adapted Fourier spectrum.
The proposed critical-band formulations further serve as the conceptual basis for a
procedure referred to as auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing (AAS)
which attempts inaudible spectral transfer function smoothing. AAS is proposed and
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evaluated perceptually with regard to binaural synthesis. Applied to the binaural impulse
response pairs of binaural synthesis systems, AAS is shown to be able to affect sound color
perception and auditory localization. The achievable degree of inaudible AAS depends on
the simulated environment and decays globally with growing reverberation time. If the
amount of AAS is increased beyond the perceptibility threshold, the sound color perception
is affected prior to the auditory localization. Regarding the hearing sensation position,
the horizontal localization appears most stable, whereas vertical position, distance, and
width ratings are likely affected by AAS.
The concept of loudness transfer functions (LTFs) is introduced to allow for the auditory
evaluation and technically motivated visualization of the loudness transmission characteristics of audio reproduction systems. An LTF represents the frequency dependent level
difference at equal loudness between an audio reproduction system and the corresponding reference scene, as for example acquired in the perceptual free-field or diffuse-field
equalization process of headphones. LTFs can indicate the sound color deteriorations
to be expected for the systems under consideration, especially for steady state sounds.
Frequency independence of the LTF with regard to the reference scene can be considered
a quality criterion for virtual acoustics systems regarding sound coloration.
In order to provide a tool for the quantitative auditory quality evaluation of virtual
acoustics systems, a procedure referred to as quality assessment by just noticeable sound
changes is proposed. Reproducing the just noticeable sound changes of the reference scene
is a necessary requirement for transparent audio reproduction systems. Therefore, the just
noticeable sound changes provided by the transmission system under consideration quantify
deviations from the reference scene and provide a measure allowing for the specification
of perceptually optimized system performance requirements. Adaptive methods for just
noticeable sound change measurements regarding directional and distance hearing are
proposed, and the overall procedure is validated by the example of the horizontal angular
resolution required for a specific dynamic binaural synthesis system, implemented with
blocked auditory canal entrance recording, which is determined to about 0.5◦ .
Theoretical advancements derived in this thesis include a categorization scheme for
virtual acoustics procedures distinguishing physically and psychoacoustically motivated
approaches. In addition, stimulus definitions are proposed for the employment of virtual
acoustics systems for the audio playback in hearing research and for the evaluation of
virtual acoustics systems by psychoacoustic methods. Furthermore, the necessity of a
nonindividual stimulus definition for conventional headphone reproduction is identified.
On that basis, refined application ranges and instrumental measurement procedures for
the free-field and diffuse-field equalization of headphones are proposed and verified.
The enhancements of binaural synthesis introduced in this work are derived from
system-theoretic descriptions of a static reference scene for three recording methods:
probe microphone recording with the probe tube tips in the auditory canals close to
the eardrums, miniature microphone recording at the entrances to the blocked auditory
canals, and artificial head recording. For each recording method, the assumptions enabling
the derivation of the respective binaural synthesis theory and associated procedural
shortcomings are identified. The resulting system-theoretic formulations of static binaural
synthesis procedures show the possibilities and limitations of the recording methods in
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principle and allow for a comparison of all possible system configurations, for example
with regard to the selection of the procedure suited best for a specific application or the
validation of listening experiment results. All configurations possible with the discussed
recording methods are included in order to identify and describe theoretically suboptimal
procedures, which may occur in practical applications due to implementation constraints.
Based on the theoretical framework, a binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC) is
proposed, providing an artificial head authenticity measure for binaurally synthesized ear
signals, the sound pressure signals detected by the eardrums when listening to a binaural
synthesis system. The BSQC can be considered a tool allowing for the artificial head
verification and the instrumental comparison of binaural synthesis systems.
Extensions of the binaural synthesis theory necessary for approximately re-synthesizing
temporally varying listening environments are formulated using the methods of linear
dynamic systems. With regard to implementations, a procedure for determining the grid
resolution required for transparent dynamic binaural synthesis is introduced, and the
validity of the assumptions enabling the derivation of the binaural synthesis theory is
addressed. The discussion includes an inter- and intra-individual variability analysis of
the transfer characteristics of three circum-aural headphones. For all specimens, the interindividual magnitude spectrum variability exceeds the average intra-individual variability
due to headphone repositioning. In general, inter- and intra-individual variability values
up to 10 dB in level and 0.5 ms in group delay occur at frequencies above about 6 kHz.
Further, the average magnitude equalization of blocked auditory canal entrance headphone
transfer functions is shown to provide equalized individual blocked auditory canal entrance
headphone transfer functions on average frequency independent within ±3 dB, comparable
to the deviations of the average results achieved with individual magnitude equalization.
For binaural synthesis implemented with recording at the blocked auditory canal
entrance, the system-theoretic binaural synthesis framework derived here indicates a
possible influence of the specific headphones employed on the resulting ear signals. In
order to quantify the expected influence, a blocked auditory canal headphone selection
criterion (HPSC) is derived, which predicts, based on four artificial head transfer function
measurements, the headphone contribution to the deviations between the ear signals of
a reference scene and the corresponding binaural synthesis with blocked auditory canal
entrance recording. Artificial head evaluation of the HPSC indicates deviations between
the HPSC prediction and the binaurally synthesized ear signal spectra below the accuracy
of the measurement procedure in the range of ±0.5 dB for the magnitude spectrum and
±0.5 ms for the group delay characteristics.
With regard to applications, perceptual consequences of violations of the assumptions
that allow for the derivation of the binaural synthesis theory are addressed for the different
recording methods by loudness comparisons between binaurally synthesized and the
corresponding real scenarios. The loudness transfer is shown to be affected by decaying
binaural synthesis quality prior to the auditory localization and is therefore considered the
more critical perceptual quality measure. The loudness comparison experiments confirm
with the procedural accuracy of ±2 dB the validity of the theoretical framework introduced
and illustrate its benefit for practical applications of binaural synthesis systems. In detail,
individually equalized binaural synthesis is shown to be able to frequency independently
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elicit the reference scene loudness of narrow-band noise impulses in a non-acoustically
not modified reference scene. Equal loudness for the average listener is achieved with
binaural synthesis, implemented based on individual blocked auditory canal entrance
recording with headphones selected according to the HPSC. Less individualized binaural
synthesis systems implemented according to the proposed framework can provide correct
low-frequency loudness transfer, while deviations occur above an upper limiting frequency,
depending on the specific implementation, in the range of 5 kHz. Regarding the loudness
transfer, negligible differences occurred in the configuration studied between the static and
dynamic binaural synthesis systems employed for seated subjects facing the sound source.
In summary, by the discussed loudness adjustment experiments, the virtual acoustics
procedure binaural synthesis is validated using methods of hearing research, affirming
interrelations of both fields of research.
In combination, the theoretical and experimental results of this work provide an
explanation of the effect frequently referred to as the case of the missing 6 dB, a deviation
between the auditory canal levels at equal loudness in headphone versus loudspeaker
reproduction. The loudness adjustment results presented in this thesis show that the
effect disappears if identical sound pressure time signals at the eardrums are targeted, for
example by individual binaural synthesis, instead of equal auditory canal levels.
Concluding, a schematic working model based on Theile’s association principle is
proposed, summarizing the findings of this thesis by describing the buildup of hearing
sensations in accordance to the presented results especially with regard to auditory
localization and loudness. The model suggests dependencies between auditory localization
and loudness respectively sound color. These indications of the functionality of the human
hearing system, detected by the virtual acoustics procedure binaural synthesis, further
confirm the benefits of utilizing interrelations of virtual acoustics and hearing research.
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A List of Abbreviations

2-AFC
3-AFC

two-alternative forced choice
three-alternative forced choice

AAA
AAS
AH
ANOVA

auditory-adapted analysis
auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing
artificial head
analysis of variance

BIRP
BS
BSQC
BTFP

binaural
binaural
binaural
binaural

CBR
CBW
CTC

critical-band rate
critical bandwidth
crosstalk cancellation

DFT

discrete Fourier transform

ESS

exponential sine sweep

FEC
FIR
FTT

free-air equivalent coupling to the ear
finite impulse response
Fourier-t transform

HP
HPIR
HPSC
HPTF

headphone
headphone impulse response
blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion
headphone transfer function

ILD
IR
ITD

interaural level difference
impulse response
interaural time difference

JNDEG
JNSC

just noticeable degradation
just noticeable sound change

impulse response pair
synthesis
synthesis quality criterion
transfer function pair
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LS
LTF
LTI

loudspeaker
loudness transfer function
linear time-invariant

MAA
MAD
MAMA

minimum audible angle
minimum audible distance
minimum audible movement angle

NBN

narrow-band noise

PDR

pressure division ratio

SNR

signal to noise ratio

TF

transfer function

UEN

uniform exciting noise

VA

virtual acoustics

WFS

wave field synthesis

B List of Symbols, Subscripts, and Superscripts

h, H
p, P
s, S
w, W
f , ∆f , ∆fG
x
z
Z

impulse response, transfer function
sound pressure, sound pressure spectrum
digital sample sequence, DFT spectrum
window function, corresponding spectral kernel
frequency, bandwidth, critical bandwidth
position vector
critical-band rate
impedance

abs
ad
ah, ahm
als, am
avg
b
bs, bsqc
da
e
eq
h

absolute value
analog to digital
artificial head, artificial head microphone
loudspeaker amplifier, microphone amplifier
average
blocked auditory canal
binaural synthesis, binaural synthesis quality criterion
digital to analog
ear signal
equalization filter
superscript: under the headphone
subscript: head
headphone, headphone transfer function
headphone selection criterion
input
individual
loudspeaker
miniature microphone
microphone
nonindividual
output
playback situation
probe microphone
recording situation
reference scene
temporary non-equalized binaural synthesis
artificial head verification of binaural synthesis

hp, hptf
hpsc
i
ind
ls
m
mic
nind
o
play
pm
rec
ref
ne
ver
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C Binaural Synthesis with Headphone Reference Scene
Binaural synthesis (BS) with headphone reference scene according to definition 30 differs
from conventional BS in that the listener wears inactive headphones (HPs) in reference
scene and recording situation. Consequently, the binaural impulse response pairs (BIRPs)
are recorded through the HPs. This procedure is advantageous for comparisons of BS and
reference scene, since both scenarios include the HPs. In this section, the system-theoretic
basis is discussed based on the conventional BS theory derived in chapter 4.

C.1 Headphone Reference Scene
The propagation parts of the sound paths in the headphone reference scene are defined
between the loudspeaker (LS) input and the sound pressure signals at the eardrums by
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) =

Pind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
e
.
Uls

(C.1)

Combined, equations 2.7 and C.1 result in the headphone reference scene ear signal spectra
Pind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) = Sls · Horef · Hind,h
e
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ).

(C.2)

The transfer functions (TFs) relating the digital sequence driving the LS to the ear signals
in the headphone reference scene are defined by
Pind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
e
Sls
ind,h
= Horef · Huls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ).

Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) =

(C.3)

Probe Microphone Approximation The relation between the sound pressure spectra at
probe microphones in the auditory canals and the LS driving spectrum is defined by
Hind,h
refpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref , xhpref ) =

Pind,h
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref , xhpref )
.
Sls

(C.4)

If the sound pressure signals at the microphones are assumed to represent the ear signals,
the headphone reference scene TFs can be approximated using equations 2.6 and C.4 by
ind,h
Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) ≈ Hrefpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref , xhpref )

= Horef · Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref , xhpref ) =

(C.5)
Sind,h
pm (xhref , xlsref , xpmref , xhpref )
.
Sls · Hpm · Hipm
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Artificial Head Approximation The relation of the LS driving and the sound pressure
spectra at artificial head (AH) microphones in the headphone reference scene is defined by
Hah,h
refahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) =

Pah,h
ahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
,
Sls

(C.6)

and the TFs given by equation C.3 are approximated with equations C.6 and 2.6 by
ah,h
Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) ≈ Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

= Horef · Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) =

Sah,h
ahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
.
Sls · Hiah · Hahm

(C.7)

C.2 Recording Situation
Using the TFs of the sound paths from the LS input to the microphone output voltages
Hind,h
uls ,umic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec , xhprec ) =

Uind,h
mic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec , xhprec )
,
Uls

(C.8)

the recording situation TFs are given using equations 2.5, 2.7, and C.8 by
Sind,h
mic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec , xhprec )
Sls
ind,h
· Huls ,umic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec , xhprec ) · Hirec .

Hind,h
recmic (xhrec , xlsrec , xmicrec , xhprec ) =
= Horec

(C.9)

Probe Microphone Recording The TFs describing the recording situation with probe
microphones are given using equations 2.6 and C.9 by
Hind,h
recpm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec , xhprec ) =
= Horec · Hind,h
uls ,upm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec , xhprec ) · Hipm
= Horec ·

Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhrec , xlsrec , xpmrec , xhprec )

(C.10)

· Hpm · Hipm ,

approximately identical to the reference scene TFs (equation C.3), if identical positions
are assumed (cf. equations C.5 and C.9). This is formulated by
ind,h
Hind,h
recpm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec ) ≈ Href (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) · Hpm · Hipm .

(C.11)

Blocked Auditory Canal Recording The TFs describing the recording with miniature
microphones in the blocked auditory canals are with equations 2.6 and C.9 given by
Hind,b,h
recm (xhrec , xlsrec , xmrec , xhprec ) =
= Horec · Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhrec , xlsrec , xmrec , xhprec ) · Hm · Him .
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(C.12)

C.3 Playback Situation and Headphone Transfer Functions
Comparing equations C.3 and C.12 and assuming identical HP positions results in
Hind,b,h
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) =
= Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) ·

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hm · Him .

(C.13)

Artificial Head Recording With equations 2.6 and C.9, AH recording is described by
ah,h
Hah,h
recahm (xhrec , xlsrec , xhprec ) = Horec · Huls ,pahm (xhrec , xlsrec , xhprec ) · Hahm · Hiah . (C.14)

By comparison of equations C.7 and C.14 under the assumption of identical HP positions
in recording situation and reference scene,
ah,h
Hah,h
recahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) · Hahm · Hiah

(C.15)

is derived, formulated in relation to the reference scene using equations C.3 and C.14 by
Hah,h
recahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) =
= Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) ·

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hahm · Hiah .

(C.16)

C.3 Playback Situation and Headphone Transfer Functions
The BS playback situation is independent of the reference scene. For that reason, section 4.4
holds true also for BS with headphone reference scene. In particular, the headphone
transfer functions (HPTFs) are valid also for the HP reference scene.

C.4 Non-Equalized Binaural Synthesis
Using equations 4.21 and C.9 and assuming xhrec = xhref and xlsrec = xlsref , the ear signals
of the non-equalized BS situation with headphone reference scene are computed to
Pind,h
ene (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) =
ind,h
= Sls · Hind,h
recmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec ) · Hplay (xhpplay ).

(C.17)

In the following, different BS situations are described by the TFs
Hind,h
ne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) =
=

Pind,h
ene (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay )
Sls

(C.18)

ind,h
= Hind,h
recmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec ) · Hplay (xhpplay ).
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Combining equations 4.21 and C.11 results in

Hind,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Horef ·
ind,h
· Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pe (xhpplay ),

(C.19)

connecting the source signal and the ear signal spectra for probe microphone recording and
human head playback. Assuming the sound pressures at the probe microphone positions
during the recording to represent the ear signals allows for the approximation
Hind,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) ≈
ind,h
≈ Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pe (xhpplay ).

(C.20)

Blocked auditory canal recording and human playback results (equations 4.21 and C.13) in
ind,h
Hind,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Href (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )·

·

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hm · Him · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ).

(C.21)

Artificial head recording and human head playback is given (equations 4.21 and C.16) by
ind,h
Hind,h
neah (xhref , xlsref , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Href (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )·

·

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhprec )
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay ).

(C.22)

Non-Equalized Artificial Head Playback If recording using probe microphones, a combination of equations 2.7, 4.21, and C.11 describes the AH playback situation by
Hah,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Horef ·
ah,h
· Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec ) · Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ),

(C.23)

given in relation to the AH headphone reference scene based on equation C.7 by
ah,h
Hah,h
nepm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )·

·

Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec )
Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(C.24)

The AH playback of blocked auditory canal recordings given (equations 2.7, 4.21, C.12) by
Hah,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Horef ·
ah,h
· Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) · Hm · Him · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )
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(C.25)

C.5 Equalization Requirements
is related to the headphone reference scene using equation C.7, resulting in
ah,h
Hah,h
nem (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Hrefahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )·

·

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

· Hm · Him · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(C.26)

With equations 4.21 and C.15, the AH playback of artificial head recordings is given by
Hah,h
neah (xhref , xlsref , xhprec , xhpplay ) =
ah,h
= Hah,h
ahm (xhref , xlsref , xhprec ) · Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay ).

(C.27)

C.5 Equalization Requirements
Following assumption 2, recreating the headphone reference scene ear signals is assumed
as design target for BS with headphone reference scene, formulated mathematically by
!

ind,h
Pind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xhpref ).
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) = Pe

(C.28)

ind,h
In order to reach this goal, equalization filters heq
have to be applied, which are defined
combining the results of section C.4 with equations C.2 and C.17 by
ind,h
Hind,h
(xhpplay , xmicrec ) =
ne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay ) · Heq

= Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref ).

(C.29)

Assuming identical HP positions in reference scene and recording situation (xhpref = xhprec )
and the invertibility of Hind,h
ne , the equalization filters are given in general by
Hind,h
(xhpplay , xmicrec ) =
eq

Hind,h
ref (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,h
ne (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhprec , xhpplay )

.

(C.30)

Equalization: Human Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording The equalization
requirements for BS with headphone reference scene, probe microphone recording, and
human head playback are given using equations C.20 and C.30 by
Hind,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hpm · Hipm · Hohp · Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

.

(C.31)

With equations 4.24 and C.31, the requirements for probe microphone recording and
human head playback are related to probe microphone HPTFs under assumption 4 by
Hind,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

.

(C.32)
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Using equations 4.27 and C.31, the equalization requirements for probe microphone
recordings and human head playback based on blocked auditory canal HPTFs are given by
Hind,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) ≈

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
·

·

Hm · Him
·
Hpm · Hipm
(C.33)

1
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

.

b

The combination of probe microphone recording and human head playback with equalization by AH HPTFs is described based on equations 4.29 and C.31 by
Hind,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec )

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) Hahm · Hiah
.
≈ ah,h
·
·
Hpm · Hipm
Hhptfahm (xhphptf ) Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )
1

(C.34)

Equalization: Human Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording The human
head playback of blocked auditory canal recordings is described with equations C.21
and C.30 by the TFs
Hind,b,h
(xhpplay , xmrec ) =
eqm
=

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

·

1
Hm · Him · Hohp ·

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

.

(C.35)

Human head playback and blocked auditory canal recording related to probe microphone
HPTFs is given with equations 4.24 and C.35 by
Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
1
Hind,b,h
(x
,
x
)
=
·
·
hp
m
eqm
rec
play
ind,h
Hhptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )
(C.36)
Hpm · Hipm
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
· ind,b,h
·
.
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhp ) Hm · Him
rec

If assumptions 4 and 6 are taken for granted, equation C.36 can be simplified to
Hind,b,h
(xhpplay , xmrec ) ≈ ·
eqm
≈

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

·

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

·

Hpm · Hipm (C.37)
.
Hm · Him

With equations 4.27 and C.35, the relation of the equalization for the human head playback
of blocked auditory canal recordings to blocked auditory canal HPTFs is given by
1
·
Hind,b,h
(xhpplay , xmrec ) = ind,h,b
eqm
Hhptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
(C.38)
Hind,h
1
u ,p (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
.
· ind,b,hls e
· ind,h
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b
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Defining, based on the discussion in section 4.6.1, the TFs
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,ls (xmrec , xhprec , xhpref ) =
b

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
,
ind,b,h
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

(C.39)

equation C.38 can be rewritten to
Hind,b,h
(xhpplay , xmrec ) =
eqm
Hind,h
1
pm ,pe ,ls (xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )
· ind,h b
.
= ind,h,b
Hhptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

(C.40)

b

Equations 4.29 and C.35 allow to describe the equalization requirements for blocked
auditory canal recording and human head playback in relation to AH HPTFs by
Hind,b,h
(xhpplay , xmrec )
eqm

=

1
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·
(C.41)

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hahm · Hiah
· ind,b,h
·
.
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) Hm · Him
Equalization: Human Head Playback, Artificial Head Recording Equations C.22
and C.30 allow formulating the equalization requirements for BS with headphone reference
scene, AH recording, and human head playback by
Hind,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =
=

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhprec )

·

1
Hahm · Hiah · Hohp ·

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(C.42)

.

Equations 4.24 and C.42 yield the link between the equalization necessities for AH
recordings played back to a human listener and probe microphone HPTFs by
Hind,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1

·

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

ah,h
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf ) Huls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhprec )

·

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·
(C.43)

Hpm · Hipm
·
.
Hahm · Hiah

With equations 4.27 and C.42, the equalization requirements for the human head playback
of AH recordings and blocked auditory canal HPTFs are computed to
Hind,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )

·

1
Hind,h
pmb ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hm · Him
· ah,h
·
.
H
ahm · Hiah
Huls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

·
(C.44)
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For gathering a relationship between the equalization necessary for AH recordings played
back to a human listener and AH HPTFs, equations 4.29 and C.42 are combined to
Hind,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =
=

1
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·

Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhprec )

(C.45)

.

Equalization: Artificial Head Playback, Probe Microphone Recording The equalization requirements for the AH playback of probe microphone recordings are given combining
equations C.24 and C.30 by
Hah,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =
=

1
Hpm · Hipm · Hohp ·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec )

.

(C.46)

With equations 4.24 and C.46, the equalization necessities for the AH playback of probe
microphone recordings with regard to probe microphone HPTFs are given by
Hah,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =
·

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·

·

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec )

(C.47)
.

To determine equalization requirements for the AH playback of probe microphone recordings
dependent on blocked auditory canal HPTFs, equations 4.27 and C.46 are combined to
Hah,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec )
·

=

1

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hm · Him
·
Hpm · Hipm
(C.48)

1

· ind,h
.
Hind,h
uls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec ) Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

With equations 4.29 and C.46, equalization requirements for the AH playback of probe
microphone recordings are given with regard to AH HPTFs by
Hah,h
eqpm (xhpplay , xpmrec ) =

1

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )

ah,h
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf ) Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

·

Hahm · Hiah
· ind,h
·
.
Huls ,ppm (xhref , xlsref , xpmrec , xhprec ) Hpm · Hipm
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(C.49)

C.5 Equalization Requirements
Equalization: Artificial Head Playback, Blocked Auditory Canal Recording Equations C.26 and C.30 describe AH playback of blocked auditory canal recordings by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =
=

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

·

1
Hm · Him · Hohp ·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

.

(C.50)

With equations 4.24 and C.50, the equalization for blocked auditory canal recordings and
AH playback is formulated in dependence of probe microphone HPTFs by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·
(C.51)

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

Hpm · Hipm
.
·
· ind,b,h
Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) Hm · Him
With equations 4.27 and C.50, the equalization for the AH playback of blocked auditory
canal recordings is given using blocked auditory canal HPTFs by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =
·

1

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·

ah,h
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf ) Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·
(C.52)

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

1

· ind,b,h
.
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
b

Regarding an AH as a specific individual head, the equations
ah,h
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,ls (xmrec , xhprec , xhpref ) = Hpm ,pahm
b

b

e ,ls

(xmrec , xhprec , xhpref ),

ah,b,h
Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ) = Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec ),

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhphptf )

=

(C.53)
and

(C.54)

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )

(C.55)

hold (cf. section 4.6.2). Hence, equation C.52 can be simplified using equation 4.52 by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay )

=

1
Hah,h,b
hptfahm (xhphptf )

·

Hah,h
pm ,pahm

(xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )
e ,ls
b
.
ah,h
Hpm ,pahm ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
e
b

(C.56)

With equations 4.29 and C.50, the equalization requirements for blocked auditory canal
recording and AH playback related to AH HPTFs are given by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay , xmrec ) =

1

·

Hah,h
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )

ind,b,h
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf ) Huls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf ) Hahm · Hiah
· ah,h
·
.
Huhp ,pahm (xhp ) Hm · Him

·
(C.57)

play
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Equalization: Artificial Head Playback, Artificial Head Recording Equations C.27
and C.30 allow giving the equalization requirements for AH playback of AH recordings by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
Hahm · Hiah · Hohp · Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

.

(C.58)

With equations 4.24 and C.58, the equalization requirements for the AH playback of AH
recordings are given dependent on probe microphone HPTFs by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =
=

1
Hind,h
hptfpm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )

·

Hind,h
uhp ,ppm (xhphptf , xpmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·

Hpm · Hipm
.
Hahm · Hiah

(C.59)

The equalization requirements for the AH playback of AH recordings related to blocked
auditory canal HPTFs are given using equations 4.27 and C.58 by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =

1
Hind,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
·

Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

·

1
Hind,h
pmb ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

Hm · Him
.
ah,h
H
ahm · Hiah
Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

·
(C.60)

·

With equations 4.29 and C.58, the equalization required for the AH playback of AH
recordings is given related to AH HPTFs by
Hah,h
eqah (xhpplay ) =
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1

·

Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhphptf )

ah,h
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhphptf ) Huhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

.

(C.61)

D Mathematical and System-Theoretic Derivations
D.1 Discrete Formulation of the Smoothing Windows
The temporal windows for auditory-adapted exponential transfer function smoothing
(AAS) are defined in section 5.1.5 as real-valued, exponentially decaying temporal windows.
These functions are formulated with the analysis frequency dependent time constants
aκ > 0 and the unit step function ε (t) after Oppenheim et al. (1998, equation 1.70) by
c

weκ (t) = e−aκ t ε (t)

s We (ω) =
κ

1
.
aκ + jω

(D.1)

For the digital AAS implementation, a discrete formulation is derived in the following.
Yang et al. (2009, equation E 3.15.1, nomenclature adapted) give the infinite duration
real-valued exponential sequence
s [n] = bn ε [n] ,

with b < 1,

(D.2)

using the unit step sequence ε [n] according to Oppenheim et al. (1998, equation 1.64).
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) corresponding to equation D.2 is given by Yang
et al. (2009, equation E 3.15.4) by
S [k] =

1 − bN
1 − b e− j

2πk
N

,

with k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(D.3)

aκ

By substituting b = e− fs , b < 1 holds true since aκ > 0 represents positive time
constants and fs the positive sample rate. Therefore, equations D.2 and D.3 can be used
to derive the DFT pair corresponding to equation D.1 to
weκ [n] = e

κ
− na
fs

ε [n]

c

s We [k] =
κ

1 − e−
1 − e− j

N aκ
fs

aκ
2πk
N − fs

.

(D.4)

D.2 Extreme Values of the Auditory-Adapted Analysis Windows
The indices nmax,ηκ of the samples with maximum values of the discrete auditory-adapted
analysis (AAA) windows given by equation 2.22 are computed based on their derivatives
i
2aκ d h
d
η−1 −aκ n/fs
wηκ [n] =
(aκ n/fs )
e
dn
(η − 1)! dn
h
i
2a2κ
η−2 −aκ n/fs
=
(aκ n/fs )
e
(η − 1) − aκ n/fs ,
fs (η − 1)!

(D.5)
n ≥ 0.
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In the case discussed here, window functions with η > 1 are of interest. Extreme values
occur at zeros of the derivate, that is for
(

 !
I.) next,ηκ = 0
d
wη next,ηκ = 0 ⇒
.
(D.6)
dn κ
II.) η − 1 = aκ next,ηκ /fs
Taking into account that wηκ [0] = 0 holds for η > 1, maxima occur at
nmax,ηκ = fs (η − 1) /aκ ,

∀ η > 1.

(D.7)

With equations 2.26 and 2.27, equation D.7 can be rewritten by
nmax,ηκ =

fs (η − 1) p 1/η
2
− 1,
πc ∆fGV (fAκ )

∀ η > 1.

(D.8)

The corresponding maximum values are given by


wηκ nmax,ηκ =

2aκ
η−1 1−η
(η − 1)
e
,
(η − 1)!

∀ η > 1.

(D.9)

∆L

The sample index nα,ηκ at the window attenuation α = 10 20 with respect to the window
maximum is given with ∆L = Lα − Lmax based on
η−1 −aκ nα,η /fs
2aκ
κ
aκ nα,ηκ /fs
e
(η − 1)!
2aκ
!
η−1 1−η
=α
(η − 1)
e
, ∀η > 1
(η − 1)!



wηκ nα,ηκ =

⇒−

α,η κ
aκ nα,ηκ − afκ n(η−1)
1 1
!
e s
= − α η−1 ,
fs (η − 1)
e

∀ η > 1.

(D.10)

(D.11)

α,η κ
and therefore nα,ηκ = − xfs (η−1)
, the simplification
Substituting x = − fκs (η−1)
aκ

a n

1 1
x ex = − α η−1
e

(D.12)

is possible. Using the Lambert W-function (Corless et al. 1996), enabling the computation
of x for equations of the form y = x ex , nα,ηκ is given using equations 2.26 and 2.27 by
nα,ηκ

√
x (η − 1) 21/η − 1
= −fs
,
πc ∆fGV (fAκ )

∀ η > 1.

(D.13)

This sample index corresponds to the ∆L decay times of the AAA windows. In the context
of this thesis, it is used to correct the minimum temporal resolution displayed in AAA
spectrograms by the 60 dB decay times of the AAA windows (cf. e. g. figure 2.6).
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